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The shape 
of imagination.

Discover the unmistakable,  
all-new Audi A5 Sportback.

Style, practicality and performance unite in the all-new Audi A5 Sportback –  
a vehicle that brings a design icon into a new age. With a powerful engine, 

progressive interior and intelligent innovations such as best-in-class assistance 
systems and Matrix LED headlights with dynamic indicators,  

the Audi A5 Sportback is a dream come true on the road.

Visit your nearest Audi Dealership for more.

Engineered with soul.

Audi Vorsprung durch Technik
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FOR  HIM

Set alight your desire with a tantalising oriental, 
spicy scent to make you completely captivating.

An alluring infusion of mandarin and Sicilian lemon 
melts into a seductive leathery heart. This masculine 
scent slowly simmers down into an enticing base of 

cedarwood, sandalwood and tonka beans.

It’s midnight, their eyes lock and the world around them 
stops. An undeniable attraction is sparked by a powerful 

scent, created for the man who she � nds simply 
irresistible. Let intense passion take over. 
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These two men turned  
the tide in their favour, 
harnessing the ocean
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THE BEST (AND SAFEST)
PRE-WORKOUT
The natural, abundant and
best way to start your gym
session

46
THREE-WEEK ARMS
How the son of Dirty Harry
stays strong

 The  
Strength 
Issue
We’ve found the path to true
power. This is your manual
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52
INJURY-PROOF 
YOUR TRAINING
Build your muscles,  
spare your joints

74
LOSE 9KG NOW!
Small steps to grow  
your willpower

78
SPECIAL FORCES:
ARE YOU FIT ENOUGH?
Workout secrets of the army’s
elite. Your mission: get fit

100 
HIT A HIGHER GEAR
It’s not about wants. It’s  
about needs

106
THE BEST
WINTER WEIGHT-LOSS
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Your new equipment has 
two wheels – and no limits

114
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MUSCLE MEAL
Flip your protein source  
with these stacked-up 
pancake feasts
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Cover Guy Scott Eastwood
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MUSCLE + FITNESS
86/ Stronger Everything!
We’ve found the best ways to
bolster every part of your life 

94/ Flesh and Blood  
Springbok legend Robert du 
Preez on the secret behind 
raising superior sons

STYLE+ 
GROOMING

32/ Stay Fly We took this
travel agent from baggage  
to balling 

122/ Your Strong Suit  
Power up the timeless suit with
these new looks

HEALTH+ 
WELLNESS

64/ Bigger Pharma Find
more than vitamins and 
prescription pills at your  
local pharmacy 

66/ Save Your Butt You 
have zero excuses to skip a  
colon cancer screening. It’s 
now easier than ever 

68/ I Survived... AJ Calitz  
came back from a stroke to  
win StrongmanRun

FOOD+ NUTRITION
30/ Craft a New Coffee Rig 
Skip the bearded barista and opt
for a better blend: DIY 

56/ The Perfect Protein
Formula Whip up the ultimate
omelette 

59/ Settle the Tab It’s beer
versus wine in a war for your
first order this Friday

SEX+ 
RELATIONSHIPS

61/ Win the Play-Offs Think 
sex toys are just for her 
to enjoy? You’re wrong, and 
here’s why

WEIGHT LOSS
70/ Run It Off From couch
potato to completing the Com-
rades – Will Addison crossed the 
finish line 20kg lighter 

72/ Dumb Cuts We found out
whether these 5 get-slim-treat-
ments are really worth trying

REGULARS & DEPARTMENTS

100 GEAR ESSENTIALS 
All the tools, tech and tricks you’ll ever need.

GUY WISDOM
28/ Truck the World Every
man needs a bakkie. Here are
four of the best 

38/ Through Hell and
Highwater Two rowers
braved 8 000km of hostile
waters to achieve the impossible 

42/ Live to Fly A brain 
tumour was the boarding ticket 
Marc Dinkelmann needed to live
his dream

EVEN MORE
USEFUL STUFF...

12 Ed’s Letter Prop
up your life on the  
pillars of power 

14 Man of Action
Bruce Campbell and
mountain muscle

16 Ask MH “When can
I start my kid on weight
training?” 

18 Bulletins Short
answers for big health
and fitness results

24 Malegrams Your
guide to everything a
man needs in life 

34 Worth Your Time
How to spend every free
minute this month

36 
MAKE SCENTS 

Decode your aroma with this 
guide to five secret ingredients
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LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
598 000 men can’t be wrong
facebook.com/MensHealthSA

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
Join in on the conversation
@MensHealthZA

DOUBLE TAP ON INSTAGRAM
Get even more useful stuff
@MensHealthZA

SEX & RELATIONSHIPS TRANSFORMATION

MUSCLE & FITNESS

YOUR GUIDE TO THE EXPANDING EMPIRE OF MEN’S HEALTH ,  THE WORLD’S LARGEST MEN’S BRAND

Athlete and trainer Andy Speer has developed  
a training programme for Men’s Health that will 
shred your stomach and sculpt your abs. And  
you get free access to the workout videos  
on our Facebook page! Check it out at  
facebook.com/MensHealthSA

We’ve got the hottest tips and 
research to fire up your sex life at 
mh.co.za/sex-women We’ve picked six Men’s Health 

readers who are ready to totally 
transform their bodies and lifestyles. 
We’ll be hooking them up with 
everything they need to shed their fat 
and pack on muscle – and you can 
follow their training every step of the 
way. Check out their journey from 
flab to fit at mh.co.za/transform

ARE YOU READY  
FOR THE ANARCHY 
ABS WORKOUT?

GET 
ADVENTUROUS  
IN THE BEDROOM!

Download your digital copy at  
mysubs.co.za/mens-health
Works on iPad, Mac or PC.

MH.CO.ZA/VIDEOS

HOTTEST ARTICLES ON  
MH.CO.ZA/SEX-WOMEN THIS MONTH:

THOUSANDS OF GUYS LOVED THESE TOP VIDEOS THIS MONTH:

Helicopter Plank Ladder Boulder Shoulder Circuit

1 / 8 Women Reveal Why They Love Giving Oral Sex 
2 / 6 Steps To Beat Premature Ejaculation 
3 / This Is What Your Favourite Sex Position Says  
 About You

Join our 15 000 followers  
on Instagram, where we share 
the best workouts, hottest  
style and most mind-blowing  
body transformations

#menshealthza
GET IN ON THE INSTA ACTION

C L U B

TRANSFORM

@brinkfit_sa @francoishougaard_ @prince_enno
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• ULED has a 33% wider colour spectrum than normal LED
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 TRUE STRENGTH HAS BECOME SOMETHING THAT’S TOUGH TO MEASURE.  
Yes, physical strength can obviously be measured in weight plates, distances 
and personal bests – but for me, the most interesting kind of strength, the non-
physical type, is the hardest one to describe. You can call it grit or character, but 
it’s a lot harder to cultivate than simply picking up heavy things. Markham Reid 
expertly describes strength as a “willingess to identify weaknesses and fix 
them”. That speaks to true strength for me, and it’s what we’re trying to do  
with this issue. Mental strength, like confidence and physical strength, is built, 
earned and forged by being put under pressure. They all affect one another,  
and thankfully, you can train them all at the same time. Do that right, and not 
only will you become physically stronger and healthier, you’ll also become  
better equipped to deal with problems outside of the the gym.

Here’s why it’s The Strength Issue: we’ve got life advice from a Game of 
Thrones legend and one of the strongest men in the world (p86); life lessons 
and fatherhood wisdom from Robert du Preez (p94) and the inside track 
from his ridiculously strong rugby sons; training secrets and hardcore workout 
routines of the elite US Army Rangers (p78), and my favourite, the success 
story of our Belly Off winner (p70), who used old-fashioned grit to pick  
himself up after his divorce, lose 20kg and finish Comrades – all in 8 months. 

The theme continues through our signature mix of inspirational stories 
and strong role models: a powerful salvation by surfing (p24) piece, advice 
from two men who rowed 8 000km from Cape Town to Rio de Janiero 
(p38) in a small boat, dodging tankers and huge swells, an explorer whose 
real adventure began once he beat a brain tumour (p42), and the shocking 
story of how local trail phenom AJ Calitz overcame a stroke (p68). 

Winter is a tough time to keep your eating plan and training schedule  
honest. The cold weather and darker days conspire to tempt you to eat more 
comfort food and skip a few more training sessions, but don’t worry, we’ve 
got you covered. Check out our ridiculously tasty protein pancakes (p114), 
and recruit your best winter weight-loss tool (p106) – hint: it’s got two 
wheels and it’s probably sitting in your garage.

Screw hibernation. It’s time to get really strong, physically and mentally. 
Arthur Jones  
EDITOR  
Instagram & Twitter:  
@ArthurJonesSA

WISE WORDS ON REAL STRENGTH

FEAR IS YOUR FIRST OBSTACLE

Strong 
Words

Robert du Preez and his growing team. p94

Email: tellmh@media24.com   Twitter: @MensHealthZA   Facebook: MensHealthSA

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
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Sports Scientist Michael 
Posthumus is going to make 
you stronger and leaner. p106

Cover guy and Fate of the 
Furious star Scott Eastwood 
has plenty to teach you. p46

Will Addison is our 
Belly Off winner and 
Comrades finisher. p70

Marc Dinkelmann survived a brain tumour 
and became an adventurer. p42

“The world breaks everyone, and 
afterward, many are strong at the 
broken places.” 

“You can think yourself strong or you 
can think yourself weak. Six weeks 
after my stroke I got on a plane and 
went to StrongmanRun in Germany. 
Once I was in the lead, I thought,  
this is where I belong.” 

–Ultra-runner AJ Calitz, p68

–Ernest Hemingway
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Our first-ever compact SUV, the Mazda CX-3, is styled in KODO Soul of Motion with SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY delivering 115kW of power and 204Nm of torque in a 6-speed automatic or manual 

transmission for a superb driving experience, no matter which option you choose. Keep in touch 
using MZD Connect, standard in the Dynamic model, and ride above the rest in the Individual model 

with 18” alloy wheels, Integrated Navigation and Head-Up Display (HUD) features, to name a few.

The impossible made possible.

 M{zd{ CX-3



Manof
Action

WHEN BRUCE CAMPBELL WAS DIAGNOSED WITH A RARE DISEASE,
which caused glycogen to build up in the body, poisoning and damaging his
muscles, he was faced with an a difficult challenge or lose his ability to move.
The task: deplete his blood sugar and glycogen levels until he was forced to
burn through his fat for energy. Cycling was perfect. The low-impact sport let
him spend six to eight hours in the saddle each day, allowing him to push his
body through the pain boundaries, and reclaim and retain his strength.

“You are able to escape from the hustle of the
city and leave the stress behind. And you
get all that while building strength, boosting
yourmood and seeing sunrises you’dmiss if
youwere still hiding under the covers.”
– Bruce Campbell, cyclist

WESTERN CAPE
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TM

When can  
I start my 
9-year-old  
kid on some 
strength 
training?
GREG, CAPE TOWN

 Ask
MH

If Junior wants to have fun alongside you while you work out in the 
garage, great. Let him try a few bodyweight squats, lunges, and medicine 
ball presses. The typical 7- to 9-year-old can do that, no problem. But no 
heavy weights yet: his muscle, tendon and cartilage systems haven’t 
developed enough. If he’s coachable and wants to try light weights, find 
a qualified instructor who won’t push him, says Avery Faigenbaum, a 
professor of pediatric exercise at the College of New Jersey. Now isn’t the 
time to turn your kid into the next Eben Etzebeth; this should be a fun 
father-son activity. When it comes to serious training, wait until he’s at 
least 15, when his undeveloped cartilage will have turned to bone.

LIFE’S QUESTIONS,
ANSWERED
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HEALTH
My big toe joint 
is starting to 
angle outward. 
Google says it’s 
a bunion; what 
do I do now?
PIETER, PRETORIA
If it is a bunion (ask a 
real-life podiatrist), you 
can only slow down the 
process, not completely 
reverse it. Bunions 
usually appear in a 
specific inherited foot 
type, typically flat. The 
metatarsal bone shifts 
outward and the big 
toe shifts in. Over time, 
this can shove your 
other toes over too. 
If you catch a bunion 
early, orthotics may 
slow the progression, 
which in turn may 
ease pain, says 
Andrew Shapiro, of 
the American Podiatric 
Medical Association. 

Stretchable, wider 
shoes can relieve 
pressure and lessen 
pain too.

HEALTH
Why do I sleep 
badly after a 
long run during 
the day?
CHASE, DURBAN
Because running 
is hard and life is 
confusing. For some, 
a 10km practically 
induces a coma. For 
others it’s a shot of  
red-eye espresso. 
Sleep expert W. 
Christopher Winter, 
author of The Sleep 
Solution, says a 
long run might 
generate enough 
neurotransmitters, 
such as dopamine, 
to adversely affect 
sleep patterns. And 
the later the run, the 

more pronounced the 
potential effect. Try the 
shower trick: “Around 
11:30 pm, your body 
starts to naturally cool 
down, which is a sleep 
trigger,” Dr Winter says. 
So grab a shower at 
bedtime; stepping 
out of the shower can 
simulate that cooling 
effect artificially. And 
if your schedule 
allows, run in the early 
morning. “Your brain 
will begin to prepare 
for exercise around the 
same time,” Dr Winter 
says. You’ll also be 
more likely to maintain 
a consistent bedtime 
and sleeping pattern. 

Ask MH

NUTRITION
I know healthy 
fat is good, but 
how much do  
I need?
HARUM, EAST LONDON
About a third of your 
daily calories should 
come from fats, but put 
down the calculator. 
Just do this: have three 
eggs at breakfast, add 
maybe a tablespoon 
of various oils when 
you make each meal, 
and scoff nuts as 
an afternoon snack. 
nutrition advisor and 
author Mike Roussell 
says if you stick to 
these guidelines, along 
with a normal healthy 
diet, you should hit that 
magic one-third. The 
only number to know is 
38: that’s the kilojoule 
count of a single gram 
of fat. So don’t go 
overboard.

AM I  
DYING?

I have a pimply rash around  
my mouth. MTHUNZI, JOBURG 
Odd and unsettling, yes. Dangerous, no. This 
could be perioral dermatitis, a rash of red bumps 
and pus pimples around the mouth and nose. 
The cause isn’t known, but dermatologists 
associate it with topical cortisone creams, 
asthma inhalers, and fluoride toothpaste. All 
three are believed to stimulate skin inflammation, 
says Joshua Zeichner, an assistant professor 
of dermatology at Mount Sinai. Don’t sweat it, 
but clean it. A cream with calming ingredients 
like green tea will be your friend. Dr Zeichner 
likes Aveeno UltraCalming Foaming Cleanser 
(merkado.co.za).

Is this the red mark 
of death?

 MAYBE

 NO

Send your 
questions to  
tellmh@
media24.com,  
and we’ll get 
the answers.

What time 
should I eat 
lunch if I 
plan on  
hitting the 
gym after 
work?
DAMON, CAPE TOWN
How about lunchtime? It can be 
that simple, Damon. If you plan 
to work out at 6 pm, have your 
lunch around noon. If you work 
out later, then eat a little later, says 
Mike Boyle of Mike Boyle Strength 
and Conditioning. Basically, you 
want to feed your body every 
three to four hours so it’s running 
on constant fuel throughout the 
day, says Ryan Reist, director of 
sports nutrition at the University of 
Missouri. So if you plan to go for 
a run, reach for a light snack, like 
Greek yogurt and granola, around 
3:30. If you’re lifting weights, try a 
chicken sandwich and a banana. 
“The more intense the workout 
is, the further away you’d want to 
eat for the food to digest,” Reist 
says. That 5:30 snack may cause 
stomach issues. After the gym? 
Have a balanced dinner of protein, 
carbs, fruits and vegetables.
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Strong Liquor,  
Stronger Bones
You probably know tequila from such hits as “The Time  
I Blacked Out Again,” and “Why Did I Buy This Garden 
Flamingo.” However, the hard liquor enjoyed by bar 
banditos across the globe has more perks than 
helping you forget your mistakes (or make a few 
new ones). A Mexican researcher has discovered that the 
substances inside tequila plants may help improve the 
absorption of calcium and magnesium. The study, 
reported on by Science Daily, found that mice that 
ingested fructans from blue agave – the plant used to 
make your favourite bottle of Don Blotto – produced nearly 
50% more of the bone production protein osteocalcin than 
mice that did not. Of course, you’re not a mouse, but if you 
are going to order a drink, opt for this bona fide boozer. 
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WORK OR WAIT?
Still crossing your fingers and hoping for the one? Bad idea. A study 
published in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology sug-
gested that people who believe in the idea of a “soulmate” 
have worse sex than those workshopping intercourse in the 
bedroom. Researchers found that on days when participants 
believed that sexual satisfaction required work, and wasn’t some 
sort of preordained bestowal of compatibility, they reported more 
positive sexual experiences and higher relationship quality. 
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Bulletins/
Sex

For more sex news and 
tips, go to mh.co.za/
sex-women

IS NOW A 
GOOD TIME 
TO TALK?

Naked Truth
Lifting the lid on your sexual  
fantasies can feel like you’re opening 
Pandora’s box. But new research 
suggests that sharing your most 
illicit thoughts with your signifi-
cant other may lead to better  
sex and a happier relationship.  
A University of Nevada study in  
The Journal of Sex Research  
questioned 265 people in long-term 
relationships, asking them about any-
thing from their sexual satisfaction 
to their communication. The result? 
Those couples who spoke openly 
about sex tended to trust in each  
other more, resulting a more  
stable relationship. Set the mood,  
spill the beans – chances are,  
you’ll be rewarded for it.

15%
YEP, THAT’S HOW MUCH MORE 

OFTEN THE AVERAGE AMERICAN 
WAS HAVING SEX EVERY DAY  

BACK IN THE 1990S THAN TODAY.  
Source: Archives of Sexual Behavior

WHO’S ON HER MIND?
Ever wondered who she’s thinking about when 
she’s masturbating? It’s probably you. A survey 
conducted by sex toy retailer Lovehoney found 
that 69% of men and 60% of women often fanta-
sised about their current partner. But the title of 
sloppy second place goes to her ex, and yours. 
Fifty-eight percent of men reported jacking 
off to sex situations involving former lovers, 
while 48% of women said they did the same. 
But don’t worry: relationships expert Tracey Cox 
told Refinery29 that these fantasies allow cou-
ples to experience the thrill of “new” sex without 
the pain of a break-up following an affair. 

DIRTY TRICKS

THE ULTIMATE 
FAKE-DOWN
Think she’s faking it? Well, 
researchers have figured 
out six possible reasons 
why. In a study published 
in Archives of Sexual 
Behavior, 46 men and 
women were asked to 
share their motivations 
behind simulating satisfac-
tion – and then armed 
with the info, they can-
vased 416 varsity students 
on their feigned flailing. 
Turns out 76% of 
women admitted to fak-
ing it, while almost half 
the men conned a cli-
max, too. Here’s why: 1/ 
They found it pleasurable. 
2/ They were feeling inse-
cure. 3/ To make their 
partner happy. 4/ They 
weren’t enjoying it. 5/ 
They used it to manipulate  
or gain power over their 
partner. 6/ They used  
it to supplement their 
emotional communication.
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F&%k Up  
Your Workout
Your favourite four-letter word is 
your new secret weapon in the gym. 
Seriously, researchers at Keele University 
discovered that dropping an F-bomb or 
two while struggling in the squat rack 
could help you nail that final rep. The 
reason: they thought that a few expletives 
increase your adrenaline, which has the 
net result of engaging your fight or flight 
response, allowing to push harder. But 
the truth is far simpler. When you cuss, 
you distract yourself from the pain 
– allowing you to break through that 
barrier and hit a new max. Disclaimer: 
please restrict your profanity to your 
home workout or the lonely trail. Or dial 
down the volume if you have to do it in 
the gym.

THAT’S HOW MUCH 
MORE FOOD YOU  
EAT WHEN YOU’RE 
WOLFING DOWN 
MEALS IN FRONT OF 
THE TV. TAKE THAT 
PLATE BACK TO THE 
DINNER TABLE.
Source: American Journal of Clinical Nutrition

For up-to-the-minute weight 
loss news and tips, go to 
mh.co.za/weight-lossBulletins/

Weight Loss

TIP THE SCALES

Mix it Up
Has your weight loss hit a plateau? 
Culprit A: your diet. But if it’s not the 
plate that’s the problem, it could be 
Culprit B: your bland workout routine.  
A study published by the American 
Council on Exercise revealed that a 
diverse training schedule, with equal 
parts strength and cardio, is your 
foolproof fat-melting game plan.  
Here’s why: doing the same workout 
every week means your muscles  
get used to those patterns and 
movements. By mixing up the reps,  
rest periods and intensity of your 
training as often as possible, you will 
take a wrecking ball to your waistline  
as your muscles expend extra energy 
to adapt to the new maneouvres. 

CAN THE UNECESSARY CALORIES
So you’ve switched out the treacle-sweet sodas for a sugar-free  
“diet” alternative. Sounds like a good step, right? Researchers aren’t 
convinced. A new study published by the Endochrine Society 
suggests that these so-called weight watching, guilt-free cool  
drinks are still derailing your diet. They suggest that these bubbly 
beverages could be slowing down your metabolism and even 
increasing abdominal fat. Our advice: opt for water instead, and  
save the sugar for your cheat day.

SLEEP IT OFF
That strict bedtime from your childhood is a training tool you’ll regret ditching. Turns  
out that staying up and trading shut-eye for another round at the bar or the next episode  
of The Walking Dead is eating your gains. A study published in Nature Communication  
has uncovered that sleep deprivation might be why you’re caving in to your cravings for  
junk food. A lack of sleep will cause your body to release increased levels of the hormone 
ghrelin, which in turn ramps up your appetite and makes your stomach groan at the sight  
of those deep-fried chicken waffles. It’s time for a curfew – but we can’t promise anyone  
will read you a bedtime story.

TURN THE 
GYM AIR 

BLUE

10%





They came from crime-ridden 
neighbourhoods and turned  
the tide on their upbringings,  
one wave at a time  
BY JAZZ KUSCHKE 

Saved by 
Surfing

T H E  B E S T  W A Y  T O  S P E N D  Y O U R  T I M E  A N D  M O N E Y

Malegra ms

CHASING THE DREAM
Joshe Faulkner is a serious 
competitor with big ambitions. His 
next move: qualifying for the WSL.
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INITIATION
Alfonso Peters 
escaped gang life 
through surfing.

Edited by Kieran Legg

Malegra ms
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alcoholic – she’s in recovery now – and she would get drunk 
and beat me up. It was almost like I was looking for a ground-
ing of sorts,” he says. Surfing gave him that foundation. “It 
was something I could wake up early for every day.”

Dalton eventually returned to the US, and Peters went to 
live with his older sister and her boyfriend. “When he left I 
couldn’t pay my school fees and stuff, so eventually I dropped 
out and started coaching surfing full-time at the beach,” he 
says. This eventually lead him to Muizenberg, and Roxy’s  
Surf Emporium.

“Surfing kept me sane,” he says, explaining how he could 
easily have returned to his old ways during that time, but  
the passion to improve and to be out in the water every day 
burned too strongly. “It kept me away from the streets; every 
time I went surfing it was just amazing and I knew I had to 
stick it out.” 

“Surfing is like therapy in water. You go out there and  
you don’t think of anything else – just that wave that is com-
ing. That’s what you focus on. Then when you come out it’s 
almost like a weight has been lifted,” he says. “I love helping 
people learn to surf. This is my passion.”

JOSHE FAULKNER IS A PROGRESSIVE 
shortboard surfer from Jeffreys Bay. Pro-
nounced Jo-say, Faulkner is just 18, but 
has national titles under his belt and has 
travelled all over the world to compete. 
He was saved by surfing at an early age, 
yet he believes it could so easily have 

been different. “There is nothing to do at home after school,” 
he says. “So a lot of guys in my area get into trouble and go to 
jail at a young age.”

Geographically, Pellsrus is a suburb of South Africa’s most 
famous surf town, and some of the houses are even built  
with face brick, but that’s really where the similarities to 
Wavecrest, or any of its other suburbs, ends. It might as well 
be on the Cape Flats – tik rules the streets and alcohol rules at 
home. It’s a matriarchal society with many of the dads being 
fishermen working away from home, or just not involved 
with the kids at all. In terms of a nursery for national-level 
athletes – especially something as non-mainstream as surfing 
– it is not what you would call ideal. 

Much like Peters, Faulkner is pulling off the classic South 
African sports hero story: rising above his situation (or per-
haps feeding off of it in some quiet, emotional way) to 
become a serious competitor. 

“I want to go pro,” grins the quietly spoken teenager. 
“Qualifying for the WSL (World Surf League) Championship 
Tour – that’s my goal.” For Faulkner, who started surfing at the 
age of seven – thanks to his older cousins, Bertie Stuurman 
and Dominic Abersalie and the guidance of J-Bay surfboard 
shaper Thys Strydom – this is a very real possibility.

Acceptance and accolades in the surf industry is one thing, 
but back on the streets of Pellsrus, Faulkner’s success (and 
that of a few close friends who are walking the same path) has 
had some different spin-offs. 

“People don’t really travel much,” he says, “at all actually…
so they don’t really understand some things.” He’s talking as 
much about surfing – and competitive, career success in this 
sport, in a place where cricket, rugby and soccer are the 
default norm – as well as trying to explain to his community 
about things he has seen in the US, Ecuador or Portugal.

 The way things are going at the moment, he will soon have 
to explain a lot more places, and titles, to the disbelieving 
people back home.  

ALFONSO PETERS IS A STYLISH LONG- 
boarder. The man they call Alf is the 
head coach at Roxy’s Surf Emporium  
in Muizenberg, has received national 
colours multiple times and is a threat  
in every contest he enters. But it wasn’t 
always this way. 

“It started small,” Peters explains. “Bunking school and 
going to chain stores and shopping centres to steal stuff.”  
He was 10 years old when he took to the streets to escape  
the realities of extreme poverty in Manenberg on the Cape 
Flats and an alcoholic, single-parenting mother.

“Police often took me home during those early days,”  
he recalls. “They would see this kid wandering around the 
streets of Cape Town and ask where my home was. My mom 
would scold me and then I would just run away again. Even-
tually I started staying over on the streets and didn’t go home 
for long periods of time.”

In and out of youth shelters and yo-yoing between living 
on the streets and the stark realities of his home, things 
escalated for Peters, and by 15 he was running with a gang. 
“Then one night I was with this gangster, and we were caught 
breaking into a car,” he says. Peters was arrested, but because 
of his age, was released on the Monday. He was charged and 
given a court date. “I went back to the streets and thought a 
lot. I realised this wasn’t the life I wanted and I just broke 
down right there,” he says.  

Today, at 28, Peters is the head of the coaching programme 
at the popular Roxy’s Surf Emporium in Muizenberg, has a 
beautiful wife and has competed for his country on the inter-
national stage.

Peters credits Ryan Dalton, a social worker from the USA 
who was in the country working through the Beautiful Gate 
organisation, to helping him turn his life around.  “Ryan 
always knew where to find me,” he says. “He came to me with 
an opportunity – he took me in and sorted me out with school 
fees, clothes, everything.”

Peters went to the School of Hope, which offered free surf 
lessons at Surf Shack. He signed up by chance, not thinking 
he would like it. “Surfing just became such a passion and 
opened my eyes,” he says. “It pulled me off the streets.”   

“I think I was searching for something,” he says. “You know 
I had lost my dad when I was very young and my mom was an 
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SAFE HAVEN
The water is where 

Alfonso Peters 
finally found sanity.
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WATER 
THERAPY
Don’t test the waters 
– take the plunge. 
Here’s why

SOAK YOUR 
CALORIES

But there are benefits 
to warmer waters, too. 
Research conducted at 
Loughborough Univer-
sity discovered that 
soaking in a hot bath 
could burn the same 
number of calories as 
going on a 30-minute 
walk (around 140 calo-
ries, or 590 kJ). How-
ever, you’d have to 
slosh around in the 
bath for at least an hour 
to see those benefits.

CALM THE 
STORM  

A Virginia Common- 
wealth University  
study found that cold 
showers could help 
treat symptoms linked 
to depression.  
Icier aqua triggers 
mood-boosting neu-
rotransmitters, which 
makes you feel just a 
little bit happier. Plus,  
a separate study found 
that cold water swim-
ming could also boost 
your energy levels. 
Grit your teeth. 

“A LOT OF GUYS IN MY 
AREA GET INTO TROUBLE AND 
GO TO JAIL AT A YOUNG AGE.”

WASH AWAY 
DOMS

Taking a dip in cold 
water may ramp up 
your recovery time  
after a training session. 
A study from Chile 
tested participants  
24 to 96 hours after a 
workout, and found that 
immersion in cold 
water helped decrease 
the effects of delayed 
onset muscle sore-
ness. The cold in turn 
lowers the temps of 
damaged tissue con-
stricting blood vessels 
and reducing swelling 
and inflammation.

WAX ON
Alfonso Peters is 
a now a full-time 
surfing coach.
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Four Beastly Bakkies 
Captain a 2017 ride that covers both heavy lifting and everyday needs

MEN’S HEALTH DRIVES

MH DriveMalegrams
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1/ For The Practical 
Bigger, more spacious, but lighter than its 
predecessor, the new Navara is a strong 
contender for best bakkie. It’s powerful, 
versatile, and filled with techie conveniences, 
but the real selling point was the introduction  
of a 5-link coil rear suspension. What does this 
mean? Much-improved ride quality, across  
a range of surfaces and speeds.

2/ For The Flashy 
The battle for top-selling bakkie is fiercely con-
tested between this and the Hilux – but they’re 
both solid choices with very few faults between 
them. We think this is the best-looking Ranger 
kit (it’s an official one and won’t void your war-
ranty) and it’s cheaper than the top-of-the-
range Wildtrak. And these looks are backed up 
with faultless performance and build quality.  

3/ For the Rugged 
The original die-hard bakkie has been 
refreshed from the bottom up, and even though 
it now comes with more mod-cons and a 
plusher cabin, it’s still the most reliable and 
bombproof pick-up here, and handles both tar 
and trail with ease. In fact, we think it’s the pick 
of the bunch when you go off-road. Bottom line 
– it’s a safe investment as a longterm 4x4.

4/ For the Price-Conscious 
The KB bakkie also has a legendary status as a 
never-say-die farm bakkie with plenty of cult  
followers. The model we have chosen here 
doesn’t have 4x4, but it offers plenty of power 
and pick-up practicality (and good looks) for the 
price. If you want more towing power and 4x4, 
you can opt for the KB300 LX auto double cab, 
but then you’re looking at R563 500. 

NISSAN NAVARA LE 4x4 AT  
Engine: 2.3l twin turbodiesel
Horsepower: 140kW
Torque: 450Nm 
Towing Capacity: 3 500kg  
Payload: up to 1 002kg
Price: R584 900 

FORD RANGER AUTO FX4
Engine: 3.2l turbodiesel 
Horsepower: 147kW
Torque: 470Nm 
Towing Capacity: 3 500kg  
Payload: 938kg
Price: R593 600 

TOYOTA HILUX GD-6 RAIDER AT  
Engine: 2.8l twin turbodiesel
Horsepower: 130kW
Torque: 450Nm 
Towing Capacity: 3 500kg  
Payload: 810kg
Price: R573 500 

ISUZU KB 250 X-RIDER MT
Engine: 2.5l turbodiesel
Horsepower: 100kW
Torque: 320Nm 
Towing Capacity: 2 100kg  
Payload: 1 020kg
Price: R388 400 

VOLVO S60 POLESTAR
In terms of luxury and power (and safety), 
Volvo has it all in spades. The sleek Pole-
star, with a twin turbocharged 4-cylinder 
engine, is one of its in-house performance 
brands. Fast and safe. R757 800

MERCEDES-AMG GLA45
Looks like a small SUV right? However,  
the power in the GLA, a humble crossover,  
is grunt-inducing. This classy whip comes 
with a 2-litre turbocharged four-banger that 
yields a robust 280kW. R856 700

FORD FOCUS RS
With its 2.3-litre 4-cylinder guts, the RS is  
a runabout gone blisteringly hot hatch. It’s 
practical – right up until you flatten the gas 
pedal and start warping time and tarmac. 
Pure fun on four wheels. R699 900

SPEED SCHOOL 

3 Incognito 
Performance 
Cars
Forget the garish, 
costly supercars: 
these getaway 
cars will surprise 
at the robots 
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1/ Clean the Metal
With the utility knife, scrape any 
labels off the pipes. Then wipe off 
the oil coating using a rag soaked 
with mineral spirits. (Wear dis-
posable gloves and do this in a 
well-ventilated area.)

2/ Paint the Screws
Twist the short screws and four  
of the long ones into cardboard 
so they stand up. Spray the screw 
heads with black paint so they’ll 
match the pipe.

3/ Prep the Wood
Mark the centre of the square 
block using a ruler and pencil. 
Drill a 2cm hole through the  
block for the funnel. Sand; rub 
with tung oil.

4/ Make the Base
Set the nicer-looking board on 
your workbench so its best side 
faces down. Stack the other 

board on it, edges flush; drill 
½cm pilot holes in the corners. 
Join with 2.5cm unpainted 
screws. Flip. Sand. Add tung oil.

5/ Thread the Pipe
Set a flange on one end of the 
base and mark its four screw 
holes. Remove it, drill ½cm pilot 
holes, and fasten the flange to 
the base with 2.5cm painted 
screws. Thread the 20cm pipe 
onto the flange. Add the elbow, 
the 39cm pipe, and tee. Align the 
other flange with the block’s hole. 
Join with 2cm screws. Twist the 
connector onto the flange. Spin 
the block onto the tee so its edge 
is parallel with the base. Coat the 
metal with tung oil to stop rust.

6/ Start Brewing
Set the funnel in the block hole. 
Add a coffee filter and ground 
beans; swirl in hot water. Sip  
and rejoice.

Craft a New 
Coffee Rig 
Move over, Mr Barista: this 
DIY drip system brews a cup 
that’s way better than yours
BY SAL VAGLICA

2  LENGTHS 1CM BLACK PIPE 
(9CM AND 20CM)

FITTINGS (ALL 1CM BLACK): 
2 FLOOR FLANGES  
1 ELBOW, 90-DEGREES  
1 PIPE TEE  
1 PIPE CONNECTOR  

UTILITY KNIFE 

DISPOSABLE GLOVES 

2 LINT-FREE RAGS 

MINERAL SPIRITS 

4 WOOD SCREWS (#8), 2CM 

8 WOOD SCREWS (#8), 2.5CM 

1  CAN (300G) BLACK  
SPRAY PAINT

1  SQUARE 11.5CM BLOCK,  
2CM THICK

RULER AND PENCIL 

2  HARDWOOD BOARDS, 
2CM×20CM×30CM EACH

2 DRILL BITS (2CM AND ½CM) 

100-GRIT SANDPAPER OR
A RANDOM ORBIT SANDER

450G 100% TUNG OIL

1  GLASS FUNNEL (10CM STEM, 
10CM-WIDE OPENING)

COFFEE FILTER CONES (#2)

What You’ll Need
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BLACK INSOMNIA
Punted as the world’s 

strongest coffee, these 
pack a kick. However, 
effects will diminish 
with daily drinking.

Uncommon Knowledge Malegrams

1/ 95mg The caffeine in about  
240ml of coffee. (Mugs can range 
from 240ml to 350ml.)

3/ 400mg (about 950ml) The  
caffeine threshold you should not 
exceed in a day.

2/ 300mg (about 710ml coffee) 
Average daily caffeine consumption 
of an adult.

4/ 500 to 600mg (1 180ml to 1 
420ml) A potent dose that may cause 
rapid heartbeat and insomnia.

5/ 5 to 50g (12 000ml to 120 000ml) 
The amount that could kill you. Death 
is rare, but has occurred.

HEAD Coffee can 
enhance some head-
ache relievers. Caf-
feine aids in their 
absorption and can 
lead to constriction of 
blood vessels, which 
can temporarily widen 
during a migraine.

BRAIN You feel awake 
and alert. Caffeine 
binds to receptors in 
brain cells, blocking 
the sleep-inducing 
effect of adenosine 
and speeding neural 
activity. But it’s not a 
substitute for sleep.

BLOOD PRESSURE By 
blocking adenosine, 
caffeine may prevent 
your arteries from 
widening; the result  
is a brief (though not 
necessarily harmful) 
bump in blood 
pressure.

METABOLISM Caffeine 
restricts the activity of 
an enzyme that puts 
the brakes on heat  
production. As a result, 
your body produces 
more heat, which may 
help you burn calories.

NERVES If you’re  
caffeine sensitive,  
you get jitters. Caffeine 
fires the fight-or-flight 
hormone, adrenaline.

LEGS People in an 
Austra lian study who 
were given caffeine 
and essential amino 
acids reported feeling 
less fatigued after 
sprint ing than those  
on EAAs alone.

COLON Caffeine stimu-
lates your GI tract, 
helping you poop. It 
also releases bile acids 
into the intestine, pro-
ducing a laxative effect 
as well as the urge to 
go, like, right now. LOW CALORIE

LOW
 CAFFEINE

HIGH CAFFEINE

HIGH CALORIE

240ml  
black  
tea  

47 mg,  
0 cal

240ml 
black  
coffee  
95 mg,  
9 kJ

250ml Red Bull 
80 mg,  
470 kJ

Cadbury 39g 
bar, 4mg, 
836 kJ

240ml 
decaf  
2mg,  
0 cal

28g dark 
chocolate, 
70 – 80% 

cacao  
23mg,  
795 kJ

470ml 
Coca-Cola 

45mg,  
795 kJ

Woolworths 
Frappuccino 

bottled 
coffee drink 

92mg,  
710 kJ

240ml hot 
cocoa (with 
water) 4 mg, 
475 kJ cal

Are Super 
“Coffees”  
Worth It?

YOUR ONE-PAGE EVERYTHING GUIDE 
How Caffeine Works 
We answer all your burning questions about the compound  
that helps you get up, get moving and burn the midnight oil 
 
BY JERILYN COVERT
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Your Body on a Cup of Coffee Watch Your Dosage

The Caffeine-Calorie Matrix
ZANG

Turbocharge your 
empty calories on 
cheat day with this 

chocolate that's laced 
with the good stuff.

ROSETTA 
ROASTERY COFFEE 

ICE CREAM
A recovery meal with a 
caffeine kick. What's 

not to love?
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Land  
in Style
Here’s your green light 
to looking fly 
BY AZEEZ JACOBS
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MakeoverMalegrams

1/ Take Shortcuts
A short cut makes short work of your 
morning routine. Ask your barber for  
a tight crop or faded cut (that’s short 
on the sides and the back and a little 
longer on top). It’s a no-fuss look that 
lets you transition from bed to work  
to workouts and back again without 
wasting hours styling. This classic 
haircut is for men with places to be. 
Think: Will Smith and Kevin Hart.

2/Ditch the Baggage
We scrapped the baggy threads  
in favour of slimmer versions in  
neutral colours - the latter is important 
becomes it allows you to mix and 
match. Not only does he look sharper, 
a lot sharper, but modern fabrics  
have a fair bit of stretch,  keeping that 
comfort factor intact.

3/ Explore on Foot
Pick rugged, waterproof boots for 
dreary weather and Chelsea boots for 
business meetings. They’re easy to 
slip on, stylish, and comfortable 
enough to trek through a new city. 

THIS HIGH-FLYER JUGGLES TRAVEL 
plans but couldn’t balance business 
and casual (see the nightmare  
layover above).  His new itinerary: 
slim-fit chinos, a printed button-up 
and a well-fitting jacket. It’s a first-
class ticket to looking smart and 
stylish without sacrificing on  
comfort. Here’s your boarding pass:

NAME:  
SIDINGO MAHLOBO
LOCATION:  
KZN  
OCCUPATION:  
TRAVEL CONSULTANT

Hoodie Jacket R1 099 Old Khaki 
Retro Trucker Jacket R1 599 Ben Sherman 
Polka Dot Shirt R1 599 Ben Sherman 
Leather Belt R250 Old Khaki 
Chinos R1 999 Calvin Klein 
Chelsea Boots R3 199 G-Star RAW

Haircut and shave by Barnet Fair  
Hot Towel Shave R220  
Gent’s Cut R220
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Worth Your TimeMalegrams

PLAY
The Crash Bandicoot 
N.Sane Trilogy is a blast
from the past – yep, it’s 
the exact same games 
you might remember 
playing on your cousin’s 
Playstation, but the 
graphics and gameplay 
of this remaster have 
been dialled up to 
transport the apple- 
eating, occasionally 
mask-wearing, 
box-smashing 
bandicoot deep 
into the future. Now’s 
your chance to ace that 
level you were stuck on 
for weeks. Or at least 
get a new PB on the 
controller throw. 30 JUN
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Escape
The Berg River Canoe 
Marathon is tough. 
Think 240km of rapids, 
natural hazards, narrow 
channels and non-stop 
paddling over four days. 
And if that doesn’t whet 
your appetite for a wa-
terbound challenge that 
will probably kick your 
ass, you’ll be rewarded 
at the finish line with  
live music and cold 
brewskis. Or, if you’d like 
to skip straight to the 
celebrations, you can 
visit the carnival at the 
race’s end. Bonus 
points if you buy the 
madmen who actually 
finished the thing a few 
rounds. 13-16 JUL

MH is Watching...
Armies, walkers and 
dragons converge on 
Westeros in the penulti-
mate season of Game 
of Thrones. Expect a 
fully-fledged blockbust-
er film squeezed into 
every episode. On 
M-Net. 17 JUL

REFRESH
Take part in trail runs, 
cycle tours, wine and 
whisky tastings at the 
Knysna Oyster Festival, 
and do it all while knock-
ing back a full course of 
oysters, or two. 1-10 JUL

EAT
Your dinner plans? 
Outdated. Here’s 
your new 
menu: 
head  
to the 
Good 
Food 
and 
Wine 
Show in 
Joburg, and 
start taking notes. 
You’ll learn from top 
chefs such as Miche-
lin-starred Hendrik 
van der Westhuizen 
and muso-turned-
TV-saucier J’Some-
thing – with a glass of 
vino at hand. 28-30 JUL

Gamble
There’s a good reason 
people descend on the 
track whenever they’re 
given the chance. First, 
you get a chance to 
dress in your finest. 
Second, there’s the thrill 
of betting on a 
questionably named 
steed. (We usually go 
with the best sexual 
innuendo.) And finally, 
you can do this all while 
sipping on top shelf 
liquor worthy of the 
occasion. See you at 
the Durban July. 1 JUL

Get Winter 
Swole
Use these workout 
weapons to get into 
fighting shape

1/ THE WHITE WALKER
Grab a pair of dumbbells and hold them  
by your sides. Walk forward taking short, 
quick steps. Go for 10 metres, turn around 
come back. Rest, and repeat.

2/ VALAR YOUR PELVIS
On your knees, place one foot forward. 
Keeping your back straight, lean forward 
through your hips to stretch the front of your 
rear leg. Repeat with the opposite side.

3/ LORD OF LUNGE
Lunge as far forward as you can with one leg, 
keeping your back straight. Then use the heel 
of your front foot to push yourself up, and 
lunge with the other leg. That’s one, do 20.

Your Stronger Suit
You have 150* hours of free time this month. Here’s your blueprint 
to getting more out of every minute
WATCH
Spider-Man’s appearance 
in the latest Captain Ameri-
ca was a breath of fresh  
air for the webslinger, 
whose great name has 
been marred by some very 
bad movies. Spider-Man 
Homecoming promises to 
be a revival for the super-
hero. Look out for Marisa 
Tomei as Aunt May. 7 JUL



whiteglosouthafrica
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Making 
Scents 
Decode these 5 key 
ingredients to make 
sure you’re always 
smelling your best 
BY DAN MICHEL AND AZEEZ JACOBS

GroomingMalegrams

SANDALWOOD

This earthy, spicy wood 
is a safe, versatile ingre-
dient because it plays 
well with nearly any 
vibe you’re trying to pull 
off, from adventurous to 
sophisticated. 

BVLGARI MAN BLACK 
COLOGNE EDT 

GIVENCHY GENTLEMEN 
ONLY ABSOLUTE EDP

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO 
UOMO EDT 

The unusual blend of 
fresh citrus, chili rum 
and oriental tones of 
benzoin and sandal-
wood, is ideal for a night 
out on the town. 100ml 
R1 480 Woolworths

Step 1: a tailored suit 
will have you looking  
as good as Aaron Tay-
lor Johnson. Step 2:  
a woody scent with  
a kick of spice. 100ml 
R1 540 Red Square 

If you can’t jet off to the 
Italian coast, you can 
pretend you’re knock-
ing back red wine in 
Amalfi with this zesty  
Mediterranean scent. 
100ml R1 380 Foschini

YOU HEAR TONKA, YOU THINK TOY TRUCK.
Not the secret ingredient found in some of the
world’s most popular fragrances. Why know
about the tonka bean, or any particular scent
source, for that matter? Because every whiff
tells a story – and the message you send on date
night should be different from the one that
wafts during a job interview. The variation
between fragrances often comes down to a few
key ingredients – five, to be exact. So knowing
what to look for (and sniff for) is more important
than ever. “Men’s fragrances are starting to
contain higher concentrations of these essential
oils,” says Elizabeth Musmanno, president
of the Fragrance Foundation. “It’s critical for
men to know which ones suit them best.” Over-
whelmed with options? Relax, inhale deeply,
and remember: five key ingredients. Use this
guide to choose your fragrance wisely.

THE TIGER 
turns toward an 
alluring aroma. 
She will too.

THE FRENCH CONNECTION
Eau de toilette? No, it’s not 
what you say in French class for 
permission to hit the bathroom. 
Phrases like these, commonly 
found on fragrance bottles, indi-
cate the levels of essential oils 
found inside. Rule of thumb: more 
oil means the scent lasts longer. 
Less? It wears off faster. But even 
at the lower end of the spectrum, 
reapply no more than once a day.  

EAU DE 
PARFUM

EAU DE  
COLOGNE 

EAU DE 
TOILETTE

PERCENTAGE OF OIL

2% 4% 8% 15%

INTENSITY 
LEVEL 

CREED  
AVENTUS EDT 

Keep things fresh with 
this bergamot-based 
cologne with hints of 
crisp apples. It’s sum-
mer in a bottle for those 
grey days. 120ml  
R4 850 Stuttafords

The peel of this green 
citrus fruit is light and 
refreshing, Musmanno 
says, so it won’t over-
whelm people. This is a 
good option for a more 
casual meet-up.

VICTOR & ROLF SPICEBOMB 
EDT

PRADA LUNA ROSSA 
CARBON EDT 

Relaxed citrus meet 
attention-grabbing 
spices in a scent that 
demands attention,  
at a party or on a first 
date. 90ml R1 494  
Red Square.

Notes of lavender, Ital-
ian bergamot and 
patchouli add energy to 
every spritz. The bot-
tom line: you’ll smell like 
a man of action. 100ml 
R1 400 Edgars 

BERGAMOT
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You can smell even 
better than a 
just-mowed lawn.

Complex, spicy: this  
will transform you into 
an international man of 
mystery. Complements 
leather jackets and 
smokey bars. 60ml  
R1 550 Foschini

DIOR  
HOMME SPORT 

The opening act: 
vibrant nutmeg and 
bergamot. The support-
ing cast: woody notes. 
The standing ovation: 
you, after the date. 
60ml R415 Dis-Chem

DAVID BECKHAM BEYOND 
FOREVER EDT

VETIVER

Derived from an East 
Asian grass that smells 
sweet and smokey, vet-
iver has an invigorating 
aroma that sends a 
masculine message, 
says Musmanno.

THE NATURAL 
WORLD 
speaks with 
fragrance. You 
can too.

LEATHER

TONKA

BETTER
OUD-ORS 

WHAT IS THIS?
Oud – also known as agarwood – is 
the name given to a heavy, masculine 
family of fragrances. The trees are 
grown throughout Southeast Asia, 
India and Bangladesh. Popular in the 
Middle East, it’s spreading like wildfire.
Take note: it’s potent and not to every-
one’s tastes. Try before you buy.

Taken from the bean  
or leaf, tonka can add 
everthing from a shot of 
spicy vanilla to smokey 
florals – warm notes 
that help you exude an 
easy confidence.

GIORGIO ARMANI CODE 
HOMME EDT

CHANEL ALLURE 
HOMME SPORT EDT

Your dream team on 
date night: bergamot, 
guaiac wood and tonka 
bean. Fortunately, 
they’re all right here  
in this bottle. 125ml  
R1 525 Dis-Chem

Sharp, fresh with aqua 
and tonka accords, this 
scent is sporty but 
sophisticated. Refresh 
after reps or before 
happy hour. 100ml  
R1 585 Woolworths

DUNHILL RED DESIRE 
EXTREME EDT

Potent and masculine 
plus it packs a small hit 
of patchouli. The result: 
it’s familiar but memo-
rable and works for  
any occasion. 100ml  
R1 195 Foschini 

It’s warm and timeless,
just like the jacket
you’ve had since var-
sity. But unlike that old
thing, guys of any age
can wear this robust
note to convey mystery.

JOHN VARVATOS  
OUD EDP

BOSS  
THE SCENT EDT

Agarwood, a pricey raw 
material, is the exotic 
base for this strong, 
earthy fragrance. She’ll 
smell you from a mile 
away. 125ml R1 995 
Red Square

With notes of ginger 
and the surprise 
appearance of 
maninka fruit, this  
light scent packs a lot 
of  depth. 100ml  
R1 000 WoolworthsP
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This unmistakeably 
smokey, sensual scent 
is perfect for staying out 
past closing time. Apply 
just one spritz after you 
shower. 90ml R1 605 
Red Square

GUCCI GUILTY  
ABSOLUTE EDP

AZZARO  
POUR HOMME EDT

An earthy cologne that 
transforms over time. 
Dab it onto your neck 
and wrists in the morn-
ing; again before grab-
bing cocktails. 100ml 
R1 095 Red Square
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Two men, armed with nothing but oars and a rowing boat, made history 
by conquering 8 000km of hostile waters

THROUGH HELL 
AND HIGH WATER
BY KIERAN LEGG

Better M an
WAYNE ROBERTSON 
The seasoned skipper 
had never rowed a day 
in his life.
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Role Models/Better M an E V E R Y D A Y  G U Y S  D O I N G  E X T R A O R D I N A R Y  T H I N G S

THERE WAS A GIANT TANKER
hurtling towards them, 
and they were vulnerable: 
floating in the surf in a 
tiny non-propelled rower 
that would be turned into 
the nautical equivalent of 

broken china if the lumbering sea beast didn’t 
alter course.

“We were shitting ourselves,” says Braam 
Malherbe, who was glued to the scanner, 
watching electronic blips foreshadow an 
inevitable collision.

The conservationist, adventurer and 
motivational speaker was on Day 35 of what 
many had called an impossible challenge, 

paddling from Cape Town to Rio de Janeiro 
their custom-built vessel. Now he was inflating 
a life raft and prepping their bag of emergency 
supplies. His rowing partner, Wayne Robertson, 
was glued to the radio: “Euro Spirit, Euro Spirit, 
do you copy? Over.”

As the sounds of a thumping engine began 
pounding the atmosphere, they waited for a 
response. One second, two seconds, three…

“Just keep calling,” said Braam.

Seadogs
Crazy ideas are typically imagined over a drink 
or two, inevitably emerging from a dare between 
friends and rarely ever put into action. But when 
Braam decided to cross the Atlantic in nothing 

but a glorified rowing boat, he was busy trekking 
across the barren icy wasteland of Antarctica.

“My friend Peter van Kets thought it was a 
good idea, because it had never been done be-
fore,” says Braam.

While Peter had to pull out of the challenge 
due to personal reasons, Braam couldn’t be de-
terred. He wanted to use the journey as a vehicle 
for his Do One Thing initiative, which aims to 
leave the world in better shape for future gener-
ations, challenging people to do just one thing 
that might help protect and preserve the Earth.

For Wayne, who was worried about the world 
that his daughter might inherit, the challenge 
resonated with him. But he was also a seasoned 
seadog, with experience not only as a skipper but 

T

BRAAM MALHERBE 
The adrenaline 
junkie is no stranger 
to impossible tasks 
– but had never lost 
sight of land before. 
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Role Models

as a boat builder, marine surveyor, cyclist and 
surfer. And, most importantly, no stranger to the 
impossible, having completed the Cape Town 
Cycle Tour on a unicycle – not once, but twice.

It made him a shoe-in to accompany the am-
bitious Braam.

The pair had no doubts about their ability to 
finish the trip.

“I had never left sight of land, let alone cross-
ing the ocean before,” says Braam. “It’s danger-
ous out there, and being out on a 6.8m rowing 
boat, braving the elements – it’s definitely some-
thing to fear. But I knew what I wanted to do, 
and this was just an obstacle to that.”

Wayne, who had never rowed before, agrees. 
He managed his fear by making calculated deci-
sions based on the pair’s combined experience, 
and relied on that knowledge keeping them safe.
 
Shifting Tides
Setting off from Cape Town, after having  
to delay the departure date due to logistical 
issues, the weather models promised clear  
skies and welcoming waters. But as the pair 
rounded the breakwater, a mild southwester 
threatened to hamstring their initial progress. 
They crossed their fingers hoping the wind 
would let up. 

It didn’t.

By the time they neared Robben Island, the 
wind was pummeling their small craft, push-
ing them towards the island and threatening 
to strand them on the shore. They narrowly 
steered clear of the landmass, their muscles  
in agony as they paddled against the elements, 
while the ocean and wind worked together to 
dash their ambitions.

They rowed non-stop for 11 hours on their 
first night to avoid being blown off course. 

“It wrought havoc with our minds,” admits 
Braam. “It was tough, and knowing we still had 
8 000km to go, it was difficult to see how we 
would do it.”

By the ninth day, their hands were covered in 
blisters. The pair were rowing in two hour shifts: 
one man at the oars as the other cooked or tried to 
steal a few minutes of sleep. For the rower, it was 
agony as the salty spray stung fresh battle scars, 
and paddles trawled through water transformed 
to molasses by fatigue. For the other, sleeping 
was a challenge. The sporadic rocking of the boat 
would jolt them from their slumbers.

“We were lucky if either of us got an hour of 
proper sleep, or anything at all. That was on a 
good day. It was the sleep deprivation that was 
the real challenge,” says Wayne.

But Braam says giving up was not an option. 
Even when he broke two ribs when the boat 

ALL HANDS The craft 
required constant mainte-
nance –so while one man 
rowed, the other got to work. 
Sleep? Not for these guys. 
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rolled in the roiling green swell, even when blis-
ters burst open in the consistent salty spit of the 
angry tides, he pushed the suffering to the back 
of his mind, and focused on logistics, on plans, 
and on why he was doing this in the first place.

Wayne - also nursing several injuries in his 
hands and wrist - remembers dropping his only 
toothbrush over the side of the boat one morn-
ing because he’d expended his grip strength on 
the shafts of the oars. “We shared Braam’s tooth-
brush for over two months,” he laughs. 
 
Collision Course
Breaking the surface of the clear, deep ocean 
around the vessel and losing himself in the un-
known, this was Braam’s moment of unbeliev-
able clarity, his meditation and respite from the 
constant rowing.

“I realised how utterly insignificant I am,” he 
says. “And I appreciated that.” Wayne says jump-
ing from the craft was an act of freedom. Below 
them lay 5 000m of crystal clear water, teeming 

with wild predatory fish. It was a rare moment  
of recreation for the pair, who had rowed with 
fierce and unwavering focus. It was also an an-
tidote to other, darker moments, such as when 
their craft capsized at 3am on a black morning 
with 12m waves crashing over their heads, and 
they were so disoriented that they accepted that 
they might just die out there.

But for Wayne, the worst moments were 
close encounters with the metallic juggernauts 
stalking the Atlantic, mammoth tankers bearing 
down on them and threatening to obliterate 
their tiny craft. There were countless near-
misses – and then there was the 35th day, where 
a collision seemed all but inevitable.

“Just keep calling,” Braam repeated as Wayne 
stared horrified at the scanner.

In a few minutes, that distant thumping 
engine would fill the air, and if the tanker didn’t 
alter its course, it would leave a small vessel 
in pieces in its wake. “Euro Spirt, Euro Spirit, 
over,” Wayne shouted over the radio. “We are a 

non-propelled two-man row boat, over. Alter 
your course!”

Seconds of silence, that felt like hours, and a 
voice on the other end. “We will alter course.”

The engine’s pounding grew louder and 
louder, a sound beating in rhythm with Braam’s 
racing heart. It altered course, shifting its 
trajectory just 400m from where the rowers  
sat in the surf.

The pair toasted their survival with a tot of 
whisky, a parting gift from Wayne’s father back 
at home.
 
Safe Haven
“Seeing land for the first time in over 80 days...  
It was a ray of hope,” says Braam.

They docked in Rio and were smothered 
by media. After three months of isolation it 
was daunting. They felt claustrophobic in the 
apparating crowds, but wanted to be held; to be 
embraced and loved.

Looking back at the trip, Wayne says he be-
lieves that they were able to reach thousands of 
people across the world, to promote their mes-
sage and mission to an audience they hoped 
would do the same.

“People are beginning to realise that we have 
a responsibility to protect our home – and that 
responsibility begins to each one of us.”

 DO ONE THING

Braam believes saving the world 
doesn’t require the superhuman 
strength or an impossible 
challenge. It’s about simple 
changes with big results. His app 
(available at doonething.org) 
helps bring together like-minded 
individuals who care about 
saving the world, and arm them 
with knowledge on how they 
can do one thing to save energy 
and water, avoid excess waste 
and aid in conservation efforts. 

“Most of these planet-saving 
changes can be implemented 
immediately, and most likely 
won’t cost you anything,” he 
says. “In fact, they will probably 
save you money and make you 
an asset to the planet’s well-
being at the same time.”

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE, 
ACCOMPLISHED Coming home 
was a cathartic moment – and 
a massive relief for both men.

“Euro Spirt, Euro Spirit, over. We are  
a non-propelled two-man row boat,  
over. Alter your course!”
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BY KIERAN LEGG • PHOTOGRAPHS MARC DINKELMANN
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LIVE 
TO FLY

Better Man/ 
The Survivor

THE TUMOUR WASN’T JUST A TUMOUR.
Yes, it had a robbed him of his hearing, 
and if left unchecked may have taken 
his life. But when the doctor cut into  
his head, a scalpel dancing on the 
millimetre-thin line between life and 
death, and removed the abnormal 

growth, there was still something left behind: an idea.
“I can’t begin to tell you how absolutely clear and 

resolute I was,” says Marc Dinkelmann. “Before, the notion 
of living a life without regret wasn’t something I could 
imagine in my wildest dreams, and now I was certain that 
was the only way I could go on living.”

There was a world out there: continents, countries, cities 
and places that he may have never seen had he been dealt a 
different hand. And that horrified him. It’s why, when he was 
finally out of the hospital bed, he booked a flight, packed his 
bags and started a new journey.

Comfortable Decisions
Before Marc was a nomad, living from a backpack always 
scarce on supplies and clean clothes, he was an investment 
banker living what he calls a “structured life”. And at the 
time, it made sense. He had a challenging job, a talented 
team and a social circle that was saturated and supportive.

“Why upset the apple cart?”
He would pool together his leave days and invest those 

accrued hours in trips to far-flung corners of the globe.  

T

One dangerous diagnosis was what it 
took for Marc Dinkelmann to shake up 
his life and chase his dreams
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For a few days he was a hiker, an explorer, a 
traveller. It was difficult to tear himself away 
from these adventures, to reimmerse him-
self in the urbanity and structure that was 
both comfortable and confining. Ask him 
now and he’ll still tell you it was a decision 
he was happy to take. “It just made sense”.

Then there was the tumour. In 2015,  
after returning from a trek through the 
Himalayas, Marc realised he was slowly 
going deaf in his right ear. He chalked it up  
to spending so much time at high altitude 
and let the problem sort itself out. But after 
more weeks passed, he began to feel anxious. 
He booked an appointment with a doctor, and 
began a two-year journey that was fraught  
with futility. 

“I was bounced from pillar to post for months 
and months,” he says. 

Doctors prescribed pills and physiotherapy, 
believing the hearing loss was linked to a pulled 
shoulder muscle. One even told Marc he was 
probably imagining it. 

“And I just persisted, because no one loses 
their hearing at 28 without a proper reason.”

That’s how he found his way to a crack ENT, 
who heard him out and immediately booked 
him in for an MRI. That’s when they discovered 
the benign but worrying tumour, a 5-by-5cm 
growth (around the size of a lime) on his acous-
tic nerve. If they didn’t act quickly it might push 
into the rest of his brain.

Marc wasn’t fazed. He can’t remember feeling 
fear, or anxiety. Maybe because, after 24 months 
of searching, he had found the root of his hear-
ing loss, and at least the discovery of the tumour 
presented the option of a solution. He tracked 
down one of the country’s top neurosurgeons to 
tackle the rare tumour, and then started getting 
his affairs in order.

“The surgery wasn’t supposed to present any 
life or death risks, but I mean, it was still brain 
surgery after all.”

And the rest of the day he stayed busy. He 
feared that if he stood still, the scenarios, the fatal 
consequences would run through his mind over 
and over again until would feel like a madman. 

Finally, he went under the knife. Then into 
recovery. Then back into surgery for a nerve 
graft, as part of his face was paralysed as a result 
of the operation. It’s a “cool op”, he says – and a 
complicated one, too. To cut things short, his 
tongue now controls the right side of his face, 

the tumour is gone, and there is only one thing 
on his mind: travel.
 
New Challenges
For a man who kept a cool head throughout his 
diagnosis, surgery and recovery, he was “sweat-
ing bullets” the day he resigned. But his manag-
ers were supportive. His friends and family too.

“What was surprising to me was how many  
of them told me they wished they could do the 
same thing.”

His plan began with a flight to St. Petersburg. 
From there he was going to go through to 
Russia, take a trip on the Trans-Siberian Railway 
through Mongolia, spend a few weeks in the 
Gobi desert, cross through to China and spend a 
few months working his way in a circle from 
Beijing around the country towards Tibet. From 
there, he would go onto Shanghai, then to 
Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Burma, 
Malaysia, island-hopping in the Philippines, 
Indonesia and Australia, and then through to 
Central America.

The immediate challenge was living out of  
a backpack. “It sounds silly,” he laughs. “But you 
really have to get used to it.”

At home, you have a wardrobe, where clothes 
are placed on display. But in a backpack, that 
item you always want has somehow inevitably 
drifted to the bottom, buried under the manda-
tory debris every traveller ultimately collects.  
It took a while, and many miles, before Marc 
became comfortable with his new wingman. 
But now the backpacking lifestyle is second 
nature. He still grapples with other challenges, 
namely language barriers and balancing the 
budget of a man who no longer makes a consis-
tent salary. But it’s a small price to pay.

“I remember summiting Mount Kinabalu in 
Borneo,” he says. “We made it to the top just in 
time to watch the sunrise, which meant we were 

hiking most of the way in the pitch dark.”
That golden sunrise, illuminating the 

wild landscape, teeming with exotic ani-
mals and lush flora, was an antidote to 
those days recovering in a hospital bed. 
And it’s an experience that joins the myr-
iad he has had since he began this jour-
ney: from trekking through the Banaue 
rice terraces and living with a nomadic 
family in Mongolia, to exploring the dark 
side of humanity at Khmer Rouge Killing 
Fields in Cambodia. 

For Marc, these destinations have all broad-
ened his horizons exponentially. Each new  
location has given him more understanding,  
of the world, and of himself. And he’s seen the 
strength of humanity: “That humans are stron-
ger than they think and the human spirit never 
ceases to amaze me.”
 
No Regrets
Marc is still travelling. And he’s learned lessons 
that have altered his state of being.

“We are so ridiculously privileged, and we  
fail to see it,” he says. “There are corners of this 
world that are so beautiful, but are also so 
desperate. But despite this, you’ll find the 
happiest and kindest people there. It’s taught 
me that sometimes we are inclined to measure 
our successes and failures on material things, 
when in reality, there is a lot more that does  
and should define us.”

Through backpacking, Marc has found him-
self far away from the beaten track. He’s seeing 
the real side of these countries, and it’s some-
thing he is grateful for.

For Marc, this was his escape. 
“But it’s different for everyone,” he says. 

“Maybe you can shake things up by starting  
a business or changing your job. I think as 
humans we are inclined to get too comfortable 
and sacrifice our passions and dreams. Hell,  
I was on the verge of doing just that.”

He admits, in a weird, perverse way, the 
tumour may have been the best thing that ever 
happened to him. 

“My hand was forced to get to where I am 
now, and here’s my message that I’ve learnt 
through my own experience: don’t wait for that 
moment, don’t wait to be left with regret. I got 
lucky, but if I had been dealt a different hand 
and could not have pursued my passion, it 
would have destroyed me.”

 HOW TO PACK:
THE BACKPACKER’S GUIDE
It’s a free-spirited mode  
of travel, but even freedom 
and escape needs a 
contingency plan

1. Pack Light. When I first started this trip, I packed 
for every eventuality and within a month I had 

“forgotten” most of it in a hostel. Keep your pack  
less than 10kg.
2. Wherever you go, the dollar is your friend. Keep  
a small stash for when the going gets tough.
3. Don’t skimp on your backpack. This will be your 
best friend on the road and you don’t want it letting 
you down at a crucial moment.
4. Always carry a pen. You’ll be filling in landing 
cards and border crossing paperwork constantly.

5. Download a stash of offline maps so that your 
phone can guide you even when the signal drops.
6. Invest in travel insurance. “Shit happens and you 
don’t want to be caught with your pants down.”
7. Keep an eye on the seasons. “Many parts of Asia 
and South America are inaccessible during the rainy, 
monsoon or winter seasons. Remember to factor 
that into your travel plans.”
8. Pack rehydrate capsules so you’re covered. “If 
you’re travelling – particularly in Asia – you will get  
a stomach bug.” 

The Survivor
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Following a healthy nutrition plan can be difficult when you 
lead a busy life, right? Wrong. One word: avocados. Not only 
are avos convenient and easy to eat, but they have a bunch  
of added health benefits. Together with the SA Avocado 
Growers’ Association, you too can reap all the goodness 
of avocados. 

So, why are avos so good for you? To start, one avocado 
contains up to 420 mg of potassium, per 100 grams. That 
means they're a great post-workout snack to help your 
muscles recover – and are also naturally free of cholesterol 
and sodium. Avos are loaded with lots of healthy fibre, which 
aids weight loss and prevents your blood sugar from spiking.

What's more, avos have now been said to be one of the 
leading foods to eat if you suffer from high blood pressure. 
High blood pressure can cause heart attacks, strokes, and 
kidney failure and is one of South Africa’s leading silent killers. 
Over 6.3 million South Africans (one in three) suffer from this 
disease. It is important to look after your heart, and adding an 
avo is just the way to do it.

Don’t have time to eat healthily? Cut the excuses and rather 
cut into nature’s butter. Avos won’t break the bank and they are 
an easy, nutrient-packed food that can be added to any meal 
whether it’s breakfast, lunch or dinner. 

Try some of these go-to recipes. For breakfast, top a rosti 
with a poached egg and avo. Grab yourself a chicken salad 
layered with avo and braaied sweet corn for lunch, and for din-
ner, try a grilled chicken breast Kota with a delicious avo mayo. 

Still got excuses? Didn’t think so. Join SA Avocado Growers’ 
Association as they celebrate 50 years of providing you with 
the best of South Africa’s avos. So go ahead, add an avo.

www.avocado.co.za

Avos are back 
in season –  
and this time, 
with even 
more reason 
to eat them

MONOUNSATURATED FATS 
15.6G (PER 100G) AND 11.3G 

(PER 72G – HALF AN AVO)
SODIUM 3MG (PER 100G) 

AND 2MG (PER 72G)
POTASSIUM 583MG (PER 100G) 

AND 420MG (PER 72G)*

NUTRITIONAL 
VALUES

iloveavocadoSA

@iloveavos

@Iloveavos
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For most men, joining the family business  
is the easier option. Not so for Scott 
Eastwood, a man whose father might just  
be the most iconic Hollywood hard man 
ever. But while he is, in many ways, a chip  
off the old block, the firebrand’s son has  
his own life well figured out
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HIS FORM IS PERFECT,
but then it falters. Scott 
Eastwood is banging 
out pull-ups. At first his 
movements are controlled 
and fluid, but then his reps 
get a bit ugly. He is at a no- 

nonsense gym in West Hollywood. Drake is 
thumping and everyone at the gym is too busy 
grunting with barbells and heavy kettlebells to 
give a damn about Clint Eastwood’s youngest 
son working out. He keeps going until failure, 
barely twisting up to the bar one last time before 
collapsing. Two minutes later he does another 
set. Same thing. This is not the sort of gym 
session actors usually do for magazine shoots. 
It’s far more real and ragged than that. 

When I ask him about that visibly lactic effort 
an hour or so later, as we speed away from the 
gym in the back seat of a blacked-out Escalade, 
the 31-year-old actor nods and begins to describe 
what he calls the Eastwood Code. “Yeah, it’s 
actually a thing,” he says, before itemising a few 
elements of the family guidelines. “Whatever 
you’re doing, you try to do your best at it every 
time. Just do it and then move on. You don’t 
ever backstab people or fuck anyone over – you 
don’t have integrity if you do that. You show 
up on time for stuff. And you don’t bitch and 
complain about what you’re doing.”

As we roll westward on LA’s Sunset Boule-
vard, Eastwood starts outlining his six-year 
immersion in jiu jitsu, but stops midsentence 
as we roll past two young women walking on 
the sidewalk. He rolls down a tinted window 
and says hello. “It’s a beautiful life,” he says, 
with a mischievous grin. 

I ask him if he has a current girlfriend and 
Eastwood pauses. “Let’s just say there is no 
girlfriend situation right now,” he says. “I’m 
just keeping it light.”

It’s fair to say he’s a pro at keeping it light. But 
after conversations covering martial arts and 
surfing and flying planes and triathlons and spear 
fishing and especially yoga, Eastwood reveals 
an edge. Even for a ruggedly handsome and 
apparently chilled guy, the son of a cinematic 
icon with more than two dozen film credits of his 
own, Hollywood can be vicious. There have been 
doubters, haters and backstabbers. Big, thoughtful 
roles haven’t come quickly or effortlessly. Being 
Clint Eastwood’s kid has opened doors, no doubt. 
But at times it has eclipsed his journey to define 
himself and his career.

THE EASY SECRET 
 TO BIG ARMS
“I MAX OUT  
REPS AND  
THEN DROP THE 
WEIGHT BY HALF.” 
– SCOTT EASTWOOD

Why It Works 
This approach, called drop sets, uses 
heavier-to-lighter loads with brief, 
incomplete rests between sets. It 
exhausts both your slow-twitch type 
I and fast-twitch type II muscle fibres, 
says PT BJ Gaddour. This combo  
of multiple sets and loads within  
one extended set sends muscles  
a message to grow.

Beginner Drop Set
Choose a set of dumbbells you  
can curl for 8 to 12 reps, using an 
underhand grip. Do as many reps as 
you can; then rest 20 seconds (max). 
Immediately do as many reps as you 
can with a load that’s half of what you 
just lifted. Example: Start with 15kg 
dumbbells, and then 10s. Rest 2 min-
utes. That’s 1 round; do 3 to 5. 

Advanced Drop Set
Pick a weight you can curl for 8 to  
12 reps, using an underhand grip. Do 
as many reps as you can, and rest 
20 seconds (max). Then do as many 
reps as you can with a load of about 
25% less. For example, go from 20kg 
dumbbells to 15s. Repeat for 1 more 
drop set (from 30s to 20s). Rest 2 
minutes. That’s 1 round; do 3 to 5.

Although the family evidently had plenty 
of money, Eastwood took a job when he was 
15. “My dad never gave me a cent. He made me 
work for everything,” he recalls. “Man, he was 
hard on me. At the time I was like, ‘This sucks!’ 
but it hardened me up and gave me drive.” In  
the same vein, the elder Eastwood pushed 
his son to get serious about eating right and 
working out. “My dad is a machine about 
exercise. He showed me how to lift when I was 
14 or 15 – he gave me some advice, then left me 
to do it on my own.”

Before long, Eastwood learned to appreciate 
his father’s serious approach to nutrition, too. 
“My dad does not eat for pleasure,” he says.  
“He eats salmon and brown rice for breakfast.  
I guess I’m the same. If I could take a pill that 
gave me all the right nutrients so I could give  
up food, I would.” 

Then he shrugs and confesses his love for 
bread and salty butter. 

“Whatever you’re doing, 
you do your best.  

It’s the Eastwood code.”

H

“I came here to try and do something and 
nobody took me seriously. Everyone brushed 
me off, like, ‘You’re Clint Eastwood’s son; you’re 
not a real fucking actor,’” he says flatly. “And 
some people are still like that.”

“I never thought I would last in this business, 
but it finally seems to be working out,” he says 
when asked about his role in the The Fate of the 
Furious, the eighth installment of the franchise 
that’s taking multiplexes by storm.  

THE ROOKIE
Scott Eastwood was born in the seaside 
community of Carmel, California – the son of a 
flight attendant and, of course, one of the most 
famous actors and directors of the past century. “It 
was an interesting childhood. More balanced than 
people might think,” he says. “I got to hang out 
with my father on movie sets as a kid, but I spent 
a ton of time playing outside – fishing, surfing, 
diving, always active. There were no video games.”
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“I’m not sure if it’s a hobby or a 
sport, but I sure enjoy playing it,” 
Scott Eastwood says. As he once 
told People, “You can just leave life 
behind for four hours, and all that 
matters is being out in nature and 
talking shit with your buddies.”

Growing up near the ocean, East-
wood learned to surf and is a strong 
swimmer and diver. “Sometimes 
in the pool, but I prefer open-water 
swimming, especially when I have 
to swim from one side of a bay to 
another,” he says.

It’s a low-impact way to forge total-
body fitness, stoke your sense of 
exploration, and – if your balance is 
finely tuned – fish. “I’ve gone as far 
as 15 or 10km at a time,” says East-
wood, who’s a brand ambassador 
for Isle paddleboards. 

Eastwood is a yoga fiend. “I’ve been 
doing hot yoga for 10 years, but I’ve 
tried every kind of yoga under the 
sun. It’s meditation with movement. 
It helps me with every other physical 
activity.” Buy 10 classes. Do all 10. 
Don’t complain.

“In summer we go out to fishing 
grounds maybe 50 miles south of 
San Diego in Mexico,” Eastwood 
says. “We might go spearfishing or 
diving off the boat.” An additional 
benefit: seafood. Most men don’t  
eat enough of it!

Golf

Swimming

Stand-Up Paddleboarding

Yoga

Fishing

SPORTS FOR LIFE
THE EASTWOOD CODE ALSO  
DICTATES A DEDICATION TO  
ACTIVITY. FIND YOURS
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Physical
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Sensitive to accusations of nepotism, Scott 
began his career using his mother’s last name, 
perhaps because many of his earliest roles were 
in his father’s movies –  including Flags of Our 
Fathers, Gran Torino and Invictus. “I’ve proba-
bly auditioned for 10 of his films,” he says, before 
revealing how much he’d hoped to be cast in the 
leading role for American Sniper. But that rejec-
tion (“I got over that pretty quickly – that was 
Bradley Cooper’s movie”) opened the door for 
another opportunity: a starring role in The Lon-
gest Ride. “I played a bull rider who falls in love 
with a girl but doesn’t want to give up his rodeo 
life,” he says. “It was a touching story; it was 
good for my career.”

More choice roles followed in 2016, high-
lighted by solid work in Snowden and Suicide 
Squad. He also took on a starring part in a car-
theft caper called Overdrive that opens later this 
year. “One of the best things about doing smaller 
movies like that is they let me do my own 
stunts,” says Eastwood, recalling production in 
southern France and Italy. “I got to jump from 
a BMW doing 60 km/h to a truck moving at the 
same speed. It was awesome: a full-on balls- 
to-the-walls scene. I love threading the needle.  
I guess they didn’t tell the insurance company.”

But it is Eastwood’s involvement in the new 
installment of the ludicrously successful Fast 
franchise that marks his major-league arrival. He 
initially considered passing on the part because 
of his tight relationship with Paul Walker – the 
longtime co-lead of the Fast franchise – who 
died in a 2013 car crash. “I knew Paul for close to 
15 years; he was a mentor and an older brother 
to me,” says Eastwood. “So when my agents 
brought up the project, my first thought was 
that it was just too close to home. But the more 
I thought about it, I imagined that Paul would 
be looking down at me, saying ‘Don’t be an idiot, 
just go out there and do it.’”

Even so, the shoot was no easy ride. Amid all 
the engine oil and chest thumping, there were 
tough episodes. “On some days I would feel his 
presence there and suddenly I’d be on the verge 
of tears,” he says. “There were moments when 
I just felt completely overwhelmed by missing 
him, so Vin [Diesel] and Tyrese [Gibson] and I 
would stop and share stories about him. The 
whole experience mirrored a lot of the themes 
that feature in the movie – about family, about 
going on a journey. It was a powerful thing and 
I was honoured to be a part of it.”

THE ENFORCER
The more time you spend with Eastwood, the 
clearer it is that being an actor is his job, not his 
life. Yes, he harbours ambitions as an artist (“I 
really want to do a movie that I want to do, not a 
movie my agents are pushing on me. Agents like 
safe bets, but if you don’t take risks, you’re gut-
less. And that never got anybody anywhere”). 
But he has other motivations, too.  

For instance, this is a man who chose to leave 
Los Angeles, still the industry ganglion, and 

move south to San Diego – an altogether differ-
ent kind of risk. “It’s not that LA is a bad place – 
my family lives up here, I’m here a lot for stuff 
– but my priority is to be happy,” he says. “One of 
the reasons I left LA was because it isn’t a place 
where I feel a sense of community, a place 
where other people treat each other good. Down 
there [San Diego], I’m surrounded by friends.”

While the daily lives of most movie stars 
remain a mystery to the public, Eastwood’s 6am 
workouts and other interests have been well doc-
umented for his Instagram followers. “It’s a little 
weird, he says. “Why would two million people 
follow me? I’m a normal guy.” A normal guy with 
the Eastwood chin and chiselled abs and hand-
some friends who routinely enjoy high-octane 
adventures, you mean? “Well, I try to not come 
off like a surf bum,” says Eastwood, who says he 
manages his social media presence alone, a rarity 
in Hollywood. “I have way more facets to my life 
than that. I’ll always do the things I do: fishing, 
diving, jiu jitsu, surfing. But it’s also a chance for 
me to show people other sides of myself.”

Public sharing does not come without a cost, 
however. “You don’t want to give too much 
away; you want some sort of a boundary,” he 
says. “Kevin Spacey talks about maintaining 
mystery, but obviously it’s easier for those older 
guys to pull that off than someone from the 
Instagram generation. But I try not to take the 
whole thing too seriously. It’s fun and it conveys 
my life and my sense of humour.”

An important aspect of that life that might 
not be immediately apparent from his feed is a 
love of yoga. Eastwood is that rare kind of man 
who can express deep passion about yoga over 
a glass of wine. “Yoga changed my life,” he says 
earnestly but without pretension. “I partly do 
it for flexibility, but I also do it for my mental 
health. Yoga is meditation with movement. It 
helps me get to a place that’s serene, where you 
don’t judge yourself. Sure, everyone has anxi-
ety in their lives, but the more you do it, the eas-
ier it is to get into this good place. With yoga and 
meditation and all my varied ways of working 
out, I operate on a very calm level. A lot of peo-
ple in Hollywood stay calm by taking pills. I do it 
with an endorphin release.”

Avoiding stress seems to come up a lot in 
conversation with Eastwood. It could sound 
schmaltzy; like it’s easy to take a load off when 
your dad’s named Clint. But he’s effortlessly 
sincere when it comes to explaining his ethos, 
whether it’s about roles that got away, about 
people who don’t take him seriously, or about 
whether he’s meeting some standard of Holly-
wood achievement. The Eastwood Code,  
it seems, runs deep.

“The less I judge myself, the happier I am,” he 
says. “I’m not interested in being remembered 
as a rich, successful actor. I want to be remem-
bered as someone who did what he loved and 
who affected people in a positive way. Not much 
frightens me, but thinking I won’t impact people 
in that way scares me to death.”  
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2c/ Dumbbell Thruster
By this point you’re really putting 
your aerobic capacity to the test. 
Hold two dumbbells by your 
shoulders, squat (A), then drive 
up, pressing the weights (B). Blast 
through 10, then move to the 
rower for another 20 calories and 
continue this circuit until the 10 
minutes are up. 10 reps

3a/ Front Raise
This three-move finisher will build 
you screen-filling size. Hold a 
dumbbell in each hand in front of 
your thighs, legs shoulder-width 
apart (A). With a slight bend in your 
arms, lift the dumbbells to shoul-
der height (B). Lower, keeping your 
arms extended. Do 10, then move 
on. 3 sets of 10 reps

3b/ Bent-Over Reverse Fly 
To develop mass around your 
shoulders, make it your mission 
not to neglect the posterior head 
of the delt. Lean forward so your 
chest is parallel to the ground (A), 
back straight. Raise your arms to 
the sides (B), squeezing your back. 
Bring the weights back down and 
repeat for 10.  3 sets of 10 reps

3c/ Biceps Curl
Finish the triset with curls because, 
well, who doesn’t want bigger 
biceps? Hold two dumbbells by 
your thighs (A) then use your biceps 
to curl them to shoulder-height (B). 
Lower them and repeat. Rest for 
30 seconds, then return to the front 
raises for the next shirt-expanding 
set. 3 sets of 10 reps, 30sec rest

1a/ Chin-Up 
Eastwood performs his chin-ups 
at the start of the session to ensure 
his muscles aren’t fatigued. Grab 
the bar at shoulder-width (A), then 
squeeze your biceps and drive 
your elbows down to bring your 
chin above the bar (B). Lower under 
control. Do 10 reps, then go to the 
next exercise. 4 sets of 10 reps

1b/ Downward Dog Push-up
Mobilising your shoulders, back 
and legs will prep you for the 
high-intensity moves to come. Per-
form a push-up, with your core tight 
(A). As you push up, lift your glu-
tes up into a pike position, keeping 
your arms and legs extended (B). 
After 8 reps, return to the bar for a 
second set. 4 sets of 8 reps

2a/ Row
For the next three moves, you’ll 
do as many reps as possible 
(AMRAP), with the full round tak-
ing 10 minutes. Eastwood hits the 
rower to get his heart rate up. Initi-
ate the push with your legs (A)  
then pull the handle to your chest 
(B). When you hit your 20-calorie 
target, hop off. 20 calories

2b/ Overhead-Plate Walk
It will be the longest walk of your 
life, but not only will this develop 
functional power in your legs, you’ll 
test your core by holding a plate 
above your head, too. Step into a 
deep lunge (A), then push up and 
step with the other leg (B). Move 
straight on to the thrusters with no 
rest. 10 metres

SUPERSET SUPERSET AMRAP AMRAP

AMRAP TRISET TRISET TRISET

To stay action-hero fit, Eastwood mixes 
mobility work and functional conditioning 
with muscle-building finishers. Trial these 
principles for yourself with this session by 
3 Aces Crossfit’s Richard Brockhurst

Your Fast 
and Furious 
Fitness Plan
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The Big Three powerlifting exercises aren’t right for 
everybody. In fact, they’re wrong for many of us. 
Save yourself with these alternatives

A New Take 
on Classic Lifts
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BY LOU SCHULER

TODD BUMGARDNER REMEMBERS THE FIRST TIME
he held a barbell – two metres and 20kg of steel, 
the knurling worn down by lifters before him. “I
couldn’t bench the bar,” he says. “But the second 
time I could. Then, a couple of weeks later, I could 
bench 30kg.” He was 12 years old. And he was 
hooked. Within a year he was doing a four-day-a-

week routine from Westside Barbell, the powerlifting gym in Columbus, 
Ohio. At 14, he deadlifted 185kg at a body weight of 68kg. “I was a strong 
little shit,” he says. And he was just getting started. He organised his life 
around making progress in the Big Three powerlifts – the squat, bench 
press, and deadlift – through varsity. But as his numbers grew, so did his 
list of injuries. First it was back and hip problems; then shoulder prob-
lems forced him to radically rethink his training. These days, Bumgard-
ner, a 31-year-old strength coach in Virginia, rarely has clients use the Big 
Three powerlifts. To appreciate what he does instead, it helps to under-
stand how those three exercises became so important. 

T
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Birth of a Notion
The first modern strength sport was Olympic 
weightlifting, which by the 1928 Games included 
three movements: clean and press, snatch, and 
clean and jerk. Learning these lifts was an Olym-
pian challenge; they require elite athleticism and 
explosive speed along with pure strength. A lot of 
lifters just wanted to get strong and look strong, 
which elevated the simpler lifts – the squat, 
bench press, and deadlift. By 1964, at the first 
national powerlifting meet in York, Pennsylvania, 
the new sport had settled on the Big Three as the 
ultimate tests of strength. And that standard, for 
many of us, led to a world of problems.

 The Squat
“I didn’t realise I didn’t have to squat with a bar 
on my back,” Bumgardner says. “I thought if I 
didn’t train that way, I wouldn’t get results.”
WHY IT MIGHT HURT: Resting a heavy barbell on your 
shoulders can put extreme stress on your lower 
back and hips. Plus, the range of motion may be 
too much for your knees, hips and lower back. 
WHAT TO DO INSTEAD: Bumgardner, like many 
coaches today, typically starts clients off with 
the goblet squat. For those who don’t have 
enough core stability for goblets, he’ll start them 
with a plate squat.

 The Bench Press
“Everyone needs pressing strength,” says 
Bumgardner. But you don’t need it at every 
angle. If an overhead or flat-bench press makes 
your shoulders angry, you can find a pain-free 
angle in between.
WHY IT MIGHT HURT: Many lifters have what’s 
known as asymmetrical shoulder capsules.  
Lifting with a barbell means one shoulder  
will be forced out of its natural lifting path. 
WHAT TO DO INSTEAD: Use dumbbells. They’re far 
more accommodating to shoulder imbalances. 
Each arm can move independently along a  
slightly different trajectory while both sides  
work equally hard. 

 The Deadlift
In contrast to the first two lifts, the barbell may 
actually be the best tool for the deadlift – or, 
more accurately, the hip-hinge movement  
pattern. The problem is the range of motion. 
WHY IT MIGHT HURT: Unless you have relatively 
short legs or long arms, you’ll need an exagger-
ated forward bend to pull the bar up. This puts  
a great deal of strain on your lower back. 
WHAT TO DO INSTEAD: Try the sumo deadlift, which 
limits your range of motion. Spread your feet wide 
and grab the bar with your arms between your legs.

Stronger and Safer
To increase your strength, you need to work 
with progressively heavier weights. If you’re 
able to perform the Big Three without pain, 
keep doing them. If not, the workout on the  
next two pages will enable you to build total-
body strength with minimal risk of injury.

“The barbell is 
one of the most 

unforgiving 
tools in the 

weight room.”
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All Gain,  
No Pain
Get stronger than ever with these joint-
friendly alternatives to the big three

A2 Dumbbell Incline Bench Press
Grab two dumbbells and hold them over your 
chest, arms straight. Lower them for 5 seconds; 
then, when they’re just above your chest, push 
back up explosively. Do 4 sets of 4 reps.

A1 Rack Pull
Set up the barbell on boxes so it reaches mid-
shin level. Grab the bar overhand, push your 
hips back, and pull the bar up forcefully. Lower 
the weight under control. Do 4 sets of 4 reps. 

DIRECTIONS Alternate Workout 1 and 
Workout 2, with at least 48 hours between 
them. Treat the letters as mini-circuits, 
performing all your sets in the “A” workouts 
before completing your sets in the “B” 
workouts. Rest as needed throughout. 
In Workout 1, do 2 or 3 warm-up sets for 
the rack pull. In Workout 2, do at least 1 
warm up set for the front squat. Your goal  
is to lift a little more each time. 

A1 Front Squat
Swing two kettlebells 
into the rack position 
and stand with your 
feet shoulder-width 
apart. Push your hips 
back and descend 
slowly for 5 seconds 
before pushing  
back up forcefully. Do 
4 sets of 4 reps.

A3 Half-Kneeling Thoracic Rotation
Inhale, then exhale deeply as you rotate your 
head and shoulders to the left without mov-
ing your lower body. Return to start. Do 4 reps, 
switch legs, and repeat to your right. Do 4 sets.

B2 Dumbbell Romanian Deadlift
Hold dumbbells in front of your thighs, push your 
hips back, and lower for 5 seconds. When they’re 
below your knees, thrust your hips forward and 
return to the starting position. Do 4 sets of 6 reps. 

B1 Kettlebell Overhead Press
Swing two kettlebells up into the rack position. 
Brace your core, tighten your glutes, and force-
fully press the weights overhead. Lower them 
under control. Do 4 sets of 6 reps.

A1

A2

A2 Chin-Up
Grab a chin-up bar 
underhand, keeping 
your hands roughly 
shoulder-width apart. 
Pull your body up 
explosively until your 
chin is above the bar. 
Take 5 seconds to 
lower your body. Do  
4 sets of 4 reps.

A3 Hip Rotations 
Raise your right knee 
until your thigh is par-
allel to the floor. Move 
it out to the side, and 
then rotate your thigh 
so your shin is paral-
lel to the floor behind 
you. Revert to the start 
and repeat in reverse. 
Repeat with your left 
leg. Do 2 reps in each 
direction with each 
leg. Do 4 sets.

B1 Rear-Foot-Ele-
vated Split Squat
Hold a dumbbell or 
kettlebell in the goblet 
position. Put the top of 
your right foot behind 
you on a bench. Lower 
yourself for 5 sec-
onds, tightening your 
left leg muscles. Push 
back up forcefully. Do 
6 reps, then switch 
sides and repeat. Do 4 
sets with each leg.

B2 Chest-Sup-
ported Row
Set a bench to an 
incline of 35 degrees. 
Grab two dumbbells 
and put your chest 
against the bench 
so your chin is above 
the top and both feet 
are on the floor. Pull 
the weights up explo-
sively, then lower 
them for 5 seconds. 
Do 4 sets of 6 reps.

BY TODD BUMGARDNER

workout 1 / 45 minutes

workout 2 / 45 minutes

READY TO LOSE 
YOUR BELLY? 
USE THIS PLAN 
TO TRANSFORM 
YOUR BODY 
– START  
TODAY AT  
BELLYOFF.CO.ZA
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We cooked 
up dozens of 

omelettes until 
we hit on the one 
that made us flip.

Food   
Nutrition

EVERY GUY THINKS HE CAN MAKE A
great omelette. Heck, at the Rodale Test
Kitchen we thought we did too. We do
gastronomic experiments on a daily 
basis for magazines like Men’s Health, 
Women’s Health, Bicycling and Runner’s 
World. But as we reflected on all those 

experimental creations  – light, greasy, fluffy, rubbery, 
life-changing, heartbreaking – we started to wonder: why  
is a consistently flawless omelette so difficult to master?

In our quest for an answer, we began with one stipulation: 
The soft, pale, French trifold isn’t for us. We prefer the heart-
ier American omelette – thick yet fluffy, filled and folded, a 
blush of brown on the bottom. But achieving that involves  
a few crucial rules, as we discovered through trial and error. 

KNOW WHEN 
TO FOLD ’EM
To break the omelette code, you have 
to break eggs. Lots of eggs. So we 
kept cracking until we got it right

E

BY THE RODALE TEST KITCHEN
PHOTOGRAPHS TED CAVANAUGH
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1. Use Optimum 
Hardware
Nonstick, heavy-bottom pans 
make exceptional omelettes.  
That’s due to their triple-layer 
composition of stainless steel, 
aluminum and copper. Stainless 
steel takes longer to heat but 
maintains its temperature better, 
while aluminum and copper heat 
faster. Combining all three metals 
creates a surface that heats quickly, 
evenly, and consistently. 

A thin pan, by contrast, heats 
haphazardly, increasing the risk of 
under- or overcooked eggs. For a 
three-egg omelette, a 24 or 25cm 
pan works best. We recommend 
the Professional 3 Ply Stainless 
Steel Non-Stick Frying Pan (R1 900, 
yuppiechef.com). Why nonstick? 
Because if you abuse your pans and 
don’t maintain them properly, non-
stick offers an extra layer of protec-
tion. Plus, today’s nonstick surfaces 
aren’t hazardous if you don’t heat 
them to high temperatures.

3. Pick Your Filling 
Combination
Use the egg-resting time to sizzle 
the rest of your ingredients – it’ll 
help preheat your pan for when 
you eventually cook the eggs. 
Unless you’re going cheese- 
only, select quick-cooking fillings 
and cap the amount at 1 cup.  
Any more will result in omelette-
filling overload. For even faster 
cooking, chop the ingredients 
small. We tested (and retested)  
the following combinations. 
They’re all incredible.

4. Cook It
First you need fat in the pan. We like 
olive oil. Two teaspoons is enough 
to slick the pan, but not so much 
that it’ll fry the eggs. Let the oil get 
warm, about 1 minute on medium 
heat. Add your eggs, then put a lid 
on the pan to trap the heat. 

Our tests suggest that the lid 
should come off after 2½ minutes. 
The eggs will look “wet but set”: the 
surface should appear slick but the 
eggs shouldn’t be runny. Need 
more time? Replace the lid for 30 
seconds. Then add the fillings and 
cheese; use a spatula to fold one 
side over the other. (Check out the 
next page for the recipe.) 

WESTERN
Onion, garlic, red and green bell 
pepper, sharp cheddar cheese
GREEK
Baby spinach, garlic, halved cherry 
tomatoes, crumbled feta cheese
ITALIAN
Broccoli, Italian sausage, Parmesan
GARDEN
Broccoli, tomato, mushrooms, green 
bell pepper, onion, goat cheese
COASTAL
Salmon, tomato, baby spinach, 
dash of seasoning, Swiss cheese

MEXICAN
Chorizo, onions, chillis, hard cheese 
of your choice

Note: For the best egg-to-cheese 
ratio, limit the cheese to ¼ cup.

2. Beat the Eggs,  
Then Let Them Rest
We tried adding milk, water and 
cream to the eggs, but every 
omelette we made that contained  
a liquid stir-in came out flat. That’s 
because air, not liquid, is what 
makes eggs light and fluffy. The 
beating process brings air to the 
party. So using a whisk or fork, beat 
your eggs with a little salt and pep-
per until dozens of bubbles appear 
on the surface and you can’t tell yolk 
from white. Then let the eggs rest. 
Yes, rest. We pulled this trick from 
The Food Lab, by J. Kenji Lopez-Alt. 

In our tests, we cooked eggs that 
had rested for intervals of 8 to 17 
minutes. The omelettes made from 
the eggs that had rested less were 
flatter but creamier, while the ones 
made from eggs that had sat longer 
were up to 5 or 6mm thicker. Salt 
prevents egg proteins from tighten-
ing during cooking and forcing 
moisture out. The result is a tender, 
fluffy omelette.

This is a large egg. 
The white has 70 kJ 
and nearly 4 grams 

of protein. That 
said...

...the yolk has  
230 kJ, almost 3 grams  

of protein, and way 
more iron and calcium.
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A Very 
Good 
Egg!

3

2

1 4

6

3 large eggs
¼ tsp kosher salt
⅛ tsp black pepper
3 tsp olive oil
1 cup chopped vegetables
¼ cup cheese (optional)

PER SERVING 1 565 kJ,  
20g protein, 8g carbs  
(1g fibre), 28g fat

2. Meanwhile, in a heavy- 
bottomed nonstick 25cm 
pan, heat 1 tsp oil on medium. 
Cook the veg e tables till 
tender, 5 to 8 min utes. 
Transfer them to a bowl  
and keep warm.

3. Wipe out the pan; add the 
remaining 2 tsp oil and heat 
it on medium, about  1 minute. 
Swirl the oil to coat the bottom 
of the pan.

4. Add the eggs and cover 
the pan. In exactly 2½ min-
utes, remove the lid. If the 
surface is wet but the eggs 
look set, proceed to Step 6. 
Still runny? Step 5. 

5. Put the lid back on, wait  
30 seconds, and check  
again. Repeat this step as  
needed until your eggs are 
the consistency you want.

6. Add the fillings to half the 
omelette. Run a silicone 
spatula around the perim-
eter of the omelette and then 
fold the empty side over. 
Finally, use the spat ula to 
gently push the omelette out 
of the pan and onto a plate. 
Feeds 1

1. In a medium bowl, use  
a fork or whisk to vigorously 
beat the eggs, salt, and 
pepper until totally homo-
genised. Set aside to rest  
for about 15 minutes.

THE 
STORY 
BEHIND 
THE RECIPE

115° 
Ideal pan temp 

(taken with infrared 
thermometer)

108
Total 
eggs 
used 

11 
Total 

hours of 
testing

GINGER TEA 
 Best  

indigestion  
treatment

292 
Top egg BPM (beats 

per minute): Juli 
Roberts, test kitchen 
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Beer enters the bloodstream 
slightly slower. Note: subjects were 
asked to savour their beverage 
over 20 minutes. Necking it will 
have variable effects.

Pass the bar exam at happy hour with our glass-half-full guide to 
selecting the best beverage for your wellbeing. This round’s on us

1/Aids heart health* 
2/ Balances BP 
3/ Eases joint pain

1/ Ups bone density 
2/ Helps gym recovery
3/ Enhances banter

Food + Nutrition

Wine’s profusion of heart-healthy antioxidants sets a high bar – but the right beer falls a close second. While a 
glass of red is still the top order, a hoppy IPA beats a sweet white. In moderation, there’s no need to bottle out 
when minding your health: a vin-vin situation.

THE MH 
VERDICT:

54 min 62 min

Tipping Points

Pairing Notes

Unsung Hero Unsung HeroHappy Hour

Marinating meat in lager before flame-grill-
ing cuts the formation of carcinogenic 
PAHs by 37% (or by 68% for dark beer.)

Adding wine to meat reduces the toxic 
chemicals released during the break-
down of fat. Sauce up your next casserole.

Red wine could give athletes a boost by  
increasing free testosterone. 
– Kingston University

The point at which blood-alcohol 
peaks after a glass of wine, the  
University of Texas says, measured 
from the last sip. Time humorous 
anecdotes accordingly.

First Orders
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The number of  
units in a large glass. 
At about 790 kJ, 
that’s equal to a 
bag of chips.

The number of 
units per 500ml.  
You’re looking at 

close to 900 kJ, 
or a slice of pizza.

Star Player

2.8
WINE vs. BEER

3.2 
Milk is for babies. When you grow up, 
you have to drink beer. 
– Arnold Schwarzenegger

Ellagic acid 
This antioxidant slows  
fat cell growth. Berries  
and walnuts are (less  

fun) sources.

Xanthohumol
This flavonoid, found in 

hops, could offer protection 
against Alzheimer’s. The 

required dosage is unclear.
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W
IN!

Wolverine footwear is available at 
leading sport and outdoor retailers.

www.wolverinesa.co.za

WOLVERINE CONTOUR WELT

Whether you’re going hiking or are just enjoying the great outdoors, don’t leave 
home without your Wolverine boots. Wolverine boots and shoes are well known 

internationally as leaders in product development technology.

WOLVERINE RAIDER
The Raider is a 6 inch  
Contour Welt Premium 
Leather boot, which is 
tough enough to survive 
any test but looks good 
whether you’re in a mall  
or out on the field. 

FEATURES:
• Full Grain leather upper
• CK Mesh Lining
• Wolverine MultiShox rubber lug outsole 
that is slip, oil and abrasion resistant
• Wolverine Contour Welt construction 
engineered for flexibility

WOLVERINE BLACK LEDGE
The Wolverine Black Ledge hiking 

Shoe has a waterproof, full-grain 
leather upper with a moisture-man-
aging mesh lining. Traction is excel-

lent, even on mud, wet tree roots 
and rocks. The fit is superb.

12 readers stand a chance of winning either  
a pair of WOLVERINE RAIDER BOOTS or 

WOLVERINE BLACK LEDGE HIKING SHOES  
when you subscribe to Men’s Health!

R2 100
WORTH

R1 600
WORTH
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Sex  
Relationships

Think sex toys are for women? There’s  
a treasure trove of gadgets designed for 
your pleasure too – and they come with  
doc-approved health benefits
BY LORI COHEN • PHOTOGRAPHS JONATHAN TAYLOR

THREE TIMES A WEEK. THAT’S THE
magic number doctors recommend
you ejaculate. Seriously. “Research
has shown that men who ejaculate 
at least three times a week have a 
much lower chance of developing 
erectile dysfunction as they grow 

older,” confirms Dr Careen Rascher, Sexual Medicine 
Specialist at the My Sexual Health clinic in Bryanston. 
The old adage “use it or lose it” applies: because your 
partner may not always share the same enthusiasm  
to help keep your bits working, masturbation is an 
important part of a healthy sex life, she says. 

But it’s not only your penis that should get a regular 
workout. Your prostate gland may be out of sight, but it 
shouldn’t be out of mind. “Stimulation of the prostate in 
men with prostatitis reduces the discomfort of inflam-
mation. It prevents the build up of prostatic fluid and has 
been shown to decrease the risk of prostatic cancer,” says 
Dr Rascher. To “milk” your prostate, first you’ll have to 
track it down – it’s roughly seven centimetres up the front 
wall of your anus. Here’s where sex toys come in... from 
anal plugs to prostate stimulators, there’s a whole lot of 
“behind the scenes” action you’re missing out on. 

T
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Plugs? Yup. “As the pelvic floor muscles begin 
to contract during orgasm, the anal muscles 
contract around the plug and make the spasms 
feel stronger and harder. Orgasmic contractions 
around a butt plug feel more intense and may 
improve the strength and duration of your cli-
max,” says Dr Rascher. 

“We’ve seen an increase in men using pros-
tate massagers. It’s not just about pleasure, they 
are looking for the health benefits they offer,” 
says Jade Amron-Coetzee, Operations Manager 
of Désir Intimates. Another product flying off 
the shelves is vacuum pumps, she says. Vacuum 
pumps of the penis are usually prescribed as 
part of the treatment of erectile dysfunction. 
“By creating a vacuum around the penis, blood 
is drawn into the penis to create an erection. 
Vacuum pumps are useful in men for whom 
other treatment for ED is ineffective, and are 
sometimes used together with other therapy for 
ED for added benefit,” says Dr Rascher. 

You’ve got the knowledge, now haul out your 
enormous, er, credit card, and get shopping. 

A = AIR The hourglass shape of the Tenga Air-
Tech Reusable Vacuum Masturbator makes this 
a handy tool (even with um, slippery hands). 
Slip inside it and you’ll be welcomed by the flex-
ible material, but it’s the air chambers on the 
outside of the sleeve that sets it apart. They help 
increase the vacuum sensation by allowing for 
the air to flow round easier, enhancing sensa-
tions. Plus, the inner sleeve is removable and 
washable. Beats your socks. R699, desir.co.za

B = BOW TIE Touch of bondage to spice up that 
dull cousin’s wedding you’ve been invited to? 
Wear the His Rules Bondage Bow Tie to the 
event, then get her to sneak away with you 
so you can unveil its other qualities. R299, 
matildas.co.za

C = PENIS RINGS They’ve been around for over 
two thousand years, but the original materials 
such as ivory and jade have made way for 
more rewarding substances. The Screaming 
O Propello Dual Vibrating Couples Ring glides 
easily onto the base, keeping you harder for 
longer while delivering some pretty heady 
vibrations. Plus, the extensions simultaneously 
make contact with your anus and her clitoris. 
R679, screamingo.com
FYI Cock rings are the third most popular sex toy 
in South Africa according to the Désir Intimate 
Collection Sex Toy Report 2017. 

D = DESIGNER The artsy 3D-printed tubes from 
Tenga 3D needn’t be hidden in your sock drawer. 
They are that pretty. The sleeves are made from 

“It’s not just about pleasure – men are 
looking for the health benefits sex 
toys can offer, too.”

flexible, 3D-printed antibacterial plastic, with 
textures such as twisted spirals, or stacked, 
triangular patterns, to create unique sensations. 
POA, tenga-global.com

E = EROGENOUS ZONES Yes, you have more than 
one. The head and shaft of the penis, testicles, 
perineum, anus and prostate are all sexy spots. 

F = FOREPLAY Women don’t only love it, they 
need it to get to the finish line. Here’s an option 
that doesn’t require any hard work from you. 
The wireless remote egg vibrator is a vibrating 
bullet with about a 10-metre range and can be 
used in public for secret foreplay.

G = GOOGLE You’re an inquisitive bunch. South 
Africans have the third highest search volume 
for sex toys in the world, according to Google.

H = HEADSETS Headsets are the new handjobs. If 
you’re a VR porn virgin, Naughty America offers 
experiences with “performers” you can interact 
with by attaching your phone to a headset. Trippy.
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Sex + Relationships

  I = IPAD Turns out your tablet can deliver a 
lot more fun than Need For Speed. Fleshlight 
has designed a frame that you can place your 
iPad into, with a space to insert a toy, thus 
transforming your screen into an interactive 
playmate. R390, fleshlight.com

J = JIGGLE Your nipples are an untapped hot- 
spot. Time to accessorise them to reap the ben-
efits. Nipple clamps that come with a chain – try 
the Fifty Shades Darker Mercy Chained Nipple 
Clamps – are designed for couple fun. She gets to 
decide when to give them a tug or jiggle. You’re 
at her mercy. Hot. R399, secretcorner.co.za

K = KEGELS There’s a solid reason you want to 
encourage her to do kegel exercises to tighten 
her pubococcygeus (PC) muscles, the lovely 
chaps that are responsible for the contractions 
she feels during climax. She’ll thank you for  
this SToy Shake Balls Kegel Exerciser, which  
can be worn internally and shakes as she moves. 
R439, matildas.co.za

L = LUBRICANT Let’s talk anal play. It can be like 
Mexican Food. It hurts, but it’s good. If you’re 
ready to go there (and check out P to see why 
you should), then a desensitising lubricant will 
help ease you into the experience. Massaging 
it on your rim won’t numb it, but will help 
you relax. “If you are using a silicon toy, use 
a water-based lubricant rather than a silicon 
based one to avoid the material deteriorating,” 
recommends Amron-Coetzee.

M = MAKE YOUR OWN Ready to clone your penis? 
It’s no secret that 3D printers are going to change 
our lives in unimaginable ways. A particularly 
hot project called DilDIY is working on a pro-
gramme enabling you to recreate, customise 
and print your prick. 

N = NEUTRAL As in gender neutral. The Trans-
former Double Ended Vibe is a serious multi-
tasker. It’s a rabbit vibe, a clitoral massager,  
a cock-ring, a G-spot stimulator, a prostate  
massager and more. It’s perfect for her, him,  
her and him, him and him, her and her, and 
every other combination possible. No judgies. 
R1 750, picobong.com

O = ORGASM Want to know how to power yours 
up? Anal beads (try the friendly looking Flexi 
Felix Anal Chain if you’re new to this) are easy to 
insert, but it’s their exit that serves up surprises. 
Ask her to gently pull it out as you come and 
prepare to see stars. R399, funfactory.com

P = P-SPOT Hello bum fun. “Prostate massagers 
are curved to reach the P-spot and massage it. 
Some also massage the perineum for extra stim-
ulation. Try the Rocks Off Naughty Boy Prostate 
Stimulator R1 365 or the Fifty Shades Darker 
Beyond Erotic Anal Plug R999, matildas.co.za

Q = QUESTION How big am I? We’ve all wondered 
how we size up, and now you have a dependable 
tool to help you figure out if you’re a Gareth Cliff 
or a Michael Fassbender. The Condom Size app 
explains how to measure your girth and length, 
then allows you to see how you rate on a global 
scale. R15, Android and IOS

R = RHINO She digs your big horn, but she may 
love this beast even more. The Rhino Luxury 
Rabbit Vibrator comes with an app that enables 
you to sync it with the tunes she finds the sex-
iest. Download some Marvin Gaye and then sit 
back and watch as her playmate pulses along to 
the beat. R1 799, desir.co.za

S = STRAP-ON Put her in the driving seat for a 
change with the Tantus Bend Over Beginner Kit. 
She gets to slip on the velvet harness (which has 
a smart internal vibrator to ensure she gets her 
kicks) and then attaches the toy. Strap-ons are 
muscling their way into relationships, confirms 
Dr Rascher, but warns “there has to be preex-
isting trust and intimacy before experimenting 
with such sex play.” R2 399, ladyfays.co.za

T = TELEDILDONICS If you’ve been looking for an 
excuse to buy an Apple watch that will fly with 
her, the Lush Remote Control Vibrator from 
Lovesense may swing the conversation in your 
favour. You can control the toy using your watch 
long distance. So that business trip you’ve got 
planned shouldn’t be a prob – in fact it’s bound 
to put a smile on her face. Even better, take your 
play outside. She can “wear” this little master-
piece while you enjoy a romantic dinner. Check-

ing your watch for messages could double as an 
opportunity to send a little thrill her way. You 
won’t last till dessert. POA, adultworld.co.za

U = UPLOADS With the Fleshlight VStroker Virtual 
Sex System your laptop or PC becomes a sex 
coach. By transmitting info you generate using 
a masturbator you are able to work with a “sexy 
instructor” that will push you to perform and 
satisfy. R1 595, mantality.co.za

V = VIAGRA While Viagra is sometimes used rec-
reationally to achieve longer erections, you 
shouldn’t dabble with the blue pill unless you 
truly need it. “PDE5 inhibitors can be dangerous if 
used when you have certain medical conditions, 
or in combination with certain prescription med-
ication and recreational drugs, including nitrites,” 
warns Dr Rascher. If you are using “Viagra” not 
prescribed by a doctor you may get contaminated 
tablets or incorrect dosages, she warns. 

W = WASHING You’ve eaten the meal, so you  
need to wash the dishes, dude. Keep your toys 
hygienic (and extend the shelf life) by using a 
toy cleaner such as the anti-bacterial Pjur Med 
Clean Spray. R315, wildcandy.co.za

X = X-TRA BIG Think of a penis pump as Crossfit 
for your dick. They can be used for both penis 
enlargement or to help with erectile dysfunc-
tion. The Bathmate Hyromax X30 Penis Pump 
Bathmate Shower Strap is a handy, hands-free 
option. Designed to increase both the girth and 
length of the penis, it can be used in the bath or 
shower by making use of a vacuum that draws 
blood into the penis, which creates a larger and 
longer-lasting erection, while the water assists 
with blood flow. R2 804, shop.sexplicit.co.za

Y = YES! Over 76% of South Africans have said 
yes to having used a sex toy.

Z = ZOO COLLECTION Is it a bird, is it a plane? Nope, 
the Manta Ray Smart Luxury Stroker from the 
Zoo Collection gives you a Big 5 experience 
by simply wrapping it around your shaft. The 
fleshy, textured sensation gives a real feel as you 
glide it up and down, but you get more bang 
for your er, buck, using the app on your phone. 
It responds to music, video and voice and pro-
vides a draw option, allowing you to drag your 
finger on your screen, putting you in charge of 
the finish line. R1 899, mysexshop.co.za

76.7% of South 
Africans have said 
yes to having 
used a sex toy. 
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Health  
Wellness

GET MORE 
OUT OF YOUR 
PHARMACY

PHARMACIES ARE OVERWHELMING. RACKS  
of sweets, rows of razors – plus the tabloid 
headlines at the cashier. You can’t blame these
retailers for trying to cash in: pharmacies  
receive less money from medical aid 
companies for prescriptions these days.  
Small community drugstores and big chains 

alike want to be your go-to, drop-in, one-stop shop. And there’s 
good stuff in those aisles besides pills and potions. Find the best 
with our handy guide.

P

People lather longer 
with non-foaming 

liquid soap, a recent 
study showed. 

Look beyond the vitamin aisle for some 
great finds. Here are eight of them
BY CHELSEA RATCLIFF
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     CAN YOU 
LIVE ON 
FOOD  
FROM THE 
PHARMACY?
OUR WRITER  
DID – FOR  
A WEEK

The pharmacy chain is expanding its healthy food offerings, a trend I noticed 
one night as I waited for my mom’s meds order. Rather than extend an already 
long day with an additional stop at the supermarket, I grabbed a box of in-store 
Nature's Choice gluten-free macaroni, and was later pleased to find it didn’t 
taste like gauze.

So began days of pharmacy food refills. I sampled lots of tasty items, like 
OhMega Almond Butter smeared on RyVita. I made a dinner of whole-grain 
pasta, organic tomato sauce and meatballs. I even had happy hour with wheat 
crackers and salsa and grape juice (vintage unknown). Plus, you can grab some 
Gaviscon before you check out, just in case.  –  JOE KITA

1/ Advice from the Pharmacist  
(on Almost Anything)
A common joke among pharmacists is  
that they’re experts in counting by fives – in 
other words, “that we’re just product pushers,” 
says Steven Chen of the University of Southern 
California School of Pharmacy. Yes, pharmacists 
have in-depth knowledge of meds, but four 
years in a doctoral programme earns them 
more than just pill skills. “It’s a very intensive, 
patient-focused, clinically focused training,” 
Dr Chen says. If you have a chronic condition, 
a pharmacist can likely tell you which life style 
changes might complement your medications 
and also point you to products beyond the 
pharmacy counter. 

2/ Easy Health Screening
Think of the pharmacist as a valuable player on 
your health care team. A pharmacist can’t have 
you strip and put on a gown for a physical exam, 
but he or she can still find out plenty about your 
health. “We don’t do check-ups in the sense of 
diagno sis, but we do screenings,” Dr Chen says. 
A pharmacist might check you for high blood 
pressure, high cholesterol or diabetes. Some can 
also screen for undetected or untreated depres-
sion. Pro tip: an independent pharmacist may 
have more time to spend with customers, says 
Dr Chen, although some chains also provide 
these services.

3/ No-Fuss Vaccines 
Had your flu shot yet? The CDC recommends 
one annually for adults – but only 42% of us 
comply. Flu season runs until March, so it’s 
not too late. Get your flu shot in the morning if 
you can. UK research suggests that your body 
mounts a more robust immune response if the 
jab’s in the a.m. But the flu shot isn’t the whole 
story. Only 20% of adults are up to date on their 
Tdap vaccine, which protects against tetanus, 
diphtheria and pertussis (a.k.a. whooping 
cough). Nearly every pharmacy offers it, and  
it’s usually free with medical aid. 

4/ Smoking Cessation Programmes 
Many pharmacies now offer counselling ser-
vices as well as products to help smokers quit, 
says John Beckner, a senior director with the 
National Community Pharmacists Association. 
In fact, some pharmacists have training as certi-
fied tobacco treatment specialists. Almost all can 
offer guidance on nicotine replacement therapies 
and other treatments, and they’ll show you how 
to use smoking-cessation meds correctly. 

5/ Probiotics
Gut pains? Fart a lot? A probiotic supplement 
might quell your GI troubles, especially if your 
gut disruption was due to antibiotic use or an 
infection. A daily dose of these live microorgan-
isms may restore the natural balance of healthy 
bacteria in your digestive system. You could 
ease symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome 
after six months, a BMC Gastroenterology study 
suggests. And in a study in Nutrition Research, 
probiotics relieved gassiness. Individual results 
may vary, so be ready to experiment. Tap the 
pharmacist for a product recommendation.

6/ Oral Care Essentials
Two words: tongue funk. Probably the most 
overlooked item in the oral health aisle is a 
an inexpensive little plastic gadget. A tongue 
scraper is one of the best tools for removing 
dragon-breath-causing bacteria from your 
mouth, says James Keddington of the Univer-

sity of Utah School of Dentistry. “The rough tex-
ture of the tongue allows microorganisms to 
collect and proliferate,” he says. This handy tool 
brings bacteria to the surface and then squee-
gees them all away. 

7/ The Perfect Hand Soap 
Any soap can scrub away germs, but liquid 
soap is more sanitary than bars. Bacteria may 
cling to bar soaps, especially moisturising 
ones, suggests research from Washington 
University in St. Louis. Try a brand with plant-
derived ingredients and no potentially harmful 
preservatives, such as parabens. And unless you 
work in health care, avoid antibacterial soaps: 
the FDA in the US now warns that they may 
have hormone-suppressing effects. 

8/ Neti Pot
This one is just crazy enough to work: pour 
warm salt water in one nostril and let it flow out 
the other. Seasoned users swear that this 
centuries-old nasal irrigation technique beats 
allergy and sinus relief drugs, and plenty of 
research backs the claims. Weirded out? The 
pharmacist can walk you through the process 
and help you decide whether a neti pot or a 
squeeze bottle is right for you. A neti pot is safe 
as long as you’re flushing with distilled or sterile 
water, or H2O that’s been boiled and cooled or 
passed through a filter with a pore size of  
1 micron or less.  

Health + Wellness

Any soap can scrub away germs, 
but liquid soap is more sanitary 
than bars. Bacteria may cling to 
bar soaps, especially moisturising 
ones, suggests research from 
Washington University.
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MANY CANCERS HIDE DEEP IN
the body, evading detection. Not 
colon cancer. To find out if you 
have it, all you have to do is look. 

Unlike many screen ings, tests to 
spot colo rectal and cervical cancer 
are very effective. “They’re head 
and shoulders above the others,” 
says Robert Schoen of the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh School of Med-

If you’re willing to scoop your scat 
into a vial, a fecal immunochemical 
test is an easy way to screen your-
self. It detects proteins present in 
certain colon cancers. Another test, 
called Cologuard, spots DNA that 
may be linked to cancer. You may 
have to repeat these tests every 
year or two, not the decade you can 
wait after a clean colonoscopy. 

Throw back a pill that contains a tiny 
camera, and a specialist can watch 
as it moves through your colon, 
spotting polyps along its path. The 
PillCam is approved by the FDA for 
colon screening in some people. 
Check with your doctor – and call 
your insurer to see if you’re covered. 

A scan called CT colonography 
uses low-dose radiation to reveal 
tumours. It’s as good as a colonos-
copy, the US Preventive Services 
Task Force noted. Check to see if 
your medical aid covers the proce-
dure. The test does require bowel 
prep, but it’s less intense than colo-
noscopy prep, says Perry Pickhardt, 
chief of gastrointestinal imaging at 
the University of Wisconsin School 
of Medicine and Public Health. 

THE WARNING 
SIGN IN THE 
TOILET BOWL

Save 
Your 
Butt

Give your doctor a heads-up if you notice blood in the toilet, a change in your bowel habits, or unusual 
fatigue. These can signal colon cancer. If you’ve always had gut trouble, raise the red flag even higher. 
Conditions such as inflammatory bowel disease, irritable bowel syndrome, or peptic ulcers can delay 
diagnosis; a recent study in the British Journal of Cancer found that it takes 20% longer for people with 
these conditions to be diagnosed with colon cancer. That’s because your doctor might blame any new  
or worsening symptoms on your existing condition, the researchers say. 

The More Convenient 
Colonoscopy Prep

The Screening You Can  
Do in Your Own Bathroom

The Virtual Colonoscopy 
(No Probing Required) 

icine. Yet about 40% of men be-
tween ages 50 and 75 haven’t had a 
recent colon check.

Screening is advised for men 
50 and older, but younger guys 
should also be checked. A Univer-
sity of Michigan study found that 
nearly 15% of people diagnosed 
with colorectal cancer are younger 
than 50. If you have bowel disease 
or a family history of colon cancer, 
ask your doctor about testing.

The most common test is a colo-
noscopy. While you’re under an-
esthesia, the doctor probes your 
colon with a 5-foot scope, snipping 
out any precancerous polyps. If 
you’re stalling because of the di-
arrhoea-inducing prep, it’s time 
to man up: the ridges of your co-
lon need to be free of debris for the 
best viewing. 

If you screen for and spot colon 
cancer early, a cure is more like-
ly. And scientists keep discover-
ing ways to make testing easier, 
whether you opt for a scope or one 
of the newer tests on the block.

Colonoscopy veterans talk about 
glugging a gallon of polyethylene 
glycol and following a clear liquid 
diet the day before the procedure. 
Today, many doctors split the  
dose into two parts or offer a  
more palatable duo of a laxative  
and a sports drink. Soon you may 
even be able to eat beforehand. 
Scientists at UC Irvine found that 
people who ate “low residue” 
foods like eggs and white rice the 
day before felt better and didn’t 
compromise the results. Don’t defy 
doctor’s orders; just ask if easier 
prep options are available.

The Test You Can Swallow 

Health + Wellness
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You have zero 
excuses to skip out 
on colon cancer 
screening. It’s now 
easier than ever
BY JULIE STEWART
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“I ALWAYS LOOK
forward to Impi. It’s 
just so much fun: 
22 kilometres of 
running and obsta-
cles. Even as a pro-
fessional athlete, 

tackling this race takes me out of my 
comfort zone. I am used to pushing my 
body beyond the red… sometimes into 
the purple. It’s like driving a car with the 
revs on the rev limiter for as long as you 
can – until the engine blows up. 

“This year after the race I felt a bit 
woozy, but I wasn’t worried. You often 
feel tired after a race. In the afternoon 
I was jumping on the trampoline with 
Emily, my daughter. Suddenly I went 
cross-eyed. My wife, 
Paulette, said my eyes 
split apart: each looking 
in a different direction. I 
went to rest. Everything 
was fuzzy. 

“A doctor friend 
advised us to go to hospi-
tal, and a mate took me to 
the ER. By now I couldn’t 
walk properly or stay 
upright. I couldn’t see or 
co-ordinate myself. I felt 
as if I was buzzing in and 
out of a dream. 

Ultra runner AJ Calitz on what it feels 
like to push past your limits
BY JESS NICHOLSON

I

Health + Wellness

I Survived 
...a Stroke

“The next morning I 
was still cross-eyed and 
feeling strange. My wife 
told me I’d had a stroke. 
The doctors differ in their 
opinion of what happened, 
but one of the most logical 
explanations is I tore an 
artery in my neck, probably 
by carrying a 50kg bag of 
sand during the race. My 
blood clotted around the 
tear and then a small clot 
moved up and lodged in my 
thalamus, the part at the 
base of the brain responsible 
for co-ordinating and 
processing sensory input. 

“I was the fittest I’ve  
ever been, and am probably 

one of the least likely candidates for a 
stroke in the world, but it still happened. 

“Most of my training is pure running. I 
don’t want bulk up with too much weight 
lifting. I did a silly thing, lifting such a 
heavy bag, without training. I was in a 
bad way. I couldn’t co-ordinate myself, 
I couldn’t feed myself. I didn’t know if I 
would be able to play with my daughter 
again. My short term memory has been 
affected. And, according to my wife I’ve 
become a much nicer guy! She says I’m 
more docile. I care less about little things.

“Being fit helped me recover. With 
the help of my coach, Christoff Smit, 
I exercised: my body, and my brain. I 

forced new neural 
pathways to develop. I 
started slowly, walking 
with my mom and the 
dogs; and I juggled to 
improve my balance and 
co-ordination. Then one 
day I phoned Christoff 
and said ‘I’m sorry but 
I’m going for a run. I feel 

like a trapped animal.’ 
“When I first ran again, my brain 

couldn’t cope with the sensory input. I 
kept falling. So I found the most technical 
terrain in Cape 
Town and spent 
hours running 
on it. I forced my 
brain to adapt and 
understand and 
learn. You can think 
yourself strong 
or you can think 
yourself weak. I 
saw my stroke as a 
hurdle that I could 
get over. 

“Six weeks after 
the stroke, I got 
on a plane and went to StrongmanRun 
Germany. I went under strict instructions 
not to race. My sponsors understood and 
supported me. I promised my wife and 
the neurologist I would take it easy, that 
I was just going to participate. But I must 

participate better than 
15 000 others, because 
I cruised over the finish 
line first. The organisers 
said, ‘Who the hell is this 
guy?’ They made me run 
in again for photos.

“At the start of 
Strongman I thought to 
myself, ‘What are you 
doing here? You’ve just 
had a stroke.’ I honestly 
didn’t intend to win, 
but once I was in the 
lead, I thought, this feels 
familiar. This feels like 
home. This beats lying 

in hospital. This is where I belong. The 
stroke warned me that I am not invincible, 
but when your profession is to run across 
mountains, you have to convince yourself 
every day that you are. You have to think 
yourself strong. As human beings it is our 
only choice.”

To reduce your risk of a stroke, says Dr 
Cobbing, stop smoking and get exercising. 
“Aim for a BMI below 25, manage blood 
pressure and reduce your stress levels.” P
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Signs that you are 
having a stroke 
include trouble 
seeing and walk-
ing, says physio-
therapist Dr Saul 
Cobbing. Think 
of the acronym 
FAST: face numb-
ness or drooping, 
arm numbness or 
weakness, speech 
difficulty, time – act 
fast to get help.

The brain 
reorganises itself 
after a stroke 
through a complex 
process known 
as neuroplasticity. 
This can be 
greatly helped by 
regularly doing 
the rehabilitation 
exercises taught 
by a qualified 
professional.

About 10% of peo-
ple will recover 
completely from 
a “full stroke”, with 
around a third of 
people recovering 
with minor impair-
ments. If it is a  
Transient Isch-
aemic Attack (TIA, 
or “mini-stroke”) 
the symptoms last 
fewer than 24 hours 
and there is gener-
ally full recovery. 

It is unlikely for a fit 
person to have a 
stroke. Other sys-
tems will cause 
you to stop exer-
cising long before 
any risk of a stroke. 
However, in people 
with increased risk 
factors for stroke 
(obesity, smoking, 
high blood pres-
sure) very high 
intensity exercise 
may increase the 
risk of a stroke, 
potentially due to 
increased blood 
pressure.

This will depend 
on the severity 
or damage of 
the stroke, but 
generally pre-
morbid fitness  
will aid recovery.
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Weight 
Loss

BY ARTHUR JONES • PHOTOGRAPHS AART VERRIPS

RUNNING 
AT A LOSS
Will Addison went from zero to 
Comrades hero in just eight months

AGE/HEIGHT 39/1.95m
LOCATION Randburg
WEIGHT BEFORE 96kg
AFTER 76kg
TIME TO GOAL 7 months

WILL ADDISON

THE START OF THE WEIGHT GAIN FOR 
Will could be traced back to a time and
an event. “I realised that the lifestyle
I’d chosen to live over the last three 
years since my divorce was destroying 
me,” says Addison. “I still had dreams 
I wanted to follow, but I wasn’t able to 

motivate myself to pursue them. Like so many other peo-
ple, I lived in a world of fear of failure and it was so much 
easier just to carry on living an unhealthy lifestyle – to just 
wake up each day not wanting to pursue the unknown.” 

Sadly, Will’s story is a common one. It doesn’t have 
to start with a single event, but there are plenty of other 
men who are still stuck in this downward spiral. Some 
don’t escape before it’s too late – but thankfully, for Will’s 
sake, he started by lacing up his running shoes and leaving 
his fear behind. Here’s his story, and his tried-and-tested 
advice to kickstarting your own comeback.   

T
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“In September 2016, I 
was shocked by what  
I saw in the mirror. 
That morning I 
weighed 96kg, the 
highest I’d ever been, 
and didn’t even realise 
it. I was overeating, 
drinking too many 
sugary drinks and 
alcohol, all to make  
me feel comfortable  
in life. Because of my 
loss of faith and self-
belief, I knew deep 
down I was making 
things worse for 
myself. I wasn’t a 
happy person, and 
ignoring it for so long 
made things worse.  
As a kid, I always 
wanted to run 
Comrades, and knew if 
I didn’t change my life 
that morning, I would 
never achieve it.”
 THE LESSON  The first 

step is to set tightly 
defined goals. 

“The first two weeks I 
ran an average of 2km. 
I battled and wanted 
to quit but I perse-
vered. I also did spin-
ning classes to relieve 
the pressure on my 
legs. After the third 
week, I was doing 5km 
but it was tough. I 
knew that I needed to 
increase my distance 
by 5km every 2 weeks. 
My fiancé then got me 
to start entering races, 
no matter how small 
they were. I also joined 
a local running club. 
My weight was drop-
ping and I felt fantas-
tic. Four months into 
the journey I finished a 
marathon and qualified 
for Comrades.” 
 THE LESSON  Start off 

slowly – it’ll take lon-
ger than you expect. 
We’re all different, your 
body will decide when 
you can increase.

“I knew I had to get my 
mental state fixed first. 
I changed my eating 
habits and cut out sug-
ary drinks and alcohol, 
and started gym work. 
I had a huge mountain 
to climb as I was over-
weight and very unfit. 
I didn’t want to rush 
the process but knew 
that Comrades was 
eight months. I had to 
plan this journey very 
carefully. I also started 
eating my supper ear-
lier (at least four hours 
before I went to bed).  
I went to bed  
earlier as I knew  
sleep was crucial.  
I researched healthy 
recipes and made my 
own food instead of 
relying on quick 
supermarket meals.”
 THE LESSON  Creating 

the right long-term 
goals makes it easier to 
follow the daily ones. 

“I finished three mara-
thons, two ultras and 
did 2 500km before 
Comrades, which  
I completed in 10 
hours 40 minutes,  
and earned a bronze.  
It was the biggest chal-
lenge, and while I have 
never felt so much 
pain, the experience 
was amazing. I lead a 
much better lifestyle 
and have a very good 
relationship with my 
children and fiancé” 
 THE LESSON  Start with 

a dream, protect it, and 
don’t let anyone hold 
you back.

1 / SHOES Asics Gel 
Cumulus 18 R1 999 
Sportsmans Warehouse

2 / WATCH Garmin  
Vivo Active R4 999 
Sportsmans Warehouse

3 / BOOK Born To Run by 
Christopher McDougall 
R165 takealot.com

4 / RECOVERY USN Whey 
Protein R659 (3.2kg)  
takealot.com

The Problem

 1
The Change

 2
The Strategy

 3
The Result

 4

W I L L  A D D I S O N ’ S 
R U N N I N G  G E A R 

P I C K S :

READY TO LOSE YOUR BELLY? USE THIS PLAN TO TRANSFORM 
YOUR BODY – START TODAY AT BELLYOFF.CO.ZA

We want to hear your weight-loss 
and personal success stories!  
Email us at tellmh@media24.com. 

Weight Loss

 “I earned a lot  
of respect from 
people around 
me and am told 
I’m an inspiration 
to a lot of people.”
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Stupid Stuff Guys 
Do to Lose Weight
We found out whether five get-slim-quick treatments 
are really worth trying

WE’VE BEEN CHASING
weight-loss shortcuts for
centuries. From William
the Conqueror, who 
tried a liquid diet after he 
became too heavy to ride 
his horse, to Lord Byron, 

who exercised in layers to sweat off kilos, men 
have always been drawn to radical slim-down 
schemes. “They provide a sense of both risk and 
control,” says Sander Gilman, the author of Fat 
Boys and Obesity.

Do any lose-weight-quick tricks actually do 
the trick? Sometimes. But as David Katz, direc-
tor of the Yale-Griffin Prevention Research 
Centre, points out, “A cocaine binge will result 
in weight loss, but that doesn’t make it a good 
idea.” We don’t eat tapeworms or use vibrating 
belts anymore, but here are five crazy things 
some guys try.

1/ Gastric Balloon
You know that uncomfortably full feeling that 
sets in after a big meal? That’s the idea behind 
the gastric balloon. A silicone balloon is placed 
into your stomach endoscopically through a 
tube, or you swallow it in a pill that’s tethered  
to a small catheter. Then the balloon is inflated 
to roughly the size of a grapefruit. 

“It’s sort of like eating a big Christmas din-
ner, and the full feeling doesn’t leave your 
stomach,” says Vladimir Kushnir, director of bar-
iatric endoscopy at Washington University in 
St. Louis. Temporary side effects can include 
vomiting, nausea, cramping and discomfort. 
But once your body acclimates to the balloon, 
there aren’t many restrictions: just no rugby or 
kickboxing or any activity that could get you 
punched in the gut.

 DOES IT WORK? This procedure isn’t for 
minor toning. It’s for people who need to lose 
10 kilograms or more. Dr Kushnir, who was 
involved in clinical trials of the Obalon intragas-
tric balloon (the swallowable pill form, recently 
approved by the FDA in the US), says it’s typical 
for patients to lose 25% of their excess weight. 
“On rare occasions, someone will drop more 
than 20kg,” he says. It isn’t a magic bullet, he 
warns, but should be considered just a tool to 
supplement weight loss efforts. 

Christine Ren-Fielding, a professor and chief 
of bariatric surgery at NYU Langone Medi cal 
Center, says the balloon is more of a weight-
loss jumpstart. Dr Katz is more skeptical: “It can 
cause atrophy of the stomach lining or even 
rupturing of the stomach,” he says. The balloon 
comes out after six months, and patients are 
encouraged to keep meeting with their program 
dietitian to reinforce the healthy behaviours 
they learned. But as with any weight-loss proce-
dure, success depends on your ability to main-
tain a low-calorie diet.BY ERIC SPITZNAGEL • ILLUSTRATION MICHAEL BYERS

W
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Weight Loss
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Ren-Fielding. A port valve remains outside your 
body, flush against the skin, like a new orifice. 
“About half an hour after you eat, you just open 
up a tube and pour out a third of the contents – 
about 30% of the calories – from your stomach 
into the toilet bowl,” Dr Ren-Fielding says. You 
are, in effect, pooping out of your stomach.

 DOES IT WORK? Ongoing clinical trials sug-
gest that it does. The FDA has approved Aspire-
Assist for adults with BMIs between 35 and 55. 
Average weight loss among the 90kg partici-
pants was 12.1% of their body weight, versus 
3.5% for those on diet alone, says Louis Aronne, 
of the Weight Control Centre at Weill Cor nell 
Medicine, who helped with the trials. “Then 
they maintained the weight loss by using the 
device intermittently,” he says.

The AspireAssist has a safety feature that 
tracks the drainage, and it automatically stops 
working after 115 cycles (five to six weeks). The 
device might help men modify their behav-
ior, Dr Ren-Fielding says. “When you use this 
device, you can’t just gobble food,” she says. 
“Because then it’ll be in thick globs and won’t 
fit through the tube.” You have to learn how to 
chew more slowly – a smart habit for anyone.

Dr Katz calls aspiration therapy “metabolic 
mayhem.” When you’re pumping out those 
excess calories, he says, “there’s no way of con-
trolling your nutritional balance.”

5/ Body Wrap
The Thermojet Morfologic is a body wrap treat-
ment purported to help you burn thousands of 
calories by emitting infrared rays that stimulate 
your metabolism. With this spa treatment, you 
lie on a table for an hour with your arms, legs 
and abdomen wrapped in silicone pads heated 
to temperatures just below intolerable. The idea 
is to sweat, and you’ll feel like you’re in a sleep-
ing bag filled with warm ricotta.

 DOES IT WORK? If sweating off the kilos 
sounds too good to be true, that’s probably 
because it is. Dr Katz calls the Thermojet body 
wrap “utter hooey,” adding, “There is certainly no 
science behind it.” In the name of due diligence, 
I tried the treatment myself. I lost exactly half a 
kilo, which I promptly regained by morning. I also 
showered four times in the 48 hours following 
my body wrap treatment, because I felt like I was 
constantly sweating. If you want to sweat away 
weight, vigorous exercise is a much better choice.

 “About a half hour after you eat,  
 you just open up a tube and  

pour out the contents from your 
stomach into the toilet bowl.”

2/ Fat Freezing
Inspired by “popsicle panniculitis” – the tempo-
rary dimples kids get from sucking on popsicles 
– researchers at Massachusetts General Hospital 
created cryolipolysis, or CoolSculpting, in 2008.

During the first hour-long session (sev eral 
may be needed, and the tab runs upwards of a 
couple thousand every time you treat an area), 
the fat in a patient’s problem site is pressed 
between two cooling plates connected to a 
vacuum tube. Dermatologist Mathew Avram,  
a CoolSculpting advocate, says the freezing  
of cells stimulates apoptosis, or programmed  
cell death. After two to three months, says Dr 
Avram, the body clears the affected fat cells out 
of the area. It’s unclear whether they relocate 
elsewhere in your body or come out when you 
go to the bathroom. 

Dr Avram cites studies that show that cryo- 
lipolysis can provide about a 22% reduction  
in fat-layer thickness. However, that’s restricted 
to the treatment area, like a love handle or your 
spare tyre.

 DOES IT WORK? It’s not invasive surgery, and 
it’s FDA-approved. Overall, though, the fat loss is 
“minor at best,” says Michael Roizen, chair of the 
Cleveland Clinic Wellness Institute. “As far as 
getting rid of the fat that’s dangerous to your 
health, it does nothing.” What’s more, Dr Katz 
warns of the potential for infection. “Think  
of it as frostbite, but on purpose and internally,” he 
says. “Cellular debris like that undermines the 
inner barriers that prevent bacteria from  
getting into places they don’t belong.” Plus,  
your fat could return: UCLA researchers found 
that fat freezing could lead to something called  
“paradoxical adipose hyperplasia,” an increase  
in weight in the treated area, in a very small  
percentage of patients. 

3/ Vaping
Diet programmes like Slissie and the Vapour 
Diet promise to curb hunger cravings with arti-
ficial flavour vapours. There are roughly 450 

e-cigarette brands, with flavours ranging from 
black liquorice and cheesecake to pizza and, yes, 
Katy Perry’s Cherry.

 DOES IT WORK? Researchers in New Zea-
land who recently examined the idea came to 
a less-than-resounding conclusion: maybe. 
Marewa Glover, an associate professor of pub-
lic health at Massey Univer sity, says vaping may 
help smokers who’ve recently quit cigarettes 
avoid weight gain, but more research is needed. 
“The long-term health risks of vaping are yet to 
emerge,” she clarifies. “But it’s vastly safer than 
smoking cigarettes. If people are reluctant to 
quit smoking because they’re afraid of the slight 
weight gain... what we’ve seen seems to indicate 
that vaping could help.”

But not gaining a few kilos as you try to give 
up cigarettes is very different from real weight 
loss. “This is about smokers making choices 
that are less destructive. No one is recommend-
ing that nonsmokers take up vaping,” Glover 
says. Plus, vaping may have serious health con-
sequences. Researchers at UC San Diego have 
discovered that e-cig vapour can be toxic to the 
cells lining human organs, causing DNA damage 
that could conceivably lead to cancer.

4/ Stomach Draining
Have you ever finished a big meal and then 
thought, “Wouldn’t it be great if I could open a 
valve in my stomach and just drain out a third  
of what I’ve eaten, like the most disgusting  
beer keg ever?” Of course you haven’t, but this 
technology exists anyway and is marketed as 
AspireAssist. “It’s basically a tube that’s sur-
gically inserted into your abdomen,” says Dr 

ASK THE WEIGHT LOSS COACH
I know gobbling food is bad, but I only have 15 minutes  
to eat dinner between work and my kid’s soccer practice. 
Any advice? 
Why squeeze in dinner? Work and sport are important, but so 
is a relaxing, savour-your-food meal. When you chew food well, 
your brain can register fullness. Grab a snack to tide you over: a 
protein drink, biltong, hard-boiled eggs or a plain Greek yoghurt. 
After practice, go home, sit down, breathe deeply and have a slow, 
pleasurable meal. To make this work, cook extra on the weekend 
so you have leftovers to heat and eat. Or toss fish and precut 
vegetables on the grill for a 10-minute, mess-free meal.
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WILLPOWER: IT’S ONE OF THOSE 
things some people are born with, 
like thick hair or a trust fund. Right? 
Actually, the research suggests oth-
erwise: Roy Baumeister, a professor 
of social psychology at Florida State 
University, says you can strengthen 

your willpower with practice. “The more you flex it, the 
stronger it gets,” he says. Try our plan.

Simple Steps to  
Forge an Iron Will W
Your resolve is just as important as your diet 
and training plan BY BETH HOWARD
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10/Laugh it off
Cracking up can make you more 
persistent, according to Australian 
research. People who watched  
a comedy clip before attempting 
a tricky task kept at it longer than 
people who first watched a nature 
video. The researchers believe  
that amusement makes you want 
to push harder. 

11/ Eat healthy  
before you shop
People in a Cornell study who  
ate an apple slice before grocery 
shopping bought 13% more fruits 
and vegetables than those who 
ate a cookie before grabbing a cart. 
“Eating the apple put shoppers 
into a health-focused mindset,” 
says study author Brian Wansink, 
director of the Cornell University 
Food and Brand Lab. 

1/Try an overture  
Working out to music is undeniably 
motivating. But a UK study found 
that playing ready-to-sweat music 
before a workout – when you’re 
struggling with that “C’mon, skip 
the gym” inner voice – makes you 
more likely to follow through.

2/Lose the lame clichés
Athletes who attain goals are often 
said to “hit their peak” or “reach new 
heights.” But endlessly imagining 
yourself moving to the top can 
actually kill motivation, suggests 
research in the Journal of Consumer 
Psychology. 

3/Sleep for strength
Tired and hungry is no way to get 
through the day. In a Northern 
Illinois University study, people 
with poor sleep habits ran out 
of self-control faster than deep 
sleepers did. Solution: hit the hay 
around the same time each night, 
avoid napping in the late afternoon, 
cut out caffeine after 2 pm, and use 
your bed for two things only – sleep 
and sex.

5/ Don’t skip meals
Maintaining self-control is tougher 
when you have low blood sugar, 
suggests research from the 
University of South Dakota. Higher 
blood sugar levels signal your body 
to conserve its resources, of which 
willpower may be one. To keep  
your blood sugar levels steady,  
eat a snack of lean protein  
(biltong!) or complex carbs, such  
as vegetables or dried fruit.  

9/Think pleasure, not pain
If your workout feels like a chore, 
you’ll be more likely to overeat 
afterwards. Cornell University 
researchers found that people 
ate fewer desserts and unhealthy 
snacks after exercising when the 
activity was framed as fun instead 
of work. In another study, marathon 
runners who saw the sport as exer-
cise instead of fun were more likely 
to choose candy over a cereal bar as 
a postrun snack, possibly because 
they felt they deserved a greater 
reward.

4/ PLAY A GAME. PEOPLE WHO  
PLAY STRATEGY VIDEO GAMES 
TEND TO DO MORE THINGS THAT 
ARE GOOD FOR THEM IN THE  
LONG RUN, ACCORDING TO A  
STUDY IN THE JOURNAL 
PERSONALITY AND INDIVIDUAL 
DIFFERENCES. THAT COULD BE 
BECAUSE THESE GAMES REQUIRE 
YOU TO ANALYSE YOUR ACTIONS 
AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES AND 
VISUALISE FUTURE POSSIBILITIES. 

6/Clean your mess
A chaotic, disorganised 
environment can raise stress, 
weakening willpower. So clean 
up! In a Cornell study, stressed-out 
women in a messy kitchen scarfed 
nearly twice as many cookies as 
those in a tidy one, reaching for 
sweets instead of healthier snacks.

7/Take a different  
route home
In a Health Psychology study, 
overweight or obese people were 
more likely to eat high-calorie 
snacks if they were near fast-food 
joints than if they weren’t. If they 
were near supermarkets, they  
were more than twice as likely  
to eat low-calorie snacks.

8/ AUDIT WHAT YOU EAT. KEEPING AN 
ELECTRONIC FOOD DIARY CAN BOOST YOUR 
RESOLVE, AND THE MOST DILIGENT REAP THE 
BIGGEST REWARDS. IN ONE STUDY, DIETITIANS 
SUGGESTED MYFITNESSPAL (FREE, iOS AND 
ANDROID) MORE OFTEN THAN OTHER APPS. 

 BEGINNER  INTERMEDIATE 

Weight Loss
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Weight Loss

The Fibre Fix
Order broccoli with that 
fettuccine Alfredo. Adding 
insoluble fibre to a high-fat, 
high-cal meal may stabilise 
metab olism, research shows. 
Aim for at least 28 grams  
a day: Think fresh greens  
and whole grains.

Light Wallet, Large Gut
Warning: high-calorie foods 
are more tempting if you feel 
your socio economic status 
is lower than others’, a new 
study suggests. Now that  
you know how social compar-
ison influences you, you can 
outsmart it. 

4 SIMPLE WEIGHT-
LOSS SECRETS
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13/Tell yourself you want it
People who feel the desire to 
achieve their goals – as opposed to 
feeling an obligation to succeed – do 
better, Canadian research suggests. 
When you feel compelled to pur-
sue goals, you’re more likely to be 
tempted by obstacles along the 
way, like that chocolate cake when 
you’re trying to cut back on sugar.

20/Turn off your mind
Swiss researchers found that people 
who meditated showed stronger 
self-control than those who didn’t 
meditate. Meditating may help 
you focus on goals and tune out 
temptation. Breathe mindfully for 
10 minutes a day. 

16/ But don’t strut.
Overconfidence can undermine 
willpower, according to University 
of Cincinnati research. To stay 
on track, study author Anthony 
Salerno recommends taking pride 
in who you are, as opposed to what 
you’ve accomplished. “Rather than 
saying to yourself, ‘I am proud that 
I am already halfway done with 
my goal,’ say, ‘I am proud of myself 
for being a disciplined person,’” 
Salerno advises.

19/Plan ahead
Positive thinking isn’t enough, 
says NYU psychologist Gabriele 
Oettingen. Think about what you 
want, identify obstacles, and plan 
work-arounds. Say you’re headed 
out of town. Pack resistance bands 
so you can work out at the hotel.

12/ GET SWEATY. A FRENCH 
REVIEW FOUND THAT REGULAR 
EXERCISE MAY HELP BOLSTER 
DISCIPLINE. AND A STUDY IN 
PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT AND 
EXERCISE SUGGESTS THAT 
EXERCISE IS ESPECIALLY 
HELPFUL IN PEOPLE PRONE 
TO LOW SELF-CONTROL.

14/List your goals
Write down some fitness 
benchmarks for the short and  
long term, says PT Michael Wood,  
of Michael Wood Fitness. Keep  
the objectives specific and 
quanti fiable. “In order to manage 
something, you need to measure  
it,” he says. Use an app like Nudge  
to track your progress.

15/Think really, really big...
When people in a Swiss study 
thought of willpower as an 
abundant resource, their self-
control improved. Just knowing 
that willpower is shaped by your 
beliefs can help you gauge how 
depleted it is, says study author 
Katharina Bernecker. 

18/Set reasonable  
constraints
Try “precommitment” to boost 
your self-control. In a study from 
Arizona State and Florida State, 
researchers promised participants 
they’d receive 100 M&Ms – but  
first they had to write down how 
many they wouldn’t eat. This  
commitment helped them eat 
fewer sweets. 

17/ TURN UP THE  
AC. PEOPLE IN A 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH STUDY WHO 
HELD A COLD OBJECT 
DID BETTER ON A 
SELF-CONTROL TEST 
THAN THOSE WITH  
A WARM ONE. COLD 
TEMPS MAY BE LINKED 
TO ALERTNESS. 

Number of kilojoules burned 
per minute in explosive circuit 
resistance training. Use heavy 
weights and do the lifting 
phase as quickly as possible. 
Source: University of Miami

Number of extra kilojoules the 
average coffee drinker  adds 
in milk and sugar each day. 
Source: Public Health

 ADVANCED 288

25
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I T ’ S  11  A M  O N  A  B L E A K  M O R N I N G  AT  F O R T  B E N N I N G , 
Georgia. Gunfire barks out from over the hill. Heavy, 
low clouds spit rain on the 21 obstacles that make up the 
1-mile (1.6km) assault course the US Army Rangers use to 
hone agility and speed. The obstacles are named in blunt 
military vernacular: the Tough One (a 10m-high rope-
and-ladder climb), the Weaver (a log pyramid that they 
wriggle up, through and down), and the Inverted Rope 
Descent (a 40m slide from a 12m tower). Ten Rangers are 
racing for four places in an upcoming all-service fitness 
and tactical skills contest. 
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The competition began at dawn with a maximum-push-ups test, 
followed by a run of undisclosed distance. Most guys banged out 80-plus 
push-ups before a run that turned out to be 12 kilometres. Next the 
men faced a “long” ruck with a 20kg pack and a 5kg dummy weapon. 
The distance, which again was undisclosed at the start, was 20km. 
The men have no idea what awaits them; this is a core aspect of Ranger 
fitness. “Being prepared for the unexpected is part of any mission, so 
we train for the unexpected,” says Nicholas O’Brien, 34, the human 
performance programme coordinator for the 75th Ranger Regiment. 
The first competitor, M.Sgt. Joshua Horsager, 38, chugs in with a time 
of 3 hours and 16 minutes. Horsager has completed three-quarters of a 
marathon at an average pace of 6 minutes/km: carrying 25kg for 20 of 
those kilometres. He has 15 minutes to refuel; then it’s a test of explosive 
strength and speed on the obstacle course.

The next competitor arrives as Horsager sprints towards the first 
obstacle, a four-storey tower he must climb up and down. Most fit guys 
would struggle to finish the course because it requires such specialised 

skills as advanced rope ascending and 
descending, wall climbing and monkey bar 
swinging. Horsager blazes through in 14 
minutes. Then he collapses on the ground, 
shattered. He rests for 15 minutes, chucks down 
some chocolate pudding from his rations, grabs 
his backpack and sets off. He faces another 
ruck of undisclosed distance, followed by 
another obstacle course. “If you can get your 
mind to believe, you can push your body to 
do unbelievable things,” he says. “The body is 
secondary, unless there’s a significant injury.”  

The Rangers are the US Army’s elite muscle. 
Part of the Special Operations Command, 
they conduct missions from squad size (nine 
men) to an entire regiment (a few thousand). 
Earning the Rangers’ black-and-gold tab 
requires enduring a three-phase, 62-day course 
in swamp and mountain terrain that teaches 
soldiers to overcome fatigue, hunger and 
stress, and to lead in combat. About half of the 
entrants, among the Army’s best, fail in the first 
week. For the past 15 years, the Rangers have 
been busy, with wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 
and other operations globally. They deploy 
more frequently and for shorter periods. Many 
Rangers in their 30s are approaching double-
digit deployments. 

Over this same time, the Ranger Athlete 
Warrior (RAW) programme has evolved. Its 
goal is to bring a smarter approach to physical 
and mental training so soldiers perform better 
and sustain fewer injuries. The programme is a 
hybrid of the Ranger military credo – “Further, 
Faster, Harder” – spiked with cutting-edge 
civilian insight from A-list trainers such as 
Mark Twight at Gym Jones and Mark Verstegen 
at Exos, as well as sports psychologists, 
physical therapists and nutritionists. 
S.Sgt. David Porter, 39, describes the RAW 
programme as “anti-fragile,” using the essayist 
Nassim Taleb’s concept of improvement from 
disorder. It teaches soldiers to be resilient in the 
face of adversity and to grow from stress and 
volatility. “You learn to know what to do when 
you don’t know what to do,” says Porter. 

Earlier that morning, at 6:30 am, about  
60 Rangers from Second Battalion are working 
out in their new gym at Fort Benning. They’re a 
thick-legged, heavily tattooed cadre, men used 
to carrying heavy loads. All wear black shorts 
and black T-shirts. Not one shirt is untucked. 

Some guys crank furiously on the Airdyne 
bikes, VersaClimbers and treadmills that 
line the left side. In the middle, on a strip of 
artificial turf, Rangers push sleds, slam battle 
ropes and power through heavy farmer’s 
walks. On the right flank, clusters form around 
different racks and benches where guys bang 
out Olympic lifts. At the far end on a series of 
monkey bars draped with TRX suspension 
trainers, men do pull-ups, heel claps, and 
other hanging moves. Heavy tools and other 
items that are difficult to grip and move are 
organised on shelves in the back corners. In 
one corner is an ice bath.

10 MINUTES
Movement Prep 
Calisthenics

30 MINUTES
Strength  
Three big lifts: power 
clean (5 sets of 3 at 
70% of max), back 
squat (10 sets of 3  
at 70% of max), and 
dumbbell bench press 
(30 seconds on/ 
30 seconds off  
at 50% of 5-rep max  
for 5 minutes)

10 MINUTES
Strength-Stamina
A four-exercise 
cir cuit: weighted 
pull-ups (3×10), bar-
bell overhead press 
(3×10), hanging leg 
raise (3×10), farmer’s 
carry (3×100m) 

5 MINUTES
Anaerobic 
Capacity Drill 
VersaClimber:  
30 seconds on,  
30 seconds off 

5 MINUTES
Recovery  
Foam-rolling and  
time in the ice tub

T H E  R A N G E R 
W O R K O U T
A 60-minute hybrid 
strength, power and 
stamina session
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Sgt.Maj. Alexander Kupratty, 40, has served 
15 tours in Iraq and Afghanistan over 20 years. 
“Training used to be sit-ups, beach-muscle 
lifts and lots of rucking,” he says. “Now it’s 
much more balanced and functional. But still 
lots of rucking.” Kupratty says he’s now stron-
ger, faster and more agile; he also has greater 
endurance. He has torn muscles in both shoul-
ders yet can still ace the Ranger fitness test, 
which all Rangers must pass twice a year. He 
describes a recent mission in Afghanistan in 
which about 24 Rangers were dropped off and 
had to ruck to a location they thought was 9km 
away. It turned out to be over 20km away and 
included slogging through 90cm-deep snow 
up and over an 2 400m peak. The mission, the 
details of which Kupratty declined to divulge, 
lasted five hours. Then they rucked out by a 
different route. Everyone kept pace, despite 
some guys carrying loads in excess of 45kg.

The man helping the Rangers execute 
these kinds of missions is O’Brien, the strength 
and conditioning coach who has been with the 
regiment for five years.

GET RANGER STRONG
The Rangers need three types of strength: 
BODY WEIGHT This is the ability to stabilise 
your main joints so movement is smooth and 
efficient. You forge endurance for this kind of 
strength by increasing the volume of training 
for exercises like pull-ups, push-ups, air squats, 
lunges and core work. 
HEAVY EXTERNAL RESISTANCE This is the 
strength to lift big things, whether it’s pushing, 
pulling, or multijoint lifts. With the heavy lifts, 
the men do their 3-rep max and rest to total 
recovery between sets.
POWER AND POWER ENDURANCE This type of 
strength moves a load rapidly, whether it’s your 
own body (e.g., jumping) or a weight (hoisting a 
box onto a platform). It’s Olympic lifts as well as 
strength circuits. The aim during the circuits is 
to maintain your pace until completion, so you 
start fast and finish fast. 

GET RANGER FAST
The Rangers emphasise running, supple-
mented with cardio work such as swimming, 
rowing and training on ski-ergs and the like:
SPEED SPRINT 30 to 90 seconds doing any 
kind of cardio. Then rest 30 to 90 seconds and 
repeat 6 to 10 times. 
SPEED-STAMINA Do a 5- to 10-minute interval of 
any cardio at the fastest pace you can maintain. 
Rest 2-5 minutes and repeat 3 to 5 times.
STAMINA A single activity at the fastest pace 
you can maintain for an hour... or five, but vary 
the activity weekly. 

GET RANGER AGILE
The Rangers begin their workouts with 10 min-
utes of movement preparation: calisthenics, 
agility exercises – like ladder drills and lateral 
running – and core work. They also end with 5 
to 10 minutes of foam-rolling and other recov-

ery. Doing hand-to-hand combat training and obstacle-course racing also 
hones agility. Part of O’Brien’s wizardry is combining all of the above in 
hybrid 60-minute sessions.

GET RANGER TOUGH
Part of Ranger evaluation is a psychological test that identifies strong-
willed people, says Capt. Jeremy Noble, 30, the battalion psychologist. 
“Then there’s Ranger School, which serves as extreme stress inoculation 
because of the food and sleep deprivation and the physical challenges.” 
Those who complete it earn the confidence of knowing they can endure 
more than they thought possible. Guys can do the test multiple times, 
and the top three scores are posted in the gym.

Putting results on display stokes motivation and ensures account-
ability. The Rangers maintain this mentality during deployments. For 
instance, M.Sgt. Roger Underwood, 36, a communications specialist, 
recalls when on one of his 16 deployments, the team camped in Afghan-
istan near a hill called Gar, a 450m climb from base. A previous Ranger 
had set a time for the fastest ascent of Gar and posted it. So Underwood 
and others set about trying to beat it, and they established various cate-
gories: in shorts and T-shirts, in combat gear, and while keeping a mouth-
ful of water (an Apache technique to ensure nasal breathing).

David Heintz, the mental performance coach for the Rangers, and 
Noble work constantly to make the Rangers mentally tougher, empha-
sising the big picture as well as in-the-moment strategies. The Rangers 
are moving away from goal-setting and instead focusing on “being”. He 
encourages men to check in with themselves daily. “Are you the person 
you want to be? How are you working towards that? What is stopping 
you from being that person?” Heintz says this kind of motivation is more 
powerful than trying to hit a new weight number on the bench press.

FirstSgt. James Masters, 36, deployed 12 times, advises each of his 
men to find their own source of strength. “It can be your family, your 
team, your country, your collective experiences,” he says. Many men 
wear stainless-steel bracelets with the name, rank, and date a fellow team 
member was killed in action. 

Masters says the younger Rangers, who grew up in an age of informa-
tion saturation, struggle most when faced with ambiguity, when infor-
mation is not complete. Generation Me also tends to have a confidence 
that crumbles when put to the hammer. That’s why the training empha-
sizes mastering how to handle volatility, and conditions the men to adapt 
rapidly to change. “No matter how well you prepare, you must deal with 
uncertainty when you deploy,” Masters says. 

Heintz’s office at the gym doubles as a library. He hands specific 
books to guys in the spirit of coaches like Phil Jackson. His favourites 
include Deep Survival by Laurence Gonzales, On Killing by Lt. Col. David 
Grossman (ret.), The Gift of Fear by Gavin de Becker, Being Wrong by Kath-
ryn Schulz, and Mindset by Carol Dweck. Quotes are posted on the walls, 
with talking points underneath. Here are some: 
FIX YOUR FACE! By deliberately changing your facial expressions, you can 
control your emotions, shift your focus and increase or decrease your 
intensity. If there is a job to do and you’re struggling, fix your face.
BOLDLY INTO DARKNESS. Exceptional performance starts with belief. Confi-
dence is that belief. Like any skill, confidence is built, earned, forged. Do 
something every day that scares you – be it a new max lift, or a new trail. 
OWN IT. Why you are not performing at your best is irrelevant. Excuses are 
distracting. Own who you are and ask, “Okay, now what?”

Heintz shares two quotes that resonate with the men: “Acknowledge 
that vulnerability allows you to improve,” and “You’re not defined by 
your experiences but by what you learn from them.” In an era of emoti-
cons and likes, “the work Rangers do is not happy, though it can be fulfill-
ing,” Heintz says. “I tell them, ‘It’s okay to feel whatever you’re feeling. It’s 
okay not to feel awesome all the time.’ ”

One guy who is feeling awesome – and exhausted – is Horsager. He’s 
held on to his lead, completing the competition in just over six hours. But 
he’s matter-of-fact about his win. “I knew it was going to be nonstop pain 
until the finish.” Then he quotes legendary runner Steve Prefontaine. “To 
give anything less than your best is to sacrifice the gift.”    

F U B A R  
Y O U R S E L F !
The Rangers do  
a biweekly fitness 
challenge. Winners 
are posted in the 
gym. Get some

Bench press  
your body weight

30  R E P S
15kg plate pinch 
(both hands)

3  M I N U T E S ,  
2 6  S E C O N D S
1 000-metre row 

3  M I N U T E S , 
3  S E C O N D S 
1 mile (1.6km) on  
an Assault bike 

1  M I N U T E ,  
5 3  S E C O N D S
Grip crush hold, 
35kg 

1 3  M I N U T E S ,  
9  S E C O N D S
Handstand 
push-ups

3 0  R E P S
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G E T  R A N G E R  F I T !
THE GYM TEST

1/ Broad Jump
This test judges pure power relative 
to body weight. From a standing start, 
bend your knees, pull your arms back, 
and leap.

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  2 3 8 C M
R A N G E R  R E C O R D  323 C M

2/ 5-10-5
It measures speed and agility. Sprint 
5m, touch the ground, sprint back 
10m, touch the ground, and sprint 
back 5m. 

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  5 . 1 3  S E C O N D S
R A N G E R  R E C O R D  4 . 2 6  S E C O N D S

3/ Pull-Ups
From a hanging position, raise  
your chin to the bar. Continue 
until your form is not perfect. That’s 
your score. Minimum to pass: 6.

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  1 4
R A N G E R  H I G H  3 8

4/ 3-Rep-Max Deadlift
This is a test of total body strength. To 
reduce risk of injury, the Rangers use 
a hex bar, which puts less pressure 
on your lower back. 

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  1 4 7 K G
R A N G E R  R E C O R D  2 8 8 K G

5/ Metronome Push-Up 
The Rangers version: 1 second down, 
pause, 1 second up, pause. Do it at 
that pace until you either slow down 
or your form falters. 

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  4 0
R A N G E R  R E C O R D  9 0

6/ 300m Sprint
The point of this test is speed-
stamina: holding a near-sprint for 
a significant distance. Do it on a 
treadmill, track or 25m space. 

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  6 8  S E C O N D S
R A N G E R  R E C O R D  5 7  S E C O N D S

7/ Heel Clap
Hang from a bar with one hand in 
front of the other. Raise your legs and 
clap your heels above the bar. Keep 
going until your abs explode.

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  1 3  R E P S
R A N G E R  R E C O R D  3 5  R E P S

1
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PART 2
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The men must pass this  Ranger Athlete Warrior  assessment tw ice a  year.  It  tests  strength, 
speed stamina,  and agility –  the pillar s  of  f unctional  f itness.  Part  1  is  in a  training centre 
and Part  2  is  a  f ield test  that  mimics elements of  combat.

THE FIELD TEST

1/ 3km Run
In place of body armour, wear a 
weighted vest or a backpack with 
large zip-top bags full of sand and 
wrapped in duct tape. 

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E :  18  M I N U T E S
R A N G E R  FA S T:  14  M I N U T E S

2/ 6m Rope
This can be an exhausting test  
of upper-body strength, unless you 
clamp the rope between your feet 
and ratchet yourself up. 

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E :  40  S E C O N D S
R A N G E R  FA S T:  30  S E C O N D S

3/ 90m Sled Pull 
Designed to mimic an emergency 
rescue. Load a weight sled with  
80kg and pull it as fast as you can  
for 90 metres.

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  9 0  S E C O N D S
R A N G E R  FA S T  60  S E C O N D S

4/ 6m Rope Ladder
Brace your core to stay stable as the 
rope swings back and forth. This 
skill is key as Rangers evacuate to 
helicopters on this kind of ladder.

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  40  S E C O N D S
R A N G E R  FA S T  30  S E C O N D S 

5/ 180m Sprint
By this stage you’re breathing  
hard, so focus on pacing. You’ll  
need some fuel in the tank for the 
final 2km run. 

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  9 0  S E C O N D S 
R A N G E R  FA S T  60  S E C O N D S

6/ 2m Wall Climb
It’s just high enough to test your 
upper-body strength. Sprint,  
jump and gain enough height so  
you can lever your torso over.

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  4 0  S E C O N D S
R A N G E R  FA S T  30  S E C O N D S

7/ 2km Run
Fatigue is setting in, but now the 
finish line is in sight. Run hard and 
then walk; when you recover your 
breath, run again. 

R A N G E R  AV E R AG E  9  M I N U T E S 
R A N G E R  FA S T  7  M I N U T E S
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I I L LU ST R AT I O N  S U N D AY  B Ü R O



We’ve found the best ways to bolster 
every part of your life

E V E R Y T H I N G !

S T R O N G E R

BRAIN

INFLUENCE

VISION

MUSCLES

CREATIVITY
MARRIAGE
FRIENDSHIPS
GAME
ARGUMENTS

ERECTIONS
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BOLSTER YOUR BACK
THE WEAKNESS The muscles around 
your spine are always on duty, sta-
bilising and supporting you. Poor 

posture may mean poorly conditioned muscles 
– and a higher risk of back strain. 
STRENGTHEN IT Back extensions can tone 
those muscles and help prevent injury, says 
ortho paedic surgeon Alan Reznik. Lie on your 
belly with your arms out in front of you, like 
Superman in flight. Raise your legs and arms 
off the floor. Hold for one second; then lower 
them back to the floor. Do 3 sets of 10. 

STAY ON YOUR FEET
THE WEAKNESS If you play sports, 
your ankles are the body part  
most prone to a musculoskeletal 

injury. Just one sprain could lead to chronic 
instability and pain. 

W H A T  M A K E S  A  M A N  S T R O N G ?  B U L G I N G  B I C E P S ? 
Abs that gleam? We think it’s a willingness  
to identify your weaknesses and fix them. 
We’ve unlocked the secrets to powering  
every aspect of your life.

Male friendships often languish as we start families. That’s 
not good, because bro bonds boost mental health, says 
psychiatrist Robert Garfield. If you haven’t talked to that 
“good friend” in three years, call him. Regular checkups keep 
friendships (and life) running smoothly.

STRENGTHEN IT You need to hone your neuro-
muscular control, says Luke Donovan, a kine-
siologist with the University of North Carolina 
in Charlotte. When the connection between 
your muscles and nervous system is weak, 
your body’s ability to keep your ankle in proper 
alignment during movement becomes more 
challenging. Donovan suggests standing on 
one foot for two minutes at a time, three to five 
times a day. If that’s too easy for you, try it with 
your eyes closed or on an unstable surface. 

BLAST OFF BETTER
THE WEAKNESS Who doesn’t want  
a stronger orgasm? As you get older, 
and we’re talking over the age of 50 

here, your ejaculatory force often declines.
STRENGTHEN IT Pelvic floor exercises train the 
muscles that play a big part in ejaculation, says 
Cleveland Clinic urologist Sandip Vasavada. 
Slowly and fully contract the area between 
the pelvic bones you sit on (as if you’re holding 
back gas or stopping pee), and then relax them. 
Do this five to 10 times every time you go to the 
bathroom, says Judy Abel, of the Pelvic Well-
ness Centre in Oregon. 

BUILD HERO HAMMIES
THE WEAKNESS If you, like most 
guys, sit on your butt all day at work, 
your hamstrings will shorten and 

tighten up, says Chris Powell, an expert on  
the TV show Extreme Weight Loss. Think you’re 
doing yourself a favour with a lunchtime run? 
Running will shorten your hammies further.
STRENGTHEN IT Leg curls will strengthen those 
hammies, stat. But you’re selling yourself 
short if you don’t also work on your flexibility. 
Longer hamstrings are able to generate more 
power, making you more functionally fit, more 
athletic, and much less prone to injury, says 
Powell. Foam-roll before a workout to lengthen 
the muscle; then stretch after your sweat 
session is over.

Fortify Your Frame
Millions of men have 
low bone mass. It’s 
never too early to care 
for your skeleton, and  
a mere 12 minutes of 
daily yoga can promote 
bone regrowth, says 

Loren Fishman, of 
Manhattan Physical 
Medicine and 
Rehabilitation. The 
forces exerted by your 
muscles on your bones 
during yoga encourage 
those benefits.

KEEP  
YOUR  

FRIENDS

E X E R C I S E
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KEEP INVADERS OUT
THE WEAKNESS Men are more likely 
than women to catch most infec-
tious diseases. This may be because 

testosterone generally suppresses immune 
function, while oestrogen tends to enhance it. 
STRENGTHEN IT Eat fibre-rich cereal and top 
it with berries. In a study in the Journal of the 
American College of Nutrition, people who ate 
the most cereal were less likely to die of an 
infectious disease than those who ate the least. 
Fiber digestion creates compounds that knock 
out bacteria. Plus, antioxidants (which berries 
are loaded with) eliminate the oxidative stress 
that inhibits immunity, says Howard Petrie of 
the Scripps Research Institute. 

DEVELOP X-RAY VISION
THE WEAKNESS By the time you hit 
45 or so, your contrast sensitivity 
function – the ability to discern dif-

ferent shades of grey – may start to go downhill, 
Australian research suggests. You may notice it 
when you try to read or drive at night. 
STRENGTHEN IT Playing video games, specif-
ically action games like first-person shooters, 
can actually help sharpen your vision, accord-
ing to research from the University of Roch-
ester. As if you needed a reason to invest in 
Sniper: Ghost Warrior 3.

LOVE YOUR LIPS
THE WEAKNESS As you get older,  
your lips thin out and produce less  
of the oily substances that keep 

them plump and moist. It can be tempting 
to lick your lips constantly, but this actually 
accelerates the drying process as the spit 
evaporates. “Saliva’s purpose is to break down 
carbohydrates, proteins, fats – and basically 
everything the skin of your lips is, in fact,  
made of,” says dermatologist Adam Friedman 
of George Washington University School  
of Medicine. Even worse: licking your lips  
and then applying lip balm. This locks in  
the degrading saliva and exacerbates the 
problem, Dr Friedman says.
STRENGTHEN IT Wet your kisser with water 
and then apply some petroleum jelly or a wax-
based balm that contains sunscreen. You’ll 
seal in hydration and also provide a layer of 
protection from dry air.  

In a French study, older adults who played board games (such 
as chess) performed better on a test of cognitive ability and 
were less likely to develop depression than nonplayers. Such 
pursuits might increase your brain’s resilience, which helps 
offset age-related decline.

FORTIFY YOUR WI-FI
THE WEAKNESS A fluttery Wi-Fi 
signal makes you 28% more 
likely to bash your head against a 

wall. (Kidding!) But really: is anything more 
annoying than a signal that just won’t connect? 
STRENGTHEN IT Stop swearing at your internet 
provider and take a hard look at your house. 
Try the Orbi Home WiFi System by Netgear  
(R9 300, takealot.com), which can penetrate 
every nook and cranny of your abode with a 
stronger signal – up to 370m2 with two units.  
It can juggle lots of devices without dropping 
the signal. Buffering is for losers. 

SECURE YOUR HOME
THE WEAKNESS Most burglars are 
opportunistic, so don’t give them 
a reason to choose your place. And 

don’t assume that only ritzy homes get nailed. 
Crooks tend to target neighborhoods that are 
either similar to or not as nice as their own, 
according to research in the Journal of Research 
in Crime and Delinquency. 
STRENGTHEN IT You don’t need fancy anti-
theft devices, but an alarm alone isn’t enough, 
according to UK research. Install external and 
indoor lights on timer/sensor switches, lock 
your windows, and double-lock or deadbolt 
your door. Then do a trial break-in, suggests 
Chris McGoey, a security consultant based in 
Los Angeles. Grab a friend and attempt to rob 
your own home. (Seriously!) You’ll see where 
the vulnerable spots are and if your home is 
attractive to thieves. 

BOLSTER 
YOUR 

BRAIN

F O O D S T R A T E G Y A S S E T S

Exhale Harder
Breathing hard and 
through your mouth  
during exercise can dry 
out and constrict your 
airway, affecting respi-
ration. This is one cause 
of exercise-induced 
asthma. But vitamins 

may help: in a recent 
Kansas State University 
study, people with and 
without asthma who 
took a multivitamin plus 
500mg of vitamin C 
and 300 IU of vitamin 
E every day showed 
improved lung capacity. 
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A growing number of guys are having trouble getting 
hard, especially those who watch porn often, says Tobias 
Kohler, a urologist at Southern Illinois University. Too much 
masturbation can have a similar effect. “Once or twice a week 
is a good target,” he says. 

ARGUE EFFECTIVELY
THE WEAKNESS Don’t be too quick 
to go negative – like telling the 
boss you’ll quit if you don’t get a 

promotion – or worse, personal. 
STRENGTHEN IT Try what’s called a “gain-
framed appeal.” Highlight what’s to be gained if 
you do get a promotion (“I’ll be able to focus on 
X”). Neuroscience research suggests that these 
beat loss-framed appeals in activating parts of 
the brain linked with taking action. In other 
words, the boss just might ink the deal. 

SWING IT BETTER
THE WEAKNESS Are your tee shots 
anaemic? Golf Digest reports that the 
average golfer’s drive goes just under 

200 meteres – far short of the 300m goal a fan 
may fantasise about.
STRENGTHEN IT A strong core may send the 
ball farther off the tee than big biceps do. Try 
Pilates – it may thicken your abdominal mus-
cles, suggests Korean research. PGA Tour pro 
Ricky Barnes has been hitting the mat once or 
twice a week for the past five or six years. He 
says it helps him support his back and almost 
every aspect of his golf swing. 

CRUSH IT CREATIVELY
THE WEAKNESS Think you’re just 
not a creative type? If you leave all 
the imagination to someone else, 

your career could hit the skids. Creativity will 
be the third most important job skill in 2020, 
the World Economic Forum predicts. 

BE A FINE FATHER...
THE WEAKNESS Thinking of your  
kid as a “little you”.
STRENGTHEN IT Discover who your 

child truly is, not who you think he or she should 
be. And keep your life in order so you don’t try to 
live vicariously through your kid’s, says Vanessa 
Rodriguez of the Center for Early Childhood 
Health and Development at NYU. 

A SOLID SON...
THE WEAKNESS Calling the parents 
can be stressful. “Why aren’t you 
married?” “Why isn’t your life 

together?” But put aside the dread and make 
the effort: middle-aged men who feel they  
have a good relationship with their father  
tend to have fewer depressive symptoms,  
say University of Michigan researchers. 
STRENGTHEN IT If you need to steer clear  
of touchy subjects, plan conversation topics 
before you make the call, says psychotherapist 
Tina Tessina.

AND A GREAT MATE
THE WEAKNESS Every couple has 
problems once in a while, but those 
issues become a bigger deal when 

both partners feel misunderstood, according to 
research from UC Berkeley. 
STRENGTHEN IT When the toilet paper roll fairy 
delivers that fresh roll, take time to thank her. 
Verbally recognising little things reinforces 
your bond, says Tessina. Expressions of 
gratitude will make her particularly happy.

STRENGTHEN IT To get the juices flowing, try 
a strategy called preloading, says creativity 
consultant James Taylor. Before you go to bed, 
write down the challenge you’re tackling. 
“When we go to sleep at night, what often hap-
pens is our brain goes into a different state,” 
says Taylor, and it may keep trying to tackle 
that challenge. You might have some brilliant 
ideas come morning. 

GET OFF A GREAT SHOT
THE WEAKNESS When you’re shoot-
ing hoops in the driveway, your 
jump shot rivals Steph Curry’s. But 

in a game, you choke: your jump shot accuracy 
goes down more than 20% in the presence of 
a defender, according to a study published in 
Psychology of Sport and Exercise. 
STRENGTHEN IT Hop to it! Seriously: point your 
feet toward the basket and practice the hop-
ping portion of your jump shot without launch-
ing the ball. Explode up as high as you can. This 
will help you generate power from your legs so 
all you have to do is guide the ball to the hoop, 
says NBA alum Ronnie Grandison, owner of RG 
Basketball Academy. 

RECLAIM  
YOUR  
WOOD

Speak with Strength
Resonance is key 
to vocal power and 
projection, says voice 
coach Judy Rodman. 
“Stand up straight, 
open your mouth and 
eyes wide, and try to 
project the word ‘yo’  
behind you,” Rodman 
says. “It should feel 
as if you’re forc ing the 
sound through the 
back of the top of your 
head.” Do this as often 
as you want, but don’t 
use all your breath 
pressure at once. 

S K I L L S B O N D S
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On Bjornsson’s  
right shin, a tattoo  
is inked in Icelandic: 
“There is no reason  
to be alive if you  
can’t do deadlift.”
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The hardest thing about trying to become the 
world’s strongest man is definitely the eating. 
Sure, picking up and carrying two refrigerators 
weighing over 400 kilograms is difficult, as is 
chucking a 20kg keg over a wall and pressing a 
100kg overhead with one hand. But what really 
pushes Hafthor “Thor” Bjornsson to his human 
performance limits is his sixth large meal of 
the day. The two-time World’s Strongest Man 
runner-up stares at the bowl of rib eyes and rice 
cradled in his enormous hands like a child with 
a pile of spinach standing in the way of dessert. 
He sighs and swallows a forkful. “I need to 
force-feed myself,” he says. “I’m fighting to stay 
the weight I am.” 

Bjornsson is one of the largest physical spec-
imens you could possibly encounter. In the 
attempt to describe his extreme physiology, 
metaphors fail. You could say his arms are like 
tree limbs, but that would not do justice to his 
arms. His biceps are 56 centimetres, his waist 
116cm, his chest 165. The 29-year-old Icelander 
is most famous for playing Gregor “The Moun-
tain” Clegane on Game of Thrones. He stands 
1.8 metres tall and is currently in the process 
of trying to add power. He’s after the two major 
titles that have eluded him – the Arnold Strong-
man Classic and the World’s Strongest Man – so 
he’s bulked himself up to 195kg by shovelling 
steak and rice into the hole in the middle of his 
Viking beard. 

This morning, like all mornings, began 
with six eggs, bacon and oatmeal, followed 
two hours later by steak and rice. Four more 
times, at two-hour intervals, he ate steak and 
rice, occasionally with vegetables. Some days 
he’ll mix in chicken, but never fish because 
most fish is too lean. He knows that the best 
meal for gaining and maintaining weight is 

and barely raised the weight an inch over the 
floor, Bjornsson guffawed. “You can name your 
hernia Thor.”

In the back corner, a poster of him spattered 
in blood from his iconic Game of Thrones scene 
looks down on a list ranking the best times on 
the Concept2 rowing machine. The leader, of 
course, is Thor. His time in the 500-metre row, 
1:19, is only 9 seconds off the world record. “I 
don’t train on this,” he says. “It was the third 
time I ever tried it.” (He also holds the gym 
record for the 1 000, at 3:21.)

Between his attempts to win international 
strongman titles, Bjornsson is piling up other 
ridiculous records. He is the unchallenged 
world champion of throwing things, holding 
the record for both weight over bar (45kg over 
a 5-metre bar) and keg toss (14kg over a 7m 
bar), but his most impressive feat came in 2015 
at the World’s Strongest Viking competition. 
Bjornsson broke a 1 000-year-old record when 
he shouldered a 9.75m, 650kg pound log. 
According to legend, the famed Icelander Orm 
Storulfsson once carried a log that size – a ship’s 
mast, actually – for three steps. Depending 
on the version of the story you hear, it took 
between eight and 50 men to lift the log onto 
Storulfsson’s shoulders and, after those three 
steps, his back broke. “He was never the same 
after,” Bjornsson says. Bjornsson was the only 
contestant to attempt the log; he carried it five 
steps, which counts for shattering the record. 
With every step, he recalls, he could feel his 
spine compressing under the crushing weight. 
“Pain everywhere,” he remembers.

Bjornsson’s home is now filled with Vikings 
– five strongmen who are giants by any mea-
sure, except in comparison to their friend Thor, 
who towers over everyone. The chef’s kitchen 
was a selling point of the house, but what 
convinced Bjornsson was the unfinished back-
yard. He put in a patio and two enormous tubs. 
One is for Iceland’s geothermally heated water, 
which comes out of the ground at nearly 37°; 
the other is filled with freezing water. 

Now, all five men are already out in recovery 
on the patio. They rotate clockwise around the 
hot tub until someone reaches the back corner 
nearest the cold tub, at which point that Viking 
stands up, steps over the side, and plops into 
the frigid water, always with the expression of 
a man who has just been kicked in the testicles. 
Bjornsson removes his 5XL tank top and san-
dals and shuffles out the door to take his place. 
“Watch out for the flood!” one of the Vikings 
yells. “Big boy is coming!” 

B I G  B O Y
The unbearable lightness of being The Mountain: eat, train, ice tub, 
repeat. Twenty-four hours with one of the world’s strongest men.

BY JOSH DEAN

steak and rice – and only white rice, because his 
body digests it more quickly than brown rice or 
pasta, which means he can start eating again 
sooner. “You learn these things,” he says.

Bjornsson is sitting at a long dining table in 
the modern two-bedroom house outside Reyk-
javik that he shares with his normal-size girl-
friend, Andrea, an engineering student. Nearby 
is their vivacious Pomeranian, Asterix, who has 
an affinity for chewing pant legs. “He is a cham-
pion like his daddy,” Bjornsson says proudly. 
He met Andrea at a gym called Jakabol, which 
translates to “Nest of Giants” and has a sign on 
the wall that reads “No Pussies” in Icelandic. 
It’s owned by Bjornsson’s mentor, the Icelandic 
strongman Magnus ver Magnusson, and it’s 
where Jon Pall Sigmarsson, the first-ever four-
time World’s Strongest Man winner, died while 
working out. Bjornsson points to a Sigmarsson 
quote tattooed in Icelandic on his right shin. “It 
says, ‘There is no reason to be alive if you can’t 
do deadlift,’” Bjornsson explains. “He said that 
while he was deadlifting, setting a record. Then 
he died at a very young age.” While deadlifting.

It’s February, when the Icelandic sun 
doesn’t rise until 9 am and the weather is best 
described as the worst wet day of the year in 
Cape Town, every day: a combination of stiff 
wind, grey clouds and freezing drizzle. But 
weather has no effect on Thor. He is always hot. 
“I don’t feel very well at this weight,” he says. “I 
feel tired, because I have to move more weight.” 
He also has trouble breathing and, according to 
Andrea, snores louder and more often.

Bjornsson has won Iceland’s Strongest Man 
six years in a row and Europe’s Strongest Man 
twice, but he has yet to capture the Arnold and 
World’s Strongest Man titles, and that bothers 
him. His best finish at the former is second, and 
he’s nearly won the latter twice – including a 
half-point loss in 2014. This year, he says, he’s 
more prepared and doing less acting. “I’m being 
selfish,” he says. “I’m thinking of myself. I want 
to focus on training, eating, and sleeping. I can 
do adverts later.”

He lifts four days a week at Thor’s Power 
Gym in Reykjavik, usually with the second and 
third strongest men in Iceland as partners and 
spotters. Some days they lift the super yoke; 
other days they chuck kegs out in the parking 
lot. Occasionally someone will attempt to press 
the matte copper 129-kilo Cyr dumbbell. Only 
Thor has actually pressed it and he likes to 
trick visitors into attempting to pick it up by 
lying about the weight. “It’s 64 kilos,” he said 
to a recent guest, and when the man strained 
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Father figuresdon’t comemore imposing thanRobertduPreez.
TheSpringbok legendandCell CSharks coachhas raised threeof

SouthAfrican rugby’s strongest sons – and their success
is grounded inaburningambitionnot to lethimdown

BY THOMAS OKES • PHOTOGRAPHS SEAN LAURENZ
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THEFAMILYLINE
RobertduPreezSnr
withhis twinsons,
DanandJean-Luc.
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WHERE DO YOUR FATHER’S 
FOOTSTEPS LEAD? 

Maybe your old man’s  
an engineer, and you  
grew up wanting to build 
bridges. Or perhaps pop’s  
a mechanic, and all your 
life you’ve felt at home 
behind a wheel. 

A man’s life moves 
in many directions but 
its compass always 
recalibrates back to this: 
the path your father paved 
before you. And that road 
can be a difficult one to 
travel, whether you’re 
building things or fixing 
them – his legacy can be, 
at different stages of your 
life, a privilege and an 
impossibility. 

Or maybe he’s a Spring-
bok legend. Following in 
those footprints must  
feel like tracking King 
Kong, surely? “Look,” 
laughs Sharks eighth  
man Dan du Preez,  
“I think it is every young 
boy’s dream to be like his 
dad when he grows up. 
And I am definitely one  
of those boys.”

Some context: Dan stands 
1.98m tall, weighs 112kg, is old 
enough to drink, and terrorises 
grown men for a living. Still he 
thinks of himself as his father’s 
son. That says something about 
the father, and something more 
about his influence. 

Robert du Preez is a name 
synonymous with local rugby. 

The gravity of it is a reflection of the impact he 
made as a player ahead of his time: a tall, strong 
hard man who stood out from the tradition of 
small, impact-averse scrum halves, Du Preez 
changed the way South Africans saw the 
traditional role of a number nine in the 80s  
and early 90s. By abandoning the stand-offish, 
distribution-focused model of his predecessors 
and wresting control of the tackle area, he 
shielded iconic playmakers outside him, like 
Naas Botha and Joel Stransky, and allowed them 
to express themselves at will. 

It’s an approach that inspired some of the 
game’s better-known number nines ever since: 
just look at the way George Gregan freed up 
Stephen Larkham’s unpredictability, or how 
Matt Dawson forced Jonny Wilkinson to focus, 
or how Joost van der Westhuizen led his pack to 
the tryline all on his own.

It’s an approach, too, that has allowed Du 
Preez Snr to continue his mercurial streak from 
the coaches’ box. His appointment at the Sharks 
in 2016 left a few armchair pundits scratching 
their heads, until they took a closer look at his 
credentials: as the head coach of local KwaZulu-
Natal side College Rovers, he’d quietly amassed 
67 wins from 70 games over three years, and 
quickly led the Leopards to the Absa Currie Cup 
First Division title in 2015. And after just two 
seasons in Super Rugby, no one’s scratching 

their heads anymore: at the time of writing,  
the Cell C Sharks has just dominated the 
Stormers to climb to within a few points of  
the log-leading Lions in the South African  
Super Rugby Conference, on track for  
another Quarter Final showdown. 

Committed, consistent, with the brawn to 
match his bull-headedness: it’s easy to follow  
a guy like that. And it’s an approach that has 
empowered not just the players he’s instructed 
at all levels but within his own family, too. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF PLAY
Ask any dad, sons aren’t easy. And three of them? 
That’s three times the trouble. Where most dads 
might describe themselves as harassed, hoarse or 
haggard, Robert du Preez Snr opts for one word: 
blessed. And a quick look at the stars he’s raised 
makes it pretty clear why that is. Robert Jnr, the 
oldest at 23, left a gaping hole in the Stormers 
midfield when he broke his arm, while twins 
Daniel and Jean-Luc are critical to the Sharks’ 
playoff hopes at the tender age of 21. 

“Our dad never pressured us to play rugby,” 
remembers Stormers flyhalf Robert Jnr. “He just 
facilitated it. I mean, we loved the game from 
early on; wherever we went, we had a ball with 
us. We’d play anywhere, in the driveway, outside 
at restaurants, you name it. You could say we 
were inspired to be like him – but mostly, all I 
remember really is just having fun.”

“When they were kids, I was happy for the 
boys to pursue their passion, of course,” says  
Du Preez Snr. “But I secretly hoped it would be 
rugby. It’s just such a great team sport that 
teaches you good values, like discipline and 
character. And it keeps your ego in check – in 
rugby, the team always comes first.”

Whereas the traditional wisdom dictates that 
moms matter most in the emotional development 
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“IF YOU WANT TO 
PLAY RUGBY AT 
A HIGH LEVEL, 
IT DOESN’T 
MATTER WHO 
YOUR DAD IS, OR 
HOW NATURALLY 
TALENTED YOU 
ARE. IF YOU 
WANT IT, WORK 
FOR IT. NONE OF 
THIS IS GOING  
TO BE EASY.”
ROBERT DU PREEZ JNR
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discipline, taught early, goes a long way. 
“My dad always was – and still is – a stickler  

for discipline and dedication,” says Jean-Luc,  
the Sharks flanker. “From early on we knew that 
in order to succeed there would be things we 
would need to sacrifice. My dad did guide us  
in this respect, but also wanted us to take 
responsibility for ourselves, and to differentiate 
between right and wrong.”

Responsibility: it’s a loaded word. Every 
father feels compelled to teach his children the 
importance of being accountable for their 
actions, and every son experiences the urge to 
live up to his old man’s expectations. But that 
equation takes on new meaning when your dad 
is your own coach, and you’ve grown up in the 
shadow of a legendary Springbok. 

Not that the Du Preez boys show any ill- 
effects. Quite the opposite: flyhalf, flanker and 
eighth man might be the three most important 
positions on the field, presented with an inordi-
nate workload and a central strategic role in any 
game plan. Robert Jnr is responsible for con-
trolling the tempo of the game, and must choose 
how utilise the potent pacemakers in the chan-
nels outside him. Dan is charged with directing 
his pack forwards, and commandeering the 
team’s defence – while Jean-Luc must be first to 
the ball, wherever it is, without fail, and relent-
lessly immense in every collision. 

These are not simple roles on a professional 
rugby field, where chaos reigns. This is a game  
in which the unpredictable bounce of a weirdly 
shaped ball can ruin an entire career – the result 
hinges on small, critical moments, like a missed 
penalty, a sacked scrum or a lost turnover, and 
where wins and losses reverberate across the 
country, for weeks at a time. 

In a sport like this, wise heads, on strong shoul-
ders, are like gold. “To achieve anything in life,” says 
Jean-Luc, who is barely old enough to drive, “You’ve 
got to put in the hard yards. Our dad taught us 
that discipline and self-belief go together: that if 
we want to be the best, we have to work to be the 
fittest players on the field, and trust the strength 
and talent that we’ve been blessed with.”

In childhood, this kind of ambition, says 

Paquette, is built most effectively by spending 
quality time with a father figure. “Children seem 
to need to be stimulated and motivated as much 
as they need to be calmed and secured,” he 
writes, “and they receive such stimulation 
primarily from men.” Father-child time permits 
children to develop “competition skills”: the 
ability to cope with conflict situations with 
peers, without resorting to violence or 
avoidance. These skills, he says, are vital later  
in life, as they “enable [boys] to overcome 
obstacles to their personal success”.

The key to raising a determined child, 
concludes Paquette, is the foundation and 
growth of an emotional bond between father 
and son. “That’s one thing I think the boys have 
really learnt from their parents,” says Du Preez 
Snr. “The importance of family and love.”

NEVER SATISFIED
In rugby, as in anything else, a strong mind will 
take you places – and the guys who end up in the 
corner office, or on the podium accepting their 
Man of the Match awards, are those who are able 
to stick to a mature mix of disciplined thought 
and independent action. Maybe this is why  
Robert Snr shies away from pushing technical 
advice onto his boys, preferring to “guide them 
without enforcing my beliefs”. 

After all, he says, superstar athletes or not, 
they need to live with the choices they make  
– and this is a burden each of the boys has 
embraced. “One of the most important lessons 
my dad has taught me,” Dan says, “is that I 
should never be satisfied with myself. I must 
always be willing to learn and improve.” 

Three strong, single-minded sons, each a 
Super Rugby stalwart and Springbok in the  
making, and each the living picture of their own 
father: headstrong, grounded men with a high 
work ethic and a stubborn streak. 

“One of my dad’s lessons sticks out for me 
more than the others,” says Robert Jnr. “If you 
want to play rugby at a high level, it doesn’t  
matter who your dad is, or how naturally  
talented you are. If you want it, work for it.  
None of this is going to be easy.” 

“WHEN THEY WERE KIDS, I WAS HAPPY FOR  
THE BOYS TO PURSUE THEIR PASSIONS. BUT  
I SECRETLY HOPED IT WOULD BE RUGBY.” 

of their children, a growing body of experts  
argues that dads offer a distinct form of healthy 
engagement, and that this regular paternal  
input is critical in raising confident, socially  
adept adults. Fathers have the ability to boost 
everything from their kids’ cognitive develop-
ment to their physical and emotional well being 
just by being around as they grow up – but an 
actively hands-on approach pays even greater 
dividends, especially in a home filled with boys. 

Psychologist Daniel Paquette writes in 
Human Development that fathers “play an 
essential role in the empowerment of children 
and the opening of children to the outside 
world”. The father-son relationship is critical to 
satisfying “the child’s need to be stimulated, to 
overcome limits, and to learn to take chances in 
contexts in which the child is confident of being 
protected”. And by encouraging their kids to 
take risks within a safe and secure environment, 
dads are “inciting children to take initiative in 
unfamiliar situations, explore, take chances, 
overcome obstacles, be braver in the presence  
of strangers, and stand up for themselves.”

Learning to stand up for yourself in a risky 
situation? Sounds a lot like rugby. That they 
were destined for something special with ball in 
hand was evident from a young age. Taller and 
stronger than the other kids on the field, the Du 
Preez brothers dominated the Under-6 division 
in the colours of Durban Crusaders – something 
each of them remembers well. “The first game I 
played, I was maybe 5 or 6,” remembers Robert 
Jnr. “And I hurt my finger. The first thing I did, I 
ran over to the sidelines, crying for my mom.”

This is an interesting memory. Paquette 
references a study of children accompanied by 
their parents at a public swimming pool that 
showed that “mothers tend to position 
themselves in front of their children, seeking to 
establish visual contact with the children,” 
whereas fathers “tend to stand behind their 
children so the children face their social 
environment”. The two approaches achieve 
equally valuable ends: the child associates his 
mother with a nurturing presence, and at the 
same time is encouraged to bust out of his 
comfort zone, head-on. In that way, Paquette 
says, fathers act as catalysts for risk-taking.

DAYS WITH DAD
“When they first started fooling around with a 
rugby ball, I just hoped that they would enjoy it,” 
says Robert Snr. “We’d always played games in the 
backyard – which were often a lot tougher than the 
competitive games they played, I thought – and I 
was extremely proud to watch them grow into it, 
and succeed as they have. They are very 
competitive and have always played the game 
with passion and an immense will to succeed.”

That determination is evident today, on a far 
greater scale. In a sport where careers come 
undone all too often off the field, as schoolboy 
superstars crumble under the pressure of 
performing on the national stage, Robert Jnr, 
Dan and Jean-Luc are proving that a little 
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HIKING OR 

RUNNING, 

THIS IS 

YOUR 

ONE-STOP 

SHOE

Forget the gimmicks, 
lust lists and tech that’ll 
just collect dust in your 
attic. Life isn’t about 
wants – it’s about what 
a man needs. This gear 
is versatile, indestructi-
ble and, most impor-
tantly, worth every cent 

HIGHER
GEAR

BY KIERAN LEGG •  
PHOTOGRAPHS JAMES GARAGHTY
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LEATHERMAN GUARANTEES 
ITS TOOLS 

FOR 25 YEARS

Muscle in  
on the Action 
Leatherman Signal 
R2 499, Due South

With 19 tools, the 
Leatherman Signal 
takes versatility to the 
extreme. And that’s a 
good thing. Reinvent-
ing the sturdy multi-
tool, favoured and 
coveted by everyone 
from the survivalist 
and logger to your 
couch-potato uncle, 
this jack-of-all-trades 
can tackle any indoor 
or outdoor challenge. 
The standout weap-
ons here (outside of 
the stainless steel 
blades and timeless 
plier/wirecutter 
combo) is a remove-
able blade sharpener 
to keep your edges 
keen, an emergency 
whistle, a snag-proof 
bottle opener, and 
even a hammer to 
make easy work of 
tent pegs or a DIY 
disaster. Throw in  
a saw, and two kinds 
of pliers, and you’ve 
got a modern heir-
loom on your hands  
– definitely something 
you have to pass 
down to your kids.

Tread New 
Ground 
Salomon X Ultra 2 
R2 200, zando.co.za

If it’s between you 
and the ground, 
skimping on quality is 
the same as screwing 
yourself over. That’s 
why a pair of kicks 
that excel on any 
terrain, giving you the 
same comfort and 
grip on sandy slopes 
as they do on 
treacherous trails, is  
a compulsory cost. 
Salomon’s X Ultra 2 
hiking shoes pack a 
futuristic shedload of 
tech into their low-
profile design, such 
as the one-pull lacing 
system that does 
away with your 
childhood “bunny 
ears tying method” in 
favour of something 
that will feel like a 
slip-on – without 
making you look like 
you wear slip-ons. 
Throw in quick-drying 
fabric, mud buffers to 
keep your toes clean 
and a breathable, but 
sturdy chassis, and 
you have a shoe that 
will keep up with even 
your most ambitious 
adventure. 
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 PACK THIS
When it’s man versus wild, toss 
these in your bag to hedge the 
odds in your favour

The Flask
Stanley’s Vacuum Food Flask 
(R795, Outdoor Warehouse) is a 
no-BS thermo capable of stashing 
your soups and snacks, keeping 
them hot or cold for at least 15 
hours. Plus, the lid doubles as a 
bowl. There’s a reason the design 
hasn’t changed since granddad’s 
hiking days.
 

The Light
With a 295 metres of beam 
distance, and a rugged design  
that can survive savage drops, 
you’d think the EagleTac G25C2 
(R1 850, eagletac.co.za) would  
be something exclusively issued  
to SWAT teams. Bring this torch 
with you, everywhere.
 

The Safeguard
A first aid kit is something most 
guys overlook, whether it’s gearing 
up for a hike or kitting out their 
homes. The Lifeline Ultimate Survi-
vor in a Bottle (R550, Cape Union 
Mart) packs everything you’ll need 
to treat injuries on the trail into 
one handy water bottle.
 

The Grub
According to the guys behind the 
Rush Endurance Bar, these snacks 
“were designed for endurance ath-
letes who need to top on natural 
energy”. It’s stocked full of low-GI 
carbs, providing you with the stay-
ing power you need to summit  
this weekend’s Kilimanjaro.  
(R25, faithful-to-nature.co.za)
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Bag it Up 
Thule Crossover 
Carry-On R5 300,  
Cape Union Mart

Your carry-on 
shouldn’t get in the 
way of your travel 
plans. Too many bags 
are just that: bag-
gage. That’s what 
makes this hybrid an 
essential for adven-
turers and trippers 
alike. What you get: a 
38L roller made from 
lightweight, water-re-
sistant fabric that can 
take a serious beat-
ing. And while it may 
look like your stan-
dard JHB-to-CPT 
stowaway, this bag 
quickly converts into 
a backpack, ready for 
your hike up the near-
est mountain when 
you land. The high-
lights: a heat-molded, 
crush-proof SafeZone 
(we call it the bomb 
shelter) to protect 
your sunnies, phone 
and other fragile gear, 
plus a padded laptop 
pouch, and a piggy-
back strap attach-
ment loop to hook on 
an additional bag. 

1

4
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Bring in the 
Rainmaker 
Columbia PFG 
Storm Jacket 
R1 770, Sports-
mans Warehouse

Winter storms, summer showers or choppy waters are no match for this 
outer layer. Seriously, the Columbia PFG Storm Jacket was designed with 
the assumption that you’re an absolute madman. With a seam-sealed, 
waterproof shell, this jacket keeps you dry even when it’s the Day After 
Tomorrow out there, and it folds into its own pocket, making it easy to 
stash away when the weather finally clears. All that and still fits into your 
wardrobe without making you look like a wannabe survivalist. 

ZIPPERED HAND 
POCKETS KEEP YOUR FINGERS FUNCTIONAL
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Stay on 
Track 
Suunto Spartan  
Sport Wrist HR 
R7 999, Sportsmans 
Warehouse

Fitness trackers are a 
dime a dozen these 
days, and we’ll be real 
here: most of them 
are pretty disappoint-
ing. Inaccurate heart 
rate monitors, spotty 
GPS and dubious 
step counters that 
seem to have either 
been invented for  
bigfoot or a garden 
gnome (and nothing 
between) mean yours 
is probably sitting in 
your man drawer. But 
that’s what makes
 the Suunto Spartan 
Sport Wrist HR a clear 
winner. This tracker is 
built for serious, and 
we mean serious, 
physical activity. 
Using the Moves-
count app, you can 
map your routes and 
plan your workouts 
ahead of time, and 
the accurate GPS  
will keep you on track 
and monitor every  
leg of your journey. 
Our tester always 
managed to find his 
way back home, even 
when he strayed off 
the beaten track.
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Made in 
the Shade 
Oakley  
Reverie Prizm 
R1 680,  
framesdirect.co.za

The high-performance, military-gradeOakley TrillBe X 
merges an iconic old-school aesthetic sensibility with 
tech that will weather the accompanying storm of your 
chosen adrenaline rush. The staying power of these 
specs is down to the three-point fit, some clever engi-
neering that will keep the lenses right where you need 
them without anyone part putting too much pressure on 
your head. Throw in UV protection that filters out 100%  
of harmful rays, and you’ve got the full package.
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RIG IT UP 
Shift perspective on your 
adventure with these essential 
GoPro accessories

All-Terrain
The Joby GorillaPod Action  
Tripod (R815, ormsdirect.co.za)  
is a three-legged photo assistant
that can also wrap around  
anything from tree trunks and 
branches to rocks and debris. 
That’s the sort of versatility that 
forces you to shoot from new 
angles and keeps the shake out  
of your shots. Translation: your 
footage won’t look like Blair  
Witch Project anymore.
 

In the Saddle
Want to shoot a down-in-the-mud, 
right-in-the-rubber chase sequence 
on your bike: this is your tool. The 
Joby Action Clamp (R665, take-
alot.com) can attach to any part of 
your steed’s chassis – think han-
dlebars, head tube, or even seat 
tube – and adjusts so that you’re 
shooting with pinpoint accuracy.
 

On the Leash
Face it, whether it’s at the park  
or up the mountain, your dog is 
always having more fun than  
you. The GoPro Fetch Harness 
(R890, takealot.com) is a comfort-
able fit for Rex, and will keep  
your camera secure and snapping 
away as your mutt goes about  
his business. The reward: fresh, 
interesting footage and the secret 
behind his mid-afternoon great 
escape from the garden.
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Be a  
Hotshot 
GoPro Hero  
Session 
R2 990,  
takealot.com

GoPros are built to last. Remember the first wave of their flagship action 
cams? The GoPro Hero Session continues that fine tradition, packing that 
trademark indestructibility and frame-by-frame 1440p video into a much 
smaller body. That frame-by-frame part is important because this cam can 
capture mountaintop stills with the same clarity and perspective as it does 
when you’re hurtling run down some singletrack. The kicker: the audio on 
this unobtrusive shooter is the clearest yet, adding another dimension to 
your footage. Just toss this tiny camera in your backpack and come back 
with the photo evidence: that yes, your life really is that badass.
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We tend to hibernate in the 
cold months and let our 
summer fitness gains lapse, 
but as the temperature 
plummets remember your 
secret weapon to surfacing 
from the icy season stronger 
than ever is right there in 
your garage. Whether  
you enjoy bombing down 
mountains or own a lifetime’s 
worth of Lycra, commuting 
through the traffic or just  
get a buzz sweating it out  
on an indoor trainer, your 
bike will keep you warm, fit 
and strong. Sports science 
experts present four on-your-
bike workouts that will build 
power, speed, cardio and 
endurance. Ride on

BY JONATHAN ANCER & OL I  MUNNIK 
FROM BICYCLING SA 

GIANT 
ANTHEM 2 
29ER
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MOUNTAIN
BIKING
THERE’SAREASONWHYGOLFERS
ARESWAPPINGTHEIR4-IRONSFOR
MOUNTAINBIKES: IT’S THESWISS
ARMYKNIFEOFTRAINING. ITGIVES
YOUDYNAMICFITNESS, FROM
QUICKBURSTSTOSUSTAINED
CARDIOWORKOUTS,AND
INCORPORATESMANYMUSCLE
GROUPS. IT’SALSOONEOFTHE
BESTWAYSTOBLOWOFFSTEAM
–ANDLET’S FACE IT, NOTMUCH
BEATSCARVINGUPATRAIL.

Monday
HOPKINSSESSION
Warmup 15-min on an indoor bike in Zone 2*.
Do 20x 1 legged explosive stepups off a 40cm
high step (DoR leg thenL leg). Rest 2minutes
thendo 5 x 30 secondmaximal sprints but keep
cadence low (60-70) and resistance high (start in
hard gear and keep changing up to keep cadence
low). Rest 30 seconds between each sprint. Rest
2minutes then repeat thewhole session 2more
times.Warmdown 15-min in Zone 2.

Tuesday
RECOVERY
60-minute easy ride in Zone 2 only.

Wednesday
40/20s
Warmup30-min in Zone 2 and 3. Followwith
40:20 intervals. Do 6 x40 secondsmaximal
sprintswith 20 seconds recovery between each
sprint. Rest 15minutes in Zone 2 and thendo
another set of 6 sprints.Make sure that youdo
the sprintswith the same average power for
each sprint instead of going all out and then
fading.Warmdown30-min in Zone 2 only at
high cadence (90-115).

Thursday
RestDay

Friday
GYMLEGDAY
Warmup20-min on an indoor bike. Perform4
sets of 12 repetitions of the following exercises:
(1) back squat, (2) single leg press, (3) single-leg
step-ups, (4) hamstring curls, (5) calf raises.

Saturday
SKILLS
3-hour technicalMTB ride. Keep to Zone 2
and lowZone 3 throughout the ride. Include
technicalmountain bike single trail to up
your skills.

Sunday
COFEERIDE
Donot eat any breakfast before the ride – but do
drink a strong cupof coffeewith no sugar. Ride
for twohours in Zone 2 only. Finish the ride at a
coffee shop and include a protein-rich breakfast.

DR MIKE POSTHUMUS (RIGHT), ELITE
CYCLIST AND HEAD OF SPORTS PERFOR-
MANCE AT SCIENCETOSPORT.CO.ZA, HAS
COMPILED A 7-DAY POWER PROGRAMME
TO STRENGTHEN YOUR CLIMBING LEGS:

TRA INING

GEAR

GIANT
ANTHEM 2 29ER

The 2018 Anthem 29er frame has been redesigned with themodernmountain biker in
mind. A slacker head angle and longer reach translates into amore stable and predicable
ride – that’s MTB slang for, the Anthem 29will make you a better rider. The featured Anthem
2 29er, with its new-generation Shimano SLX parts, offers you perfect blend of performance,
allowing you to excel off-road.R34 495, giant-bicycles.com/za

1

*TRAINING ZONESEXPLAINED:
ZONE 1 VERY LIGHT ACTIVITY. RECOVERY CYCLING.
ZONE 2 AEROBIC ENDURANCE: EASY TO BREATHEAND SPEAK.
ZONE3MODERATE ACTIVITY: INTENSE AEROBIC TRAINING.
YOU FEEL LIKE YOUCOULD EXERCISE FORANHOUR. YOU’RE

BREATHINGHEAVILY, BUT COULDHOLDA SHORT CONVERSATION.

ZONE4 VIGOROUSACTIVITY: THRESHOLD TRAINING.
YOU’RE SHORTOF BREATH, BUT COULD SPEAKA SENTENCE.

ZONE 5MAX EFFORT ACTIVITY: HIGH INTENSITY TRAINING.
YOU CANBARELY BREATHEOR SPEAKA SHORTWORD.
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 1/ Momentum or bust: 
Momentum gets you 
through loose stuff 
and over obstacles. 

 2/ Lower your centre  
of gravity: This is partic-
ularly useful – actually 
essential – for descend-
ing. As you pick up speed,  
stand on your pedals and 
keep your weight to the 
back of the bike – too 
much weight forward can 
cause you to go over the 
handlebars.   

 3/ Look where you want 
to go: scan ahead on the 
trail and through the cor-
ners – not right in front of 
you and not down. 

 4/ Be confident and 
commit: It sounds coun-
terintuitive but slower 
(read: tentative) riders 
crash more often than 
riders who take risks. 
 

 5/ Ride: Time on your 
bike will make you fitter 
and sharpen your skills 
and – by a process of trial 
and error – you’ll learn 
what you and your bike 
can (and can’t) do.  

F I V E  G O L D E N 
R U L E S  O F 
M T B I N G

ADIDAS 
ZON Y K AERO

SPECIALIZED DEFLECT ™ 
H2O MOUNTAIN ACTIVE 
SHELL JACK E T

Winter light conditions are generally less harsh, 
making transition-style lenses the perfect “one-
size-fits-all” solution to keep your vision clear, rain or 
shine. And the zonyk aero lenses are easy to switch, 
if you wish. From R3 300, shop.adidas.co.za

Its shell insulates, a loose fit 
allows layering, and the rain 
visor fits under your helmet, 
keeping water out. R3 200, 
specialized.com/za

PRO TIP
THE STARTING LINE
ALAN HATHERLY,  
THE 21-YEAR-OLD  
PRO MOUNTAIN BIKER 
WHO REPRESENTED 
SA AT THE 2016 OLYM-
PIC GAMES, SAYS THE 
BIGGEST FACTOR TO 
IMPROVING TECHNI-
CAL SKILL IS PRAC-
TICE. “IF YOU RIDE 
THE SAME TRAIL 
EVERY DAY, PLAY 
AROUND WITH SET-UP 
AND FIND YOUR LIM-
ITS ON THAT TRAIL. 
WHAT HELPS MY COR-
NERING SPEED IS 
FINDING A FLAT TRAIL 
AND SPENDING 30 
MINUTES CORNERING 
AS FAST AS I CAN. I 
FIND I BRAKE LATER 
AND LEAN HARDER 
AFTER A BIT OF PRAC-
TICE.” HE SAYS ROCKY  
TERRAIN IS A MENTAL 
GAME. “YOUR WHEELS 
ARE ABLE TO RIDE 
OVER THE ROCKS 
MUCH EASIER THAN 
WHAT YOUR MIND 
TELLS YOU. THE BEST 
APPROACH FOR ME IS 
TO RIDE INTO THE 
ROCKS KNOWING 
WHAT LINE I’M GOING 
FOR. FROM THERE  
I LIKE TO KEEP MY 
WEIGHT BACK AND 
FOCUS ON KEEPING 
MY BARS STRAIGHT 
AS I RIDE THROUGH 
MY LINE.”

2 3BEST TRAILS
THREE SUBLIME TRAILS 
FROM THE RECENTLY  
PUBLISHED BOOK ON YOUR 
BIKE: TIPS & TRAILS FOR 
MTB RIDERS BY THE WHIT-
FIELD BROTHERS, CHRIS 
AND TIM. 

WESTERN CAPE  
WELFANPAS: AMAZING TRAILS AND 

ONE OF THE GEMS OF WESTERN 

CAPE MOUNTAIN BIKING.  

KWAZULU-NATAL  

GIBA GORGE: BESIDES ONE OF  

THE BEST TRAIL SYSTEMS IN  

THE PROVINCE, IT HAS A WORLD-

CLASS BMX TRACK, PUMP TRACK 

AND MINI SKILLS TRACK.  

GAUTENG   
BRAAMFONTEINSPRUIT: 60KM  

OF REMARKABLE SINGLETRACK  

IN JOZI’S RANDBURG AND  

SANDTON AREA. 
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ROAD

CYCLING MAKES US HAPPY. THAT’S 
NOT SOFT-TAIL PUFFERY; THAT’S 
ROCK-HARD SCIENCE. IT’S THE 
AWE OF AN OPEN ROAD ON A CRISP 
AND CLEAR MORNING, IT’S THE 
BUZZ OF A FAST DESCENT, THE 
RUSH OF A SPRINT AND THE LUNG-
BUSTING THRILL OF SMASHING UP 
A STEEP CLIMB. ROAD RIDING 
PROVIDES THE ULTIMATE AEROBIC 
EXERCISE, GIVING YOUR HEART, 
BLOOD VESSELS AND LUNGS A 
WORKOUT. BESIDES, NOTHING WILL 
KEEP YOU WARMER IN WINTER 
THAN A SERIES OF INTERVALS.

Monday
IMTG/FASTED RIDE
Do not eat breakfast. Drink 2 x espressos or a 
very strong cup of coffee with no sugar. Ride 
two hours in Zone 2 only. Drink plenty of water 
while riding. After ride have a fruit and a low 
carbohydrate, high protein meal. For the rest  
of the day, eat a low carbohydrate diet.

Tuesday
WARM UP 30-MIN ZONE 2 AND 3
Follow with 10 x 30 second maximal sprints 
(Start from slow speed on 8-11% gradient. 
Accelerate as hard as you can and keep dropping 
through the gears to maintain high resistance). 
Rest 5 min between each sprint (You can stand 
still and gasp for the first 2 min). Warm down 
30-min in Zone 2 only at high cadence (90-115).

Wednesday
GYM DAY
Warm up 15-min on an indoor bike. Perform 

3 sets of 12-15 repetitions of the following 
exercises: (1) barbell squat, (2) front lunge  
with dumbbells, (3) hamstring curls and  
(4) calf raises. Then do 3 sets of 30 seconds  
each of the following: (1) plank, (2) bridge and  
(3) mountain climbers. 

Thursday
RECOVERY
60-minute easy ride in Zone 2 only.

Friday
SPRINT TRAINING
Warm up 30-min in Zone 2 and 3. Follow with 4 
x 8-second max sprints (on a flat road or a slight 
decline) with 2 minutes’ recovery between. Rest 
10 minutes in Zone 2 and then do a set of 4 x 12 
second max sprints with 2 minutes’ recovery 
between. Warm down 30-min in Zone 2 at high 
cadence (90-100).

Saturday
BUNCH RIDE
3-hour road bunch ride. Keep to Zones 2 and low 
Zone 3 throughout the ride. Practice riding in a 
pace line on the flat sections of the ride.

Sunday
CLIMBING INTERVALS
Warm up 45-min in Zone 2 and 3. Follow with 
8 x 4-minute intervals in Zone 5 (or above 85% 
Peak Power Output on a climb with a 7-9% gra-
dient) with 4 minutes’ rest between repeats. 
Warm down 45-min in Zone 2.

SPORTS SCIENTIST AND CYCLING COACH 
JARRED SALZWEDEL BASED AT SSISA, HAS 
COMPILED A 7-DAY PROGRAMME TO GET  
YOU FASTER:

T R A I N I N G

G E A R

SWIF T AT TACK  
G2 ULTEGRA DSQ

Swift’s second-generation Attack G2 shines in its ride quality. Designed for long days in  
the saddle, the frame’s endurance geometry ensures a comfortable riding position, while 
seatstays are engineered for more compliance on rougher roads. This disc version offers 
superior braking performance in wet conditions – as well as when your hands are freezing, 
as disc brakes require less force than regular brakes. From R41 900, swiftcarbon.com

1
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 1/ The bunch is your 
friend. Research has 
shown that you can save 
30% of your energy by 
sticking to the slipstream. 
But it can also be your 
foe: “You really need to 
be wide awake in the 
bunch,” says Salzwedel.

 2/ “Ride as close to 
the front as possible 
– that’s the best place 
to be safety wise,” he 
advises. “The bunch is 
massive and if a guy in 
the front slows, there’s a 
ripple effect as everyone 
behind them hits their 
brakes, and because of 
the reaction times and 
movement, it’s much 
more dramatic at the 
back. The bunch will 
shelter you from the wind 
but don’t be scared to 
take a turn in the front. 
You may be expending 
a bit of energy, but it will 
save you in the long run 
because the pace is more 
constant – and there’s 
none of that jerking  
stop-start effect of  
being in the bunch.”

T H I N K  I N S I D E 
T H E  B U N C H

ENJOY FITNESS  
REGUL ATOR 
BASE L AY ER

DEFEE T  
DURAGLOVE E T

Made from the 90gsm, breathable 4-way stretch 
Respira mesh, Enjoy’s Regulator provides a thin 
layer of permeable fabric that insulates against 
the cold and improves wicking performance in 
the heat. R399, enjoyfitness.co.za

Warm and dry, these gloves fea-
ture Electronic Touch tech, which 
allows you to use your phone 
without having to remove your 
gloves. R395, Olympic Cycles

2 3SA’S BIG 3 RACES
ENTERING A RACE WILL 
MOTIVATE YOU TO KEEP FIT:

GAUTENG
ONE DAY EACH YEAR JOZI MOTOR-

ISTS MAKE WAY FOR CYCLISTS, 

WHO GET TO FLY AROUND THE CITY 

IN THE 947 CYCLE CHALLENGE. THE 

RACE IS JUST OVER 90KM, WITH A 

FEW BUMPS HERE AND THERE.

WESTERN CAPE
KNOWN AS THE ARGUS, THE CAPE 

TOWN CYCLE TOUR IS A 109KM 

RACE AROUND THE CAPE PENIN-

SULA: IT’S FAST AND SPECTACULAR 

WITH INCREDIBLE GEES.  

KWAZULUA-NATAL
THE AMASHOVA DURBAN CLASSIC, 

A.K.A. THE COMRADES ON WHEELS, 

IS A 106KM RACE FROM THE PIET-

ERMARITZBURG CITY HALL TO 

DURBAN, AND FOLLOWS A SIMILAR 

ROUTE TO THE GRUELLING RUN-

NING MARATHON.  
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COMMUTING

COMMUTING SAVES YOU FROM THE 
TEDIUM OF GRINDING THROUGH 
PEAK-HOUR TRAFFIC, WILL HELP 
YOU SAVE ON PETROL AND 
CONTRIBUTE TO SAVING THE 
PLANET – BUT IT ALSO HAS 
MASSIVE BENEFITS, BOOSTING 
YOUR HEART HEALTH AND LEG 
STRENGTH. KNOWING YOU GOT  
TO WORK ON YOUR OWN STEAM  
IS HUGELY MOTIVATING. ONE 
DRAWBACK: THE WALK OF SHAME 
THROUGH THE OFFICE IN BUDGIE-
SMUGGLING LYCRA. YOUR SAVING 
GRACE? BAGGIES.

Monday
AM Ride at a moderate, sustainable intensity. Have 
your breakfast as soon as you get to work: doing 
light exercise after an overnight fast will result in 
further endurance adaptations  PM Select approxi-
mately 2 gears harder than you would usually ride, 
and ride all the way home in this fixed gear, at a 
lower cadence. If you have to go up any climbs, 
stand up and try to keep going. If this is too hard, 
gear down until you have recovered, and try again. 
This is a strength workout and will help to 
strengthen and condition your leg muscles.

Tuesday 
AM Ride at an easy intensity this morning, with 
your gears easier than normal. Keep your cadence 
higher than normal. This will get your heart rate up 
while allowing your legs to recover from Monday. 
PM Take the scenic route – a 90-minute session 
will build endurance and fitness.

Wednesday 
AM Ride at a moderate intensity to work.  
Have your breakfast as soon as you get there.   

PM Choose a route home that includes a hill that 
will take approximately 4 minutes to climb. Ride 
up the hill as fast as you are able to. If the route 
home only includes one hill, roll down and repeat 
3 times. If there is more than one hill on the way 
home, ride 3 at maximum effort. 

Thursday 
AM Tired? Ride at an easy intensity this morning, 
with your gears easier than normal. PM While you 
are riding home ride as fast as you can on a flat sec-
tion from traffic light to traffic light. Ideally this 
effort should last about 30 seconds. Do one sprint 
like this every 5 minute on your way home 

Friday
AM Do not eat before your commute to work. Pack 
your breakfast into your bag. Ride at a moderate 
intensity to work. Have your breakfast as soon as 
you get to work. PM Ride the “long” road home, as 
you did on Tuesday afternoon. After a 15-minute 
warm-up, ride the rest of the way as fast as you  
can. A maximal effort all the way to your front 
door. If the route you chose on Tuesday took you  
90 minutes, then this flat out effort should be 
approximately 40-60 minutes. This will be very 
tiring. Enjoy the weekend off. 

DR POSTHUMUS HAS COMPILED A 7-DAY 
POWER PROGRAMME TO BUILD ENDURANCE:

T R A I N I N G

G E A R

SIMPLE SAM  
BL ACK SAM

THULE PACK ‘N  
PEDAL COMMU-
TER BACK PACK

Simple Sam bikes are all about keeping things simple. (Sam is an acro-
nym for Single-speed Aluminium Mobility). The single gear eliminates 
the need for mechanical shifters and derailleurs, which translates into 
low-maintenance, hassle-free commuting. Bikes are shipped direct to 
your door and come 85% assembled. R5 200, simplesam.co.za

Expect 24L of waterproof carrying capac-
ity and a host of pouches and compart-
ments that are specifically designed for 
various items, like your phone, laptop and 
notebook. R3 600, loadandgosa.com
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G E A R

INDOOR CRUNCHED FOR TIME?  DARK AND STORMY AND ICE COLD OUTSIDE? 
TRY OUT THE INDOOR TRAINER INSTEAD – THE TECH-HEAVY 
STATIONARY BIKE MIGHT JUST TRANSFORM YOUR WORKOUT. 

Monday
PYRAMID INTERVALS
Warm up 15-min in Zone 2 and 3. Follow that 
with 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 4-, 3-, 2- and 1-minute inter-
vals. Rest for the duration of the previous inter-
val. Warm down 15-min in Zone 2. Output 
should be 110-120% of your threshold power. 

Tuesday
RECOVERY 60-minute easy ride in Zone 2 only.

Wednesday
REST DAY

Thursday
OVER-UNDERS
Warm up 15-min in Zone 2 and 3. Perform 2 x 20 
minutes in high Zone 3 and lower half of Zone 4 
(95% of your functional threshold power). Per-
form 1 minute at Zone 5 effort (or 120% of func-
tional threshold power) from 4-5, 9-10, 14-15 and 
19-20 minutes. Rest 10-min in Zone 2 between 
sets. Warm down 10-min in Zone 2 at high 
cadence (90-115). 

Friday
RECOVERY
60-minute easy ride in Zone 2 only.

Saturday
TMAX INTERVALS
Warm up 15-min in Zone 2 and 3. Follow with 6 
x 2-min intevals at max intensity. Rest 3-min in 
Zone 2 between repeats. Warm down 10-min in 
Zone 2. 

Sunday
REST DAY

DR POSTHUMUS’ 7-DAY PROGRAMME FOR 
TRAINING INDOORS:

T R A I N I N G

WAHOO K ICK R  
POWER TRAINER

The Rolls Royce of indoor trainers, the KICKR features a “direct-drive” resistance unit with a built-in power metre that allows for 
accurate, hassle-free power measurement – talking via Bluetooth 4.0 and ANT+ to compatible devices and software. A major 
benefit of the direct-drive system is eliminating wear and tear on tyres and wheels as well as variances in power readings due 
to potential torque slippage or inconsistent tyre/roller connections. R19 999, wahoofitness.co.za

WHERE TO GO
CAPE TOWN SSISA
THE BENEFITS OF TRAINING 
INDOORS PIVOTS AROUND BEING 
ABLE TO CONTROL YOUR ENVI-
RONMENT AS WELL AS ACHIEVE 
THE MOST TIME EFFICIENT 
WORKOUT POSSIBLE. SSISA’S 
ENDURANCE STUDIO IS 
EQUIPPED WITH 10 WATTBIKES 
AND 8 GRUCOX ECCENTRIC 
ISOKINETIC BIKES, SP YOU CAN 
TAILOR YOUR PROGRAMME TO 
AVOID MONOTONY. SSISA.COM/
ENDURANCE-STUDIO
 
JHB PAIN.CAVE
GET FIT IN SAFETY AT ONE  
OF THREE CYCLING-SPECIFIC 
TRAINING CENTRES IN MELROSE 
ARCH, KEMPTON OR BENONI. 
EACH OF PAIN.CAVE’S STATION-
ARY BIKES IS LINKED TO COM-
PUTERISED RESISTANCE UNITS, 
WHICH ARE ABLE TO MATCH 
YOUR WORKOUT INTENSITY TO 
YOUR FITNESS LEVEL, ENSURING 
TARGETED, EFFECTIVE PEDAL-
LING. PAINCAVE.CO.ZA 

DURBAN PRIME HUMAN PERFOR-
MANCE INSTITUTE LOCATED AT 
MOSES MABHIDA STADIUM, THE 
PRIME HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
INSTITUTE OFFERS A RANGE OF 
FITNESS SOLUTIONS FOR ANY-
ONE WANTING TO IMPROVE 
THEIR PERFORMANCE. THEIR 
INDOOR WATTBIKE STUDIO SES-
SIONS ARE ATTENDED BY 
SHARKS AND SPRINGBOK PLAY-
ERS, SO YOU NEVER KNOW WHO 
YOU MAY BE SPINNING AGAINST. 
PRIMEHP.CO.ZA

1

2

Z WIF T  
SUBSCRIP TION

In this virtual, multiplayer game, you can hook your 
interactive trainer up to the network, allowing you to 
race against other users in real-time on actual race 
routes. Zwift now also offers a specific workout fea-
ture if you need a break from racing. $10 (about 
R135) a month from zwift.com.
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Stacked 
Lunch

Pancakes tend to be lumped in with fried bread and doughnuts 
in the nutritional stakes. But that says less about the food per  

se and more about our lack of alimentary imagination.  
So we’ve escorted the pancake out of stodge city and into  

your PT’s good books. It’s time to win the toss



Over in Trump town 
they drown them in 
syrup and call it 

breakfast. The Japanese  
serve them as okonomiyaki:  
a versatile savoury concoction 
translating as “how you like”. 
Us? Well, there’s that Saturday 
around Father’s Day and, um…

Not for the first time in 
matters of real import, we’ve 
got this all wrong. For some 
reason, most of us view the 
pancake as pure gluttony.  
But this represents a serious 
lack of imagination.

“With ingenuity, the pan-
cake is the perfect vessel to 
provide the ideal balance of 
protein, carbs and fats,” says 
Alex Ferentinos, nutrition con-
sultant to none other than the 

British Lions. “Choose the 
toppings wisely and it forms 

the perfect base for rounding 
out your daily macros.”

In order to help you stay the 
hand holding the Nutella jar, 
we asked a trio of health-con-
scious chefs to come up with 
ways to not just upgrade the 
pancake, but to make it one of 
the most virtuous dishes in 
your repertoire. The resulting 
recipes are good for you, but 
no less gourmet for it.

With one eye on your 
waistline and the other on 
your palate, we’ve crafted  
a dozen towers of flavour,  
all under the watchful eye  
of our nutritional foreman, 
Ferentinos. Call it a 12-point 
plan for your pan.

BERWYN DAVIES
MICHELIN-STARRED 
HEAD CHEF OF THE 
GLASSHOUSE

ANDREW BREDON
FOUNDER OF FAST 
FOOD RESTAURANT 
BEL-AIR

ANTHONY 
DEMETRE
VENERABLE CHEF 
PATRON OF WILD 
HONEY

O

The Pan Slingers

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12



01
Good Fat
Pork Loin, Avocado & Maple Pancake Rolls
BY BERWYN DAVIES

01/ Pork loin and avo 
combine to bring the 
perfect protein-to-fat 
ratio for muscle repair. 
Wrap them up in a 
pancake and you’re 
serving up a macronu-
trient Venn diagram 
that any strongman 
would appreciate. To 
that end, grill the pork 
loin for 15 minutes, 
turning over every 
five. Crush the avo 
with lemon juice and 
salt. Blend the batter 
mix and leave to stand 
for 30 minutes.

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4)
BATTER
•  PLAIN FLOUR, 60G 
•  SALT, PINCH
•  AN EGG
•  RICE MILK, 140ML 
FILLING
•  PORK LOIN, 200G 
•  AVOCADO, ½ 
•  A LEMON, JUICED
•  MAPLE SYRUP, 20G 
•  RED ONION, ¼

02/ Cook the pan-
cake mix by warming 
a frying pan and add-
ing coconut oil. Add 
the mix bit by bit, aim-
ing for thin pancakes 
that roll well.
03/ Once you have 
two prepped, spread 
them with maple 
syrup, avocado, sliced 
red onions and 
roughly pulled pork. 
Devour now, or, if you 
can restrain yourself, 
40 minutes after your 
next workout.

SMASH YOUR MACROS 
WITH A FAST PROTEIN 
FIX

START YOUR 
DAY SUNNY-
SIDE UP

02
Rescue Packages
Fried Egg, Kale & Cheddar Crepes
BY ANTHONY DEMETRE

01/ A show-off in 
health benefits and 
appearance, a stack of 
these packs enough 
leafy greens to see 
you bounce back from 
the gym, flu, or Friday 
night. To begin, work 
up your batter mix, 
while bringing a pan of 
salted water to the 
boil. Soften the kale in 
the pan, then pop it in 
iced water to stop its 
nutrients from wilting. 
Just one serving has 
684% of your can-
cer-fighting Vit K.

02/ Sweat the chilli, 
fennel and garlic in oil. 
Chop the kale, chuck 
it in. Season, then 
cook for 10 minutes.
03/ Add this to a 
ladle’s worth of pan-
cake mix and pour 
into the pan. Cook as 
usual, cracking an 
egg into the centre. 
Fold over the edges to 
create a square. Pop 
it in the oven at 200° 
to finish the egg. Top 
with cheese and sam-
ple at your leisure  
to feel more human.

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4)
BATTER
•  WHOLEGRAIN FLOUR, 300G
•  BUCKWHEAT FLOUR, 90G
•  EGGS, 3
•  FULL FAT MILK, 375ML 
•  SALT, PINCH
FILLING
•  CURLY KALE, 200G 
•  OLIVE OIL, 1TBSP
•  CHILLI FLAKES, PINCH
•  FENNEL SEEDS, PINCH
•  A GARLIC CLOVE
•  EGGS, 4
•  CHEDDAR CHEESE, 20G

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

10G 21G 18G

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

15G 9G 66G
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SPREAD IT ON THICK  
FOR PB-BEATING FUEL

A VEGGIE STAPLE, 
PUMPED UP

01/ Yes, your pan-
cake batter has a 
banana in it. Combine 
the batter ingredients 
in a bowl, then leave it 
to stand for 30 min-
utes so you can get 
onto the good stuff.
02/ Cook the batter 
in a hot pan using 
coconut oil. Use a 
third of the mixture at 
a time here, for a more 
robust base to power 
you through the next 
cardio grand slam.  
03/ Once you have 
your triple stack 

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 3)
BATTER
• A BANANA, MASHED
• AN EGG
•  BICARBONATE OF SODA, 

PINCH
• OATS, 30G
• SALT, PINCH
• WATER, 10ML
FILLING
• STRAWBERRY JAM
• PEANUT BUTTER, 1TBSP
• CRÈME FRAÎCHE, 30G
• A BANANA, SLICED
• ROASTED PEANUTS, 20G
• A LIME, JUICED

ready, spread one 
with jam (or mashed 
berries, if you’re feel-
ing virtuous) one with 
peanut butter and 
one with crème 
fraîche. Mix banana, 
crushed nuts and lime 
juice, then dollop the 
mixture on each pan-
cake as well. Tuck into 
an American-inspired 
race-day breakfast 
that’s packed with  
glycogen to ensure 
your burning muscles 
won’t go hungry on 
the road to victory.

04
Anti-Heart Attack Stack
Buckwheat Pancakes With Avocado & Shrooms
BY ANDREW BREDON

01/ These slices  
of fried gold are 
designed to maximise 
heart health. Com-
bine the batter ingre-
dients, slowly adding 
the milk until smooth. 
02/ Sweat the garlic, 
thyme and paprika for  
two minutes in a hot 
pan; toss in the mush-
rooms. (Garlic con-
tains allicin, which 
improves circulation, 
while mushrooms 
deliver vitamin D and 
calcium to flatline 
your risk of heart dis-

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4)
BATTER
• ALMOND MILK, 200ML
•  BLANCHED ALMONDS, 

75G
•  BUCKWHEAT FLOUR, 100G
• RICE FLOUR, 100G
• BAKING POWDER, 2TSP
• SALT, PINCH
• AN EGG
FILLING
•  A GARLIC CLOVE,  

THINLY SLICED
• THYME, SPRIG 
• SMOKED PAPRIKA, 1TSP
• OLIVE OIL, 1TBSP
•  CHESTNUT MUSHROOMS, 

200G, QUARTERED
• AN AVOCADO
• LEMON, ½, JUICED
•  FLAT LEAF PARSLEY, 1TBSP, 

CHOPPED

ease.) Roast them at 
200° for 10 minutes. 
Crush the avo, mash it 
with lemon juice.
03/ Heat a non-stick 
frying pan with a 
splash of oil, using  
3 Tbsp of batter per 
cake and waiting for it 
to bubble before flip-
ping. The buckwheat 
is the star here, lower-
ing cholesterol and 
blood pressure. When 
golden, remove from 
the pan and pile on 
the avo, shrooms and 
parsley.

03
All-American Energiser
Peanut Butter & Jelly Stack
BY BERWYN DAVIES

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

13G 11G 36G

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

11G 10G 49G



YOUR SATIATING 
SNACK FOR PEAS  
OF MIND

GIVE SUGAR 
CRAVINGS THEIR  
JUST DESSERTS
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05
Midweek Mind Flip
Spiced Chickpea Pancakes
BY ANTHONY DEMETRE

01/ This stress buster 
is more than a quick 
fix. Cumin is proven to 
reduce tension and 
improve memory, and 
ginger soothes head-
aches. Chop the 
onion and garlic, and 
sweat in butter with 
the ginger and corian-
der root. Add cumin 
and cook for five min-
utes, then throw in the 
turmeric, chilli and 
bayleaf for five more.
02/ Drop the toma-
toes into the pan. 
Reduce the liquid, 

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 6)
BATTER
•  WHOLEGRAIN FLOUR,  

300G
• BUCKWHEAT FLOUR, 90G
• EGGS, 3
• FULL FAT MILK, 375ML 
• SALT, PINCH
FILLING
• AN ONION, CHOPPED
• GARLIC, 3 CLOVES
• GINGER, 3CM, GRATED
• A CORIANDER ROOT,  
    FINELY CHOPPED
• BLACK CUMIN, 2TSP
• TURMERIC, 1TSP
• CHILLI POWDER, 1TSP
• A BAYLEAF
•  CAN OF CHOPPED 

TOMATOES
• CAN OF CHICKPEAS

then tip in the chick-
peas. Israeli scientists 
have likened chick-
peas to Prozac due to 
their abilities to boost 
serotonin, a hormone 
that regulates mood 
and appetite. 
03/ Cook your 
pancake batter as 
usual while the 
tomato mix simmers 
for 30 minutes. Pour  
it over the cakes  
and garnish with 
coriander to toss out 
work stress for good.

06
Drop-Kick Hunger
Peanut Butter & Cacao Nib Drop Scones
BY ANTHONY DEMETRE

01/ These American 
drop-scone pancakes 
dish up US-style 
indulgence, without 
the associated calorie 
extravaganza. Start 
by slowly adding the 
wet batter ingredients 
to the dry, whisking to 
stop lumps forming. 
Make a big batch of 
this mix: it can be fro-
zen for future use. 
02/ Next, stir the fill-
ing ingredients into 
the raw batter. Mix 
well so the peanut 
butter is evenly dis-

tributed. Chocolate 
with 70-85% cocoa  
is proven to be more 
filling than milk choc, 
and it reduces sugar 
cravings, according to 
Danish scientists. 
Cacao is packed full 
of polyphenols and 
blood sugar-levelling 
chemicals.  
03/ Heat a non-stick 
pan with coconut oil, 
add a spoonful of the 
mix and colour both 
sides. Drizzle with 
chocolate to flip hun-
ger on its head.

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 6)
BATTER
•  WHOLEGRAIN FLOUR, 300G
• BUCKWHEAT FLOUR, 90G
• EGGS, 3
• FULL FAT MILK, 375ML 
• SALT, PINCH
FILLING
• A BANANA, SLICED
• CACAO NIBS, 1TBSP
•  CHUNKY PEANUT  

BUTTER, 1TBSP
• DARK CHOCOLATE, 75G

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

10G 20G 87G

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

13G 17G 55G
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FLIP TWO FINGERS  
AT OFFICE COLDS

MAKE YOUR GOLDEN 
YEARS DELICIOUS

“ 

“ 01/ With minimal 
preparation, these 
pancakes will help 
you sideline sickness 
by overhauling your 
immunity. To start, 
craft the batter as per 
the previous recipes, 
and set aside.
02/ Sweat the apple 
quarters in a frying 
pan with the butter. 
The benefits of a daily 
apple are well known, 
but it’s maple syrup 
that’s the hero here, 
providing a third of 
your manganese 

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4)
BATTER
• PLAIN FLOUR, 100G
• BAKING POWDER, 2TSP
• BAKING SODA, 1TSP
• BROWN SUGAR, 1TBSP
• BUTTERMILK, 200G
• ORGANIC BUTTER, 1TSP
• AN EGG
FILLING
•  APPLES, 2, PEELED  

AND QUARTERED
• MAPLE SYRUP, 2TBSP
• BLACKBERRIES , 8
• GREEK YOGHURT, 50G

RDA, along with a 
checklist of antioxi-
dants to boot. When 
the apples are soft-
ened, add the syrup 
and simmer for a fur-
ther seven minutes. 
03/ Meanwhile, heat 
a greased frying pan 
and add 3 Tbsp. of 
batter per pancake. 
When they start look-
ing good, add three 
blackberries to each 
for a bonus of illness- 
abating vit C. Top with 
the apples and a 
spoonful of yoghurt.

08
Spice of Longer Life 
Cinnamon & Apple Strudel Pancakes
BY BERWYN DAVIES

01/ Start by grating 
the apple. In a Univer-
sity of Western Aus-
tralia study, pink 
ladies were found to 
boast the highest 
amount of lifespan- 
extending flavonoid 
antioxidants. 
02/ Shred the ginger, 
caramelise the trea-
cle in a saucepan, 
then add the almonds, 
cooking for one min-
ute. Add the ginger, 
apple, raisins and cin-
namon powder. Cook 
on a low heat for 10 

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4)
BATTER
•  PLAIN FLOUR, 75G
•  SALT, PINCH
•  AN EGG
•  RICE MILK, 200ML
FILLING
•  AN APPLE
•  FRESH GINGER, 4G, PEELED 
•  TREACLE, 30G
•  ALMONDS, 30G
•  RAISINS, 30G
•  CINNAMON POWDER, 

PINCH

minutes, then leave to 
cool. By going heavy 
on the spices – like 
polyphenol-rich cin-
namon – you can bal-
ance out your blood 
glucose, meaning less 
of a sugary spike.
03/ Make your pan-
cakes as usual. Once 
you have four, add a 
spoonful of the top-
ping mix into the mid-
dle, then fold the 
pancakes in half and 
into quarters. Scarf 
the parcels down for  
lasting core benefits.

07
Batter Man Flu
Maple & Apple Buttermilk Pancakes
BY ANDREW BREDON

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

6G 9G 68G

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

7G 8G 47G



09
No-Crash Crepes 
Blueberry, Raspberry & Flaxseed Pancakes
BY ANTHONY DEMETRE

01/ Make up the bat-
ter as before, or use 
any mix left over from 
previous recipes. 
These cakes will seri-
ously sharpen your 
brainpower.
02/ That done, crush 
the raspberries with a 
fork, and add to the 
batter with whole 
blueberries, linseeds 
and a spoon of the 
maple syrup. Flax, 
a.k.a. linseed, is 
packed with omega-3 
fatty acids, including 
ALA, which your body 

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 6)
BATTER
•  WHOLEGRAIN FLOUR, 300G
•  BUCKWHEAT FLOUR, 90G
•  EGGS, 3
•  FULL FAT MILK, 375ML 
•  SALT, PINCH
FILLING
•  RASPBERRIES, 2TBSP
•  BLUEBERRIES, 2TBSP
•  LINSEEDS, 5G
•  MAPLE SYRUP, 1TBSP
•  MASCARPONE CHEESE, 

1TBSP

uses to balance  
your mood and  
curb fatigue. 
03/ Add a large 
scoop of the batter  
to your pan and cook 
quickly on both sides. 
Top with a dollop of 
mascarpone cheese 
– it packs eye-pro-
tecting vit A, to pre-
pare you for another 
day staring at a 
screen. Slather in 
maple syrup and 
enjoy a sweet treat 
that won’t leave your 
mind feeling sticky.

10
Duck Out of Fatigue
Duck, Blood Sausage & Teriyaki Rolls
BY BERWYN DAVIES

01/ Duck is the per-
fect poultry upgrade; 
it has protein and 
good fats spades (18g 
of the former, and 15g 
of the latter) meaning 
you keep your testos-
terone levels high 
while your muscles 
fed. Grill the breast 
skin-side up for 10 
minutes, then turn 
over for a further four. 
02/ Meanwhile, grill  
the energy-fortifying, 
iron-rich blood sau-
sage until crispy. Now 
you need to make a 

teriyaki sauce by dis-
solving brown sugar 
in a pan before adding 
apple cider vinegar 
and soy sauce. 
03/ Cook your pan-
cakes, throwing in a 
flip if you’re feeling 
fancy. Once you have 
two ready, spread 
them with teriyaki, 
add chopped spring 
onions, baby gem let-
tuce, sliced duck and 
black pudding. Now, 
roll up and duck out – 
this isn’t a wrap you’ll 
want to share.

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 2)
BATTER
•  OATS, 30G
•  PLAIN FLOUR, 50G
•  SALT, PINCH
•  RICE MILK, 180ML
•  AN EGG
FILLING
•  DUCK BREAST, 100G
•  BLOOD SAUSAGE, 30G
•  BROWN SUGAR, 10G
•  APPLE VINEGAR, 2TBSP
•  SOY SAUCE, 2TBSP
•  SPRING ONIONS, 50G
•  HEAD OF BABY GEM 

LETTUCE, QUARTERED

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

6G 15G 44G

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

24G 28G 54G

A SWEETER WAY TO 
CRANK UP COGNITION

YOUR GYM-DAY 
FODDER  
IS ALL WRAPPED UP
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“ 

“ 01/ From coffee to 
crepes, everything’s 
better with butter. 
That’s triply true when 
you’re using three 
kinds to top up your 
fuel levels ahead of  
a testing day on the 
trails. Start by sifting 
the dry batter ingredi-
ents with a pinch of 
salt. Whisk the egg 
whites until stiff. Sep-
arately mix together 
the yolks, buttermilk 
and melted butter, 
then whisk it into the 
flour mix until smooth.

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4)
BATTER
• PLAIN FLOUR, 100G
• BAKING POWDER, 2TSP
• BAKING SODA, 1TSP 
• BROWN SUGAR, 10G
• EGGS, 3
• BUTTERMILK, 200G
• ORGANIC BUTTER, 25G
FILLING
• BANANAS, 2, RIPE
• LEMON, ½, JUICED
• HONEY, 2TBSP 
• ALMOND BUTTER, 50G
• COCONUT CHIPS, 30G

02/ Fold the egg 
whites into the batter. 
Set aside. Slice  
the bananas and toss  
them in lemon and 
honey. Add 3 Tbsp of 
batter to a hot pan 
until bubbles form, 
then flip. 
03/ Top with the 
bananas for an instant 
fructose hit, and 
almond butter and  
coconut chips for 
slower, sustaining 
ultra energy. 

12
Jacked Stacks
Salmon & Lemon Wholegrain Pancakes
BY ANDREW BREDON

01/ By packing pro-
tein, fats and mus-
cle-filling glycogen 
into breakfast, you’re 
priming your body for 
growth. Combine all 
the dry batter ingredi-
ents, then add half the 
buttermilk. Beat until 
smooth then stir in the 
remainder. Set aside 
while you start on the 
protein payload.
02/ Combine crème 
fraîche with lemon 
juice. Season the mix-
ture with salt and pep-
per, then deseed  

INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4)
BATTER
•  WHOLEMEAL FLOUR, 100G
• CASTOR SUGAR, 10G  
•  BAKING POWDER, ½TSP
• BAKING SODA, ½TSP
• SALT, PINCH
• BUTTERMILK, 200G
• AN EGG
FILLING
• CRÈME FRAÎCHE, 80G
• LEMON JUICE, 20ML  
• SEA SALT, PINCH
• BLACK PEPPER, PINCH
• A RED CHILLI
• SMOKED SALMON, 30G
• CORIANDER, ½ BUNCH

the chilli pepper, chop  
it up and chuck it in. 
03/ Heat a splash of 
oil in a non-stick fry-
ing pan, then add 3 
Tbsp of batter per 
cake. When cooked, 
top with smoked 
salmon – it’s swim-
ming in omega-3 fats, 
and boasts a good hit 
of T-raising vitamin D. 
Slather with crème 
fraîche and sprinkle 
with chilli, coriander 
and plenty of black 
pepper to spike your 
metabolism.

11
Pan for Gold
Buttermilk, Almond & Coconut Bananacakes
BY ANDREW BREDON

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

13G 13G 79G

MACRO 
TRACKER*

FAT PROTEIN CARBS

8G 10G 26G

THE BREAKFAST OF 
CARDIO CHAMPIONS

SMOKE THE 
COMPETITION
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Your Strong

We take the classic grey suit and style it up in 8 new ways.                   These menswear influencers show you how to create a fresh look for any occasion

GO LUXE IN 
LAYERS 
Going out after work? 
Throw over a sweatshirt 
or jacket to keep out the 
cold and create some 
contrast with your 
smarter pants – and 
don’t be afraid of 
choosing a brighter 
colour than what you’re 
used to. Think of this as 
an opportunity to add 
some bold colours to 
your wardrobe, and to 
stand out against 
overcast skies. 

ZHODWA PARKA R1 500 ALC AT THE 
SPACE MAN SWEATSHIRT R2 399 
SCOTH & SODA BARREL BAG  
R1 999 BEN SHERMAN BLUE BOAT 
SNEAKERS R2 899 G-STAR RAW

“A grey suit is the safest 
bet and it’s a basic 
building block for a 
sharp looking wardrobe 
that will last for years.”
@jorgemavova

S U



SUIT JACKET 
R1 399 AND 
PANTS R629 
BOTH ZARA

We take the classic grey suit and style it up in 8 new ways.                   These menswear influencers show you how to create a fresh look for any occasion 
 

OLD SCHOOL  
IS NEW AGAIN  
The modern mix of a  
suit, striped shirt and 
polka-dot tie sends the 
right message: you’re a 
guy who makes things 
happen. And surprising 
details, like a tie pin or 
pocket square, take it  
a step further: you’re 
creative, brave – and  
you give a damn.
SHIRT R799 ISSA LEO TIE R429 ZARA 
POCKET SQUARE R399 SCOTH & SODA 
CLASSIC WARWICK WATCH R3 499 
DANIEL WELLINGTON AT TREGER BRANDS

S U I T 



WARM TO IT 
A well-crafted grey suit 
gives your workwear 
wardrobe some sartorial 
flair, we agree. But if 
you’re wearing it every 
day, mix it up, before  
you start fading into  
the wallpaper. A snug, 
sophisticated polo neck 
will keep you front and 
centre at every meeting, 
and it’s lightweight 
enough to keep you from 
sweating under pressure. 
Another standout move: 
wear some boots with 
that suit. Chelsea boots 
are a slimmer version of 
your rugged weekend 
pair, so you won’t traipse 
mud all over the 
boardroom floor.

COAT R1 499 AND POLO NECK  
R429 BOTH H&M BROOKS MOTT  
BAG R5 999 AND CHELSEA BOOTS  
R1 199 ALL TREAD & MILLER AVIATORS  
R1 790 RAY-BAN AT LUXOTTICA

“Add a few key, considered 
accessories – this will show 
you’re a guy who pays  
attention to detail.”
@menzi_xonx
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THREE PIECES 
ARE BETTER 
THAN TWO
The great thing about 
grey: you can dress it up 
with almost zero effort. In 
fact, the less efort, the 
better – overdoing the 
detail can easily look like 
you’re trying too hard. 
Here’s an example. A 
textured waistcoat will 
add some flair, while a 
well-fitted hat will give 
you a dapper edge, but 
choosing a clashing 
pattern or print will ruin 
the effect. Imagine the 
grey suit as a blank 
canvas, and your 
detailing of choice as 
brushstrokes – for best 
results, keep it subtle.

HAT R370 HARINTONS CLASSIC  
BLACK WATCH R3 999 DANIEL 
WELLINGTON AT TREGER BRANDS 
WAIST COAT R2 399 SCOTH & SODA 
SHIRT R1 499 DIESEL TIE, POCKET 
SQUARE AND JEWELLERY MODEL’S 
OWN BROGUES R2 499 BEN SHERMAN



ALL THINGS 
BEING EQUAL
Midweek mornings, after 
work evenings, whenever 
– you want your look to 
be a welcome surprise, 
not something you just 
threw together as an 
afterthought on laundry 
day. Whereas a bold suit 
tends to date quickly, 
grey is subtle enough 
that you can wear the 
jacket and pants as 
separates, expanding 
your office wear or 
adding to your weekend 
repertoire. Start with 
understated colours,  
like navy: this combo will 
never go out of style.

KNIT R629 H&M
SHIRT R1649 BEN SHERMAN
SUIT SUPPLY POCKET SQUARE R149 
H&M PANTS R1 399 FABIANI
TIE AND LOAFERS MODEL’S OWN

“Stick to the fundamen-
tals of contrast. This 
applies to both colour 
and pattern: wearing 
your blazer with any-
thing that looks too  
similar will give the 
appearance of a badly 
mismatched suit.”
@sergio_ines
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FORGET THE 
MOULD
The perfectly tailored 
look always wins, but 
who is perfect all the 
time? Sometimes, a man 
needs to relax. We’re all 
for loosening the collar 
now and then – provided, 
of course, that you keep 
it neat. A white T-shirt is 
arguably as appropriate 
for any occasion as a 
button-down, and a navy 
blazer or casual jacket 
will sharpen you up.  
The perfect blazer: two 
button, a solid colour, 
and an interesting 
texture. Try herringbone 
or houndstooth for 
maximum utility. 

CAP R339 TOPMAN
COAT R1599 ZARA
BLAZER R1 099 H&M
T-SHIRT R759 DIESEL
SNEAKERS R1 199 LE COQ SPORTIF



OFF THE CLOCK
Casual Friday? Dark 
washed jeans will lend 
your blazer an informal 
air. First date? Keep it 
tidy, modern and 
confident in a printed 
button-down shirt – but 
on both occasions, lose 
that tie as you walk out 
the door. Add some detail 
with a watch instead, or  
a pocket square to catch 
the eye. Earn some 
bonus style points with  
a pair of bright socks, 
quality shades or shoes 
in an interesting texture, 
like suede.

SUNGLASSES R3 390 PERSOLS  
AT LUXOTTICA SHIRT R1 479 BEN 
SHERMAN POCKET SQUARE HIS OWN 
WATCH R3 499 DANIEL WELLINGTON  
AT TREGER BRANDS BELT R299 TREAD  
& MILLER JEANS R2 199 CALVIN KLEIN 
SUEDE LEATHER SNEAKERS  
R1 999 BEN SHERMAN

“A light grey suit is  
an excellent staple: 
youthful, modern 
and sharp.”
@Aneyx_
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BREAK  
SOME RULES
Plain shirts make a great 
first impression – but for 
an even better follow up, 
you need some colour. 
Prints are perfect under  
a suit, and the neutral 
shade of this one allows 
you to go brighter than 
ever. Now, everyone 
expects you to wear 
formal shoes with a suit. 
But you’re not just 
everyone, are you? We 
say switch things up with 
a fresh pair of sneakers 
– they’ll help you cheer 
up a classic look by 
contrast, bringing some 
modern edge to all that 
tailoring. And no, you 
can’t just throw on your 
comfiest running kicks 
– they need to be fitted 
and sleek. 

BACKPACK R3 750 ANTONY MORATO;
SHIRT R699 TOPMAN; DESTINATION 
SHANGHAI WATCH R2 250 SWATCH 
GROUP; PURE MONO LUXE 
SNEAKERS R2 199 LE COQ SPORTIF

ANTONY MORATO  
011517 2435
BEN SHERMAN  
021 425 8996
CALVIN KLEIN  
021 418 1185
DIESEL   
011 630 4000
FABIANI  
FABIANI.CO.ZA
G-STAR RAW  
021 418 9000
HARITONS MEN’S 
OUTFITTERS 
021 797 9001
H&M  
021 826 7300
ISSA LEO  
021 426 2757
LE COQ SPORTIF  
011 784 6334
LUXOTTICA  
0861 486 100
SCOTCH & SODA 
011 784 3233
SWATCH GROUP  
011 911 1200
THE SPACE MAN  
011 327 3640
TOPMAN  
021 419 5900
TREAD & MILLER  
0860 665 533
TREGER BRANDS  
011 089 6000
ZARA  
021 446 8700
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The
List

eye-level, not on a pedestal. That 
way, you can look at them often.
   

9 Coax the Climber
We are our own biggest 

critics, and we are always, without 
a doubt, stronger and smarter 
than we give ourselves credit for.
 

11 Don’t Ration Yourself
Life is too short for sec-

ond-rate products – that goes for 
your shirt, your sleeping bag, even 
your pen. Invest in quality over 
quantity every time.
 

12 Invest in Passion
Looking for the best 

investment right now? It’s not on 
the stock market. Live every day 

passionately, whether it’s how you 
prep dinner or how you approach 
your work. That’s a trust account 
that can only gain value.
  

13 Take the First Step
The trick to kicking off  

a great holiday? Just buy the  
plane ticket. The rest will always 
fall into place.
  

14 Become the Path
What we get for living  

our dreams, is not as important  
as what we become.
  

15 Hunt in Packs
 If someone offers you a 

helping hand, take it. You’re doing 
yourself and your Good Samaritan 
a favour.

1 Rope in a Friend
You can’t climb huge moun-

tains by yourself. Asking for help 
doesn’t make you weak, it makes 
you a better man.
 

2 Weather the Storm 
Remember that scar tissue  

is stronger than skin. 
  

3 Reset Your Compass 
Ask yourself this question 

when you wake up and when  
you go to bed: Am I still the guy  
I said I was when I sat in that job 
interview or tried to impress her  
on that first date?
  

4 Master the Expedition
But seriously, have a bucket 

list. Pick one thing at a time and 
gun for it with everything you have.

Go Beyond 
the Summit

Robby Kojetin broke his ankles 
in a freak climbing accident, leav-
ing him in a wheelchair for what 
turned into the longest year of his 
life. He was plunged into debt, 
depression and a life of constant 
pain. These rules helped him  
rebuild his life, and realise a life-
long dream: summiting Everest

5 Heart of the Mountain
Money is nice to have. But 

manners win every time.
  

6 Plot the Course
Doesn’t matter whether  

it’s a shopping list, a to-do list  
or a bucket list. Just make a list. 
Getting shit done, and having  
the ink-marked tick to prove it  
feels good.
  

7 Ditch the Deadweight
Then get that chuck-it list 

going. These are the bad habits 
you want to crush, the loser friends 
you want to let go and the job 
you’re sick of. Pick one and hit  
the ejector seat.
  

8 Stay Grounded
Your goals should be at  

10 Make Camp – Often
Take 30 minutes every day 

to stop being busy. That means 
stashing away the phones and 
tablets and enjoying those 
precious seconds of silence by 
yourself. Consider this your time 
to recharge: it will boost every 
minute that follows it.



ABOUT VITA PQQ

Naturally occurring in some foods, 
PQQ was discovered in 1948. 
It acts as a catalyst, to rejuvenate 
and generate new mitochondria, 
providing the cells of the body with 
the energy needed for life itself. 
This energy is also needed to repair 
and rejuvenate DNA and other 
cellular structures, and to optimise 
brain function and energy supply 
to the body. 
This is why we say that Vita PQQ 
is the ultimate healthy aging 
vitamin, because it supplies 
molecular energy that cells need 
to survive, revive and thrive.

WHY SUSTAINED RELEASE?

Vita PQQ is in a micronized, 
sustained-release matrix.

Since Vita PQQ is released over time 
it stays in the blood longer – 
it’s therefore active longer than 
regular PQQ. In fact, a human 
study showed that the sustained 
release PQQ contained in Vita PQQ 
is more bioavailable than regular 
PQQ and has a sustained release for 
continuous cellular energising and 
rejuvenation.

WHEN CELLS DON’T GET 
ENOUGH ENERGY THEY DIE

Degradation of energy-producing 
mitochondria is a key contributing 
factor to aging, since cells age more 
quickly and die prematurely if they 
are starved of the energy they need 
for life. Therefore, Vita PQQ may 
slow the aging process, with the 
added benefit of increased energy 
levels of the body and brain at the 
same time.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS OF PQQ

Scientific research has shown that 
PQQ:

• Protects nerve cells

• Improves cognitive function

• Alleviates stress and sleeplessness

IS PQQ SAFE AND NATURAL?

PQQ is a safe, naturally occurring 
essential nutrient found in foods 
such as green peppers, tofu and 
green tea. It has been the subject of 
numerous safety studies, in both 
humans and animals, and has 
been found to be safe within the 
prescibed dosage regiment. 

Unfortunately foods don’t 
supply the PQQ dosage needed 
to provide the many benefits 
described here.

Furthermore, the processing of 
modern foods strips many foods 
of PQQ. This means that 
supplementation is important if 
you want to your cells to optimally 
survive, revive and thrive.

INTRODUCING
SOLAL® 
VITA PQQ
(Pyrroloquinoline Quinone)

THE
“HEALTHY
AGING”
VITAMIN



A camera built for every moment
Most smartphone cameras work best during the day, but your life 
is 24/7. We built a camera that works day and night, and we made it 
even better for the Galaxy S8 and S8+. The front and rear cameras 
are so fine-tuned that your photos come out bright and clear—even 
when there’s very little light.

Samsung - A way of life.


